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THE DEMOCRACY OF THE CARPENTER: 

THE LABORER’S NEED OF AN “INDUSTRIAL 

PHILOSOPHY:’”” BY BOUCK WHITE 

HE labor movement needs to get a philosophy of the 
——, universe. A man’s philosophy is the most important 

b> thing about him. It determines everything he does. 
=] a For it is the mold from which his thoughts take their 

(| ~ shape; and thoughts are deeds in the gristle. A wrong 
: philosophy will, in the slow, sure grindings of destiny, 

work itself into a wrong career. And likewise a no- 
philosophy of life, soon or late, will work itself into a no-career. Show 
me a man who has no philosophy of life, and I will show you a man 
who is on a wide sea with neither compass nor chart nor pole star; in 
derelict condition, the sport of every gust, without steerage way or 
sailing orders. 

The privileged class has had in every age a philosophy of the uni- 
verse. And thereby has raised up a massive rampart of systems and 
creeds and laws and institutions which fortify it with an incalculable 

security. Labor has lacked a philosophy of the universe. According- 
ly, it has not captivated the thinkers of the world, but only the dream- 
ers. It has been rather an emotion of the heart than a clarity of the 
head; a hope, mighty to stir the imaginations of men; but lacking in 
coherence of thought, or the logical compulsions that mold the will 
into constancy and marshal transient generations into fixed purpose- 
ful array through a long succession of ages. Labor has permitted 
property rights to boast itself to be The Establishment, with its own 
rights merely a protest, a criticism, a negation; a body of unorgan- 
ized despair, making sallies upon a foe secure behind many outworks. 
Against a regular army, guerrilla tactics have never yet been abidingly 
prosperous. 

_ Jesus had a philosophy of the universe. And, with slight alter- 
ations which are demanded by the scientific advance since his day, 
it is the philosophy which labor in all time must cherish, as the main- 
spring of its hope and the replenisher of its idealism. Stripped of its 
unessentials, his philosophy was this: The universe has a meaning; 
and tt is an industrial meaning. 
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THE DEMOCRACY OF THE CARPENTER 

F THE universe had no meaning, it would be all up with Demo- 
cracy. For Democracy rests on the grandeur of man. And in a 
meaningless world, man were meaningless also,—a puny helms- 

man on a black and driving tide. The social hope above all others 
needs to be full of immortality. Only they who believe that Time’s 
turbid rush is accomplishing something, shall present to the cruelty 
of circumstance and the malignancy of foes a sturdy, enduring brow. 
Any creed declaring humankind to be a cloud of ephemera pursued by 
the creeping shadows of the night, would strike into Democracy a 
mortal chill. That which augments human dignity is favorable to 
Freedom’s cause. Small men make contented slaves: increase their 
stature, you decrease their servitude. (I speak of interior dimensions). 
Persuade man that he is a transient thing, a vanishing atom, un- 
wrecked, tossed aside by the vast thundering machine, and you have 
engineered a lapse to complete serfdom. 

Jesus held man to be immortal. But it was immortality here below. 
“The Kingdom”, which recurs so readily and fondly to his lips, was 
his term for a reorganized human society fashioned into fellowship 
and beauty and truth. Religion constantly seeks to slip the leash and 
escape into an other-worldly bliss, forsaking earth and her importu- 
nate necessities. But not so the philosophy of the Carpenter. Long 
training as a builder of solid structures had disabled him for interest 
in an abode in the blue ethereal void. He planned a paradise in the 
Here and Now; an industrial commonwealth; a city of many mansions; 
a republic of the free-born, where justice and fellowship should be 
eternal. 

Jesus held that the universe is favorable to the establishment of 
such a kingdom. The native kindliness of the earth, if only men 
would put greed away and work with each other, was rudimentary in 
his creed. The universe can be trusted. Broad-bosomed Earth has 
stores of nutriment for all of her children. Ask, and ye shall receive; 
knock, and it shall be opened unto you. Live not anxiously. Be big 
and liberal and human. Cooperation is a practical scheme. Kindli- 
ness begets kindliness. There is room for all. Let humankind put 
away its feverish competing one with another, and transform into a 
universal trust company. Give and it shall be given unto you, full 
measure, pressed down, running over. This was the teaching of the 
Galilean. 

The man who “‘ays up treasure for himself’’ violates this creed of 
fellowship and trust. Therefore, riches kindled in the breast of the 
Carpenter an anger both durable and vehement. Greed is not only 
a crime, in that it is anti-social. It is something more; it is a sin, an 
impiety, betraying distrust in the competency of Mother Earth. 
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THE DEMOCRACY OF THE CARPENTER 

HE Galilean set himself against an enormous bulk of possessions 
} privately owned, because of the excessive caretakings which 

such a social system imposes—this cumbrous civilization 
wherein one must bear oneself so warily, and is so full of care. He 
sought an ordering wherein private wealth should be reduced to a 
minimum, and common wealth expanded to the maximum. And this 
he did out of his liking for joy and spontaneity and gladness. Every 
wall is a prison wall. Build a boundary line against your neighbor, 
and you have also shut in yourself. ; 

It is because the religion that bears his name has forgotten this 
glad commandment of the Galilean, that our world is becoming de- 
spondent. Gaiety is almost perished! Existence is waning into gray 
and pallid lines. Pale delights, cheerless toil, life a pilgrimage of 
dolors! 

“Be happy”, was a distinct commandment of the Carpenter. 
And if for no other reason: Happiness conduces to morality. For 
the slippery paths of youth, in the heat of the day, and in life’s sun- 
set and evening glow, there is no angel guardian more watchful and 
efficient than a happy temper. On every side we hear it said: Be mor- 
al and you will be happy. But the Galilean put the stress equally in 
the other direction: Be happy, and you will be moral. Therefore, 
his animosity against the dominion of great wealth. He believed that 
property should not be permitted to stand between a man and his 
happiness. 

The Carpenter phrased his belief in the natural kindliness and 
fertility of the Earth, in terms of the mechanical theology of his day, 
wherein the productive forces of nature were personified as a mascu- 
line personage, “Father”. But the gender is a detail. The under- 
lying, spiritual attitude of trust, is the important thing. Transposing 
his words into the feminine, in order to bring them into a thought- 
form more congenial to our most modern conception of nature, he 
enjoins the mood of cheerful and confiding repose: 

Be not greedy. Earth, our liberal Mother, has abundance for all. 
Her bounteousness is without stint. Behold the fowls of the air. They 
sow not, neither do they reap nor gather into barns. Yet Erda, the 
Great Mother, feedeth them. Are ye not much better than they? 
And why take ye thought for raiment? Consider the lilies of the 
field; they toil not, neither do they spin. And yet I say unto you, 
Mother Earth arrays them as even Solomon in all his glory never was. 
Therefore, take not this anxious thought saying, What shall we eat? 
or, What shall we drink? or, Wherewithal shall we be clothed? 
But seek ye first of all the codperative commonwealth, the kingdom of 
the Most High, and all these things shall be added unto you. 
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THE DEMOCRACY OF THE CARPENTER 

The plea for a cooperatively ordered society, was a logical part of 
his “Be not anxious” commandment. For only in a world’s work 
reorganized into a united thing, can come that ample and opulent 
productivity which would justify a liberal mood of soul. Where the 
kindly fruits of the Earth are regarded as a thing to be scuftled for, 
the soil yields not its increase as when fellowship holds the plow and 
swings the scythe. The wastes of competition, and the ravages of 
warfare, reduce the fertility of Nature. 

This personifying of Nature must not be pressed to the point of 
exalting her into deity. Deity, as we now know, is moral. And 
nature is unmoral. She kills the evil and the good with outrageous 
impartiality; she-sends her lightnings, her water floods and her earth- 

quakes upon the just and the unjust. We must turn our steps in 
another direction or we will never encounter God. 

ET there is a God. Jesus believed in him, and cherished to- 
ward him a tender intimacy. This God he found, not in the 
realm of nature, but in the realm of the ethical—the heaven 

which overroofs our human day, and speaks with the magisterial 
tones of old eternity. When this Great Unseen was asked by Moses 
by what name he should be known, the answer came: “The Lord God 
of your fathers; this is my name forever.”’ And it is a definition of 
deity which can never be improved upon—“our fathers,” that En- 
semble whose grand and thundering chorus sheds glory and wisdom 
from antique time upon our perishable day. 

The Great Unseen has animated the courage of all the heroic souls 
that ever lived. Elisha’s servitor, when confusion thickened and foes 
multiplied, cried out, “Alas my master! how shall we do?” And 

Elisha said: “Fear not: for they that be with us are more than they 
that be with them. And Elisha prayed and said, Lord, open his eyes, 
that he may see. And the Lord opened the eyes of the young man; 
and he saw: and behold, the mountain was full of horses and chariots 
of fire round about Elisha.” 

Because the Carpenter was of unsealed eyes beholding this Pres- 
ence in the world, he sanguinely trusted the future. He knew that 
the Unseen is on the side of the people against their despoilers. The 
growth of God is democracy ever widening its tide and sweep. Be- 
cause God is, freedom shall be. Jesus knew that the social hope was 
nota phantasy. In times when his soul was worn down, he would open 
the causeway between himself and the Highest; and lo, it was as though 
a legion of angels had been sent to succour him; but he quailed not. 
Measuring with purest fortitude the pathway ahead, he fared intrep- 
idly on, with an energy of purpose which no danger could divert. 
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THE DEMOCRACY OF THE CARPENTER 

And he pressed this truth upon his partisans. This was his purpose 

in devising those two “Parables of Perseverance.” A man went to 

his neighbor to borrow bread to feed a guest unexpectedly arrived in 

the night. The neighbor called out: “Trouble me not; the door is 

now shut; I cannot rise and give thee.” But importunacy got the 

bread at last. If that man was moved by the persistence of the would- 

be borrower, shall not God bring the Commonwealth, if we but per- 

severe to demand it? Also, there was a certain widow, who by the 

sheer doggedness with which she followed him, induced a.negligent 

judge to avenge her of her adversary. “And shall not God avenge his 

own elect which cry day and night unto him? I tell you that he will 

avenge them.” 
The sureness of the Deliverance, and the certainty of a reward for 

the pains they were undergoing in Freedom’s cause, was the theme 

also of those Wedding Feast parables. To picture “the joy that was 

set before them,” Jesus resorted for verbal color to well known festive 

scenes. When the Industrial Commonwealth of God has come, said 

he, the world will be like a regal banquet for sumptuousness. Then 

will be heard the “well done, good and faithful servant.” Now, hard- 

ship was their lot; stoned, drawn asunder, slain with the sword; 

hunted into holes and refuges. But then: “Enter ye into the joys of 

your Lord.” 
There’s a good time coming. Jesus taught it, the heart covets it, 

the intellect ratifies it. Man has no imagination to conceive the “‘good- 
ness that is laid up for us,” when once the extortioner shall have van- 
ished from the earth, supplanted by the grandeur of fellowship’s 
dominion. Nor shall death defeat us of that sight we languish to 
behold. Over death and the grave, the social faith is more than con- 

queror. 
We live not in a hostile universe glowering upon us with ferocious 

intent. The problem of evil? Why, the evil in the world is but the 
spots where the garnishing mind of man has not yet busied itself. 
The philosophy to regulate his life is that of the Carpenter of Galilee. 
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CRAFTSMAN FARMS: ITS DEVELOPMENT 
AND FUTURE 

HE lay of the land on which Craftsman Farms rests, 
| deep in the sunny New Jersey hills, and the fashion 

be le of the development of this land permitting its curves, 
= rd its ridges and its declivities to be preserved rather 
J Py than flattened into conventional outlines, gives to it 

an individuality, unique and forceful. To make such 
a vast undertaking as the recreation of this estate 

take shape and gather beauty has required primarily untold energy, 
also an imagination able to foresee results far in the distance. 

The log house that crowns the elevation toward which the drive- 
way leads, passing meantime through country well wooded yet open, 
may be regarded as the centralization point of this development 
which has for its aim the transforming of a fertile strip of country into 
farmlands of beauty and utility. From the front of this house wherein 
one sits on a long screen-enclosed veranda, extending the home life 
and drawing inward the out of doors, a view is commanded over de- 
scending grounds toward a strip of flat country which gradually rises 
until lost in the background of a wooded ridge. One day this log 
structure will be used as a club house for the whole property, its situa- 
tion therefore is necessarily that of a permanent center. 

Not far away, at the foot of the vine planted hills are already two 
bungalows facing the valley. To the visitor, however, who stands at 
the side of this club house and looks in their direction it appears as if 
they had outgrown the old notion of there being of necessity a front 
and a back to every house, since the rear elevations of these little homes 
are as pleasing in outline and conformation to the landscape as either 
front or sides. The locust tree at the back of one of these bungalows is 
planted at its base with flowers gay in color, while evergreen shrubs 
snuggle about its corners giving it throughout the year the softening 
touch of verdure. 

At Craftsman Farms the idea is closely held of a friendly communi- 
ty. The present bungalows, for this reason, are placed near to the 
log house. Others will follow, the permanent house of Mr. Stickley 
being placed eventually on a hillside standing somewhat higher than 
the present buildings. 

“T like the houses to be grouped together,” said Mr. Stickley, 
more intimately “the Craftsman.” “It makes life simpler, more 
friendly.” 

In truth this sentiment has a very vital meaning in winter-time 
when snows lie heavy on the ground and when walking has ceased to 
be a pleasure. People still like to draw near together; the primeval 
instinct of self protection having been transmuted into the desire for 
companionship. 
8



CRAFTSMAN FARMS 

T IS, at Craftsman Farms, as in all places where a naturalistic de- 

] velopment of the earth is pursued, the intervening strips of smooth 

turf and the places set apart for the planting of flowers that give 

contrast and meaning to the whole property. For in the development 

of rough country contrasts are essential to success. The hand of man 

cannot always be seen in harmony with Nature. She must in places 

be controlled: in others given her own wild way. The long front of 

the log house is therefore banked with evergreens, many varieties of 
natives and Japanese intermingling, while before them blazes a line 

of bloom pluri-colored as Jacob’s coat. 
“We will simplify here another year,” states “the Craftsman.” 

“We will use fewer colors. This year the planting has been experi- 
mental,—that is all but the arbor vites. They are here to stay.” 

These native evergreens form in fact the keynote of the planting 
and one more beautiful, or more sympathetic could not have been 
struck. Thousands of them have here been set out with scarcely any 
loss. They form hedges before walls follow the curved line of road and 
pathway, stand singly or in groups; the soft tone of their green re- 
lieves the brown logs of the club house and other buildings, and makes 
in various places a soft mosslike background for the bright colors of 
flowers. It is during the winter, however, that they come into their 
full splendor. Then when the plant world, intense in its sleep, appears 
dead to the average mortal, they remain unchanged bespeaking the 
evergreenness of hope. Of such trees, “the Craftsman”’ believes, the 
farm has need, and if for no other reason than the healthgiving senti- 
ment which they exhale vital and fragrant. When those now planted 
in hedges and in various other places become overcrowded they will 
be transplanted to spots more distant, their range all the time extend- 
ing. 

Below its foundation planting, the lawn of the club house is in- 
terrupted by a sunken, walled garden; the wall in its turn hidden by 
arbor vitees following its well planned curve. This enclosed garden can 
be entered from the road by means of a gateway guarded by two stone 
posts which give a vista of the scene beyond topped by the long log 
house. The gateposts are covered with English ivy as vigilant in 
holding its greenness over the winter as the chosen trees. 

This season the tops of these posts, which are earth filled, have 
been planted with annuals to give color and luxuriant growth until 
the vines are better established. Several of the trusses of petunias 
hang downward over the stones as if they were plants of the Medi- 
terranean, aland remarkable for its flower-strewn walls. It is without 
question that the climate of Morris Plains suits these bright-bloom- 
ing flowers exceedingly well. 
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CRAFTSMAN FARMS 

. A step into the garden reveals that it has as its center, its very 
heart, a rose garden. For a garden so young, so untried in its situation 
it appears lusty and conspicuously in bloom even in midsummer. 
Later on its beds will perchance be given outline by a low border of 
box or Euonymous radicans, the former, however, doing so well in this 
locality as to make unnecessary the use of a substitute. Again the 
evergreen touch will be held throughout the season. Where the bed 
of roses, following the design of the interior garden, is made about the 
base of a large tree, a hardier strain of roses, such perchance as the 
Baby Ramblers, will eventually be used rather than the hybrid teas 
now in evidence. As is well known roses need all the nourishment that 
the soil can give; and the roots of a large tree naturally drain this 
substance to a very large extent. Yet of so great a natural advantage 
to the garden is this tree that almost anything else should be sacri- 
ficed rather than see it perish. A tree, perhaps through its ability to 
give shade and protection, is one of the most human of Nature’s gifts 
toman. The nearer one can be kept to the garden the more wholesome 
its life. More seats will gradually find their way into this sunken en- 
closure, a bird bath will be added, while always it will show a wall of 
green enclosing bloom and fragrance. There is no more satisfying thing 
than to have such a garden intertwined with the home life. During 
the day it gives gladness; peace and sweet sentiment as the twilight 
deepens. It gives also a definite point for supervision; work in fact 
for the rose lover. The possible beauty and development of this rose 
garden appeal as one of the joys of Craftsman Farms. 

CROSS the driveway from the sunken garden two other stone 
A gateposts and again two more define an exquisite view over 

the valley where a Holstein herd ruminate at liberty. On either 
side of these posts are long beds of flowers; cosmos, tall, green and - 
fleecy in the background waiting its day of bloom, and in the fore- 
ground myriads of petunias regal in color and exhaling a jaunty air 
of independence. 

Turning again to look in the opposite direction, a flight of steps is 
seen guiding the eye past the side of the club house, by the low hill, 
until arrested by a distant orchard of miscellaneous fruit trees. This 
flight of steps is one of the best examples of naturalistic treatment 
here to be seen. It is not built in straight and uncompromising fash- 
ion, but rather follows gently the natural trend of the land, curving 
with it slightly. By such an arrangement the mind unconsciously is 
kept in harmony with the feeling of the earth. 

At the elevation directly at the side of the log house the eye is 
again caught and held by extensive vineyards as lusty and well grown 
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A SIDE VIEW OF THE “CLUB HOUSE” AT CRAFTSMAN FARMS IN WHICH MR, STICKLEY 
AND HIS FAMILY ARE AT PRESENT LIVING: THE PICTURE WAS TAKEN AT THIS PAR- 
TICULAR ANGLE TO SHOW THE SECURE AND FRIENDLY FASHION IN. WHICH THE HOUSE 
RESTS UPON THE EARTH: THIS IS PARTLY BROUGHT ABOUT BY THE CONSTRUCTION OF 

THE HOUSE AND PARTLY BY THE PLANTING: THE BARBERRY SHRUBS, THE EVER- 

GREENS AND THE VINES WELD THE HOUSE INEVITABLY TO THE HILLSIDE.
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THE TWIN COTTAGES: THE FIRST HOUSES BUILT ON CRAFTSMAN FARMS: THEY STAND 

JUST ACROSS THE ROAD FROM THE CLUB HOUSE AND THE ONE UP THE PATHWAY IS 

WHERE MR. STICKLEY’S FIRST GRANDCHILD WAS BORN: THESE HOUSES, BECAUSE OF 

THEIR COLOR AND THEIR STRUCTURE, SEEM TO BE A VERY INTIMATE PART OF THE 

SLOPING HILL JUST BELOW THE VINEYARDS
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RECENT PICTURE OF MR. STICKLEY AND HIS FIRST GRANDDAUGHTER, BARBARA WILES, 
TAKEN ON THE HILLSIDE BETWEEN THE CLUB HOUSE AND ONE OF THE TWIN COT- 
TAGES: MR, STICKLEY AND THIS BABY ARE VERY INTIMATE FRIENDS AND BOTH OF 

. THEM LOVE THE GARDENS AND SPEND THE EARLY MORNING HOURS TOGETHER OUT 
OF DOORS WHENEVER THE WEATHER IS FAIR,
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A FRONT VIEW OF CRAFTSMAN FARMS CLUB HOUSE, WITH THE EN- 

TRANCE TO THE SUNKEN GARDEN IN THE FOREGROUND AND A GLIMPSE 

OF THE ROSE GARDEN BEYOND: THE PLANTING CLOSE AROUT THE 

STONE FOUNDATION OF THE HOUSE IS A BLAZE OF WONDERFUL COLOR.



CRAFTSMAN FARMS 

as those of the Rhone and the Loire valleys. For the future, the 
promise is here given of much fruition. . 

In this section of the property the future also promises that glass- 
houses will stretch along the slope at the base of these vineyards,— 
houses in which opportunity will be given for the propagation of tender 
bedding plants, the raising of melons and vegetables and for the carry- 
ing on of such work as will eventually be identified with the Farms. 

The ground in front of the proposed glass-houses will be treated 
somewhat like a park, groups of evergreens alternating with those of 
deciduous shrubs, and interspersed throughout the planting a goodly 
number of dwarf apple and pear trees, appealing objects to stand be- 
side when weighted down with fruit. A pleasing mental picture is 
thus formed of glass-houses snuggled against the slope, backed by 
vineyards and screened in the foreground by choice shrubs and trees. 

The vineyards here, the feeding herd in the distance, indicate that 
Craftsman Farms is not merely a place for idle development. It has 
its defined purpose; its method of becoming intensely useful. It de- 
mands, and wisely, the return from the earth that it is destined to 
give mankind. To make this farm productive in the best and most 
skilled way is the desire of “the Craftsman.” 

In an altogether different section of the Farms from the club house, 
the vineyards and the garden, lie the peach orchards, plantings of 
great value and promise. These orchards which are extensive are now 
in their fourth year. They are therefore coming into generous bear- 
ing. The trees, at the time of the writer’s visit, were heavy with fruit 
unblemished in bloom and brilliant in color,—a sight exquisite in- 
deed when viewed through long vistas of trees, one after another 
holding proudly its treasures. The alternating rows of these orchards 
are planted with apple trees, the darker, heavier foliage of which makes 
a fine contrast with the long, light peach leaves and pink cheeked 
fruit. At present the outlook for these orchards seems to indicate 
that they will well fulfil their promise, that they will make a rich re- 
turn for the labor expended on them. They have responded to the 
wisdom of their planting in this section of the country included in the 
recognized peach belt of the northeastern States. The length of the 
American autumns, the frequent open winters and the protection 
by side hills, which hold back fierce gales, mark this dulcet strip of 
country as very desirable for the growing of this important crop. A visit to these orchards, especially when the peaches hang mellow in 
the trees is one not soon forgotten. 

Now in the fifth year of development, it is not to be gainsaid that 
Craftsman Farms has begun to show somewhat of the purpose of its Inception and to unfold its aims and ideals for the future. 
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GOD HATH MORE BEAUTIFUL VERSES 

— OD hath more beautiful verses than mine are, 
y KAT | Far statelier measures. I would I might echo 

( =~ Their wonderful cadence, but His are not written 
Thus flatly on paper:—a tree or a flower, 

Ce A child, and a star,—are His poems. I would 
= That my verses would live thus, and flutter, and glow 

Thus brightly, as His do, and Be in themselves. 

Wherever I wander, I find poems written:— 
That mountain, so stately, and white, and far distant, 
My soul finds a rest in its pure isolation, 
Its nearness to spirit; and these purple ridges 
To whose silence I listen, whose utter and peaceable 
Stillness I realize. Th’ hillside that seems just 
Itself with its weeds and its cactus, its skyline 
And Outlook, and “flowers of the sun” keeping summer 
In winter. These oak trees so gnarled and well-destinied; 
These up-soaring smoke-columns, pillars well builded 
In evening’s still dwelling. This vast hazy sunset 
Aglow at its focus, and, facing its beaming, 
The whole great beneficent landscape; and even 
The cold, pure mountain, remote and beyond it, 
Its snow-sides just brushed by its tender suffusion. 
But close to me, here, at the fringe of the hill, 
The wee brown birds in the weeds twitter happily, 
They sing, too, a poem of God, and I 
As I listen, become so attuned to these beauties, 
This Infinite Goodness, this Love, that I stand here, 
A reader of verses created of God. 

Marearet Tromt CAMPBELL. 
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THE CRAFTSMAN MOVEMENT: ITS ORIGIN 
AND GROWTH: BY GUSTAV STICKLEY 
cael ) FEW weeks ago I was showing a friend of mine over 
a the new Craftsman Building, explaining my plans for 

fe) ae its development—describing all the interesting things 
ry s I hoped to bring together there. And after listening 

> to me for a while, he said: 
“Tell me, what makes you do this? Why do you 

want to move into this big place? Do you realize the 
enormous load you are shouldering, how many more problems you will 
have to solve, and what a difficult undertaking this will be to carry 
through? You’re getting on in years; you’ve reached an age when a 
business man usually begins to think about retiring and settling down 
to a quiet life. Instead, you are taking on harder work and bigger re- 
sponsibilities. Why do you do it?” 

“Because I can’t help it,” I told him. “A movement that has 
grown as this one has, must keep on growing, People need it; they 
wouldn’t let me stop even if I wanted to.” 

As I think the matter over, it comes to me more and more clearly 
that here lies the true explanation—that it is a movement, and not 
merely an individual enterprise. It must either grow or decay; it cannot stand still. For a movement is like a tree—if it once getsa firm hold in the soil, if it has its roots in the ground, it cannot help growing. Barring accidents, nothing can stop it. 

Tn every vital movement this principle of growth is seen, and the Craftsman Movement is no exception. Its development has been a matter of natural, logical expansion. First it had to be rooted in the soil of actual physical conditions, to be the outgrowth of real spiritual needs. It had to push its way up toward the light of a definite ideal. It sent forth one branch after another, each new development suggest- ing still wider and more varied growth. And like the tree, each branch had to be hardy, had to weather rebuff and criticism just as the branches of the tree have to withstand storms and insects and other natural foes. Moreover, its growth had to be more or less in line with the thoughts and wishes of the people, for the public tendency, in a general way, is right, and the wind that sways and determines the growth of any democratic movement is always the zeitgeist, the “spirit of the times.” Because of these things its present stature has been reached. 
So age iss pceement started. It had its origin in a ee 3. iT such sound principles of craftsmanship inspired etn ? 1 and such popular response did their making invoke, / = out of this seemingly insignificant beginning developed all that word “Craftsman” now implies. 
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THE CRAFTSMAN MOVEMENT 

ODAY the Craftsman Movement stands not only for simple, 
well made furniture, conceived in the spirit of true craftsman- 
ship, designed for beauty as well as comfort, and built to last, 

it stands also for a distinct type of American architecture, for well 
built, democratic homes, planned for and owned by the people who 

live in them, homes that solve the servant problem by their simple, 
pleasant arrangement, and meet the needs of wholesome family life. 
Big, light, airy living rooms that foster the social spirit are a part of 
its purpose; it holds as essential the open fireplace as the natural 
nucleus for happy indoor life. The plain yet decorative woodwork and 

built-in fittings that help to simplify housework and produce a restful, 
homelike atmosphere are inherent in its plan. The sheltered places 
for outdoor dining, rest and play, and the healthful sleeping porch 
which is coming to be recognized as so vital a part of the modern home 

are inevitably a part of the Craftsman home. It stands, too, for the 
companionship of gardens, the wholesomeness of country and subur- 
ban living and the health and efficiency which these imply. It aims to 
be instrumental in the restoration of the people to the land and the 
land to the people. It is always for progress, for scientific farming, 
for closer cooperation between producer and consumer, and less waste 
in both agricultural and industrial fields. It stands for the rights of 
the children to health and happiness, through an education that will 
develop hands as well as heads; an education that will give them that 
love and enthusiasm for useful work which is every child’s rightful 
heritage, and fit them to take their places as efficient members of a 
great democracy. Civic improvement is close to its heart, political, 

as well as social and industrial progress; it desires to strengthen hon- 
est craftsmanship in every branch of human activity, and strives for a 
form of art which shall express the spirit of the American people. 

And nowas the Movement reaches the next stage in its evolution, 

the opening of the new Craftsman Building, it seems only fitting, for 
the information of those who may not be familiar with its various 

activities, that I should offer this brief explanation of its origin and 
growth. 

I had always been interested in wood, even before I became inter- 
ested in furniture, for as a farm boy out in Wisconsin I used to make 
wooden ax helves, yokes for the oxen, runners for the sleigh—whatever 
happened to be needed for the task in hand. In fact, in the making 
of these rough farm implements lay the germ of what I have accom- 
plished in later years. 

After the farming I took up stone masonry, and it was the hard 
daily labor with this stubborn material that made me appreciate so 
keenly the responsive, sympathetic qualities of wood when I began 
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A BEAUTIFUL PICTURE IN ONE OF THE MEADOWS IS MADE BY THE LONG ROAD- 
WAY THAT LEADS TO THE WOODLANDS AND A GROUP OF REGISTERED HOLSTEINS 

FEEDING CONTENTEDLY IN SPITE OF THE CAMERA. 

A ROADWAY LEADING TO PASTURE LANDS: THROUGH IT ONE GETS A GLIMPSE 

OF THE VALLEY AND THE HILLS BEYOND: THE EYE HELD TO THE VIEW BY 
MASSES OF FLOWERS ON EITHER SIDE AND TALL PILLARS COVERED WITH Ivy.
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THE STEPS LEADING FROM THE GARDEN ARE BUILT NATURALISTICALLY OF ROUGH 

STONE, AND GENTLY FOLLOW THE LAY OF THE LAND: THE CEDAR POSTS ON EITHER 

SIDE OF THE PATH WILL EVENTUALLY DEVELOP INTO A ROSE COVERED PERGOLA, 

THE HEART OF THE GARDEN WHERE THE ROSES ARE PLANTED: THE DISTANCE 

SHOWS THE NATURAL FOREST THAT CLOSES IN THE PROPERTY ON ONE SIDE,
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THE CRAFTSMAN MOVEMENT 

afterward, at the age of sixteen, to learn the cabinetmakers’ trade. 

It was like being with an old friend, to work in wood again! I began to 

study its beauty more carefully, to note its varied grains and textures, 
the way it lent itself to sturdy simple forms and soft finishes, and 

these things filled me with enthusiasm for the work. 

T FIRST the furniture I made was on the usual conventional 
A lines; but as the years went by and I experimented with the 

various forms of construction and design, I began to understand 
better what good furniture and true craftsmanship meant. I tried to 
make pieces that would be first of all practical and comfortable, that 
would last a man’s lifetime without being much the worse for wear; 
the kind of things one could take pride in handing down to one’s 
grandchildren. I wanted them to be beautiful, too, not with the super- 
ficial prettiness of applied ornament, but with that inherent decor- 
ative quality which comes from good proportions, mellow finish and 
harmonious coloring. And to these ends I tried always to choose 
strong, serviceable materials, with the sort of texture, design and color- 
ing that would result in a genuine, homelike charm. 

I did not realize at the time that in making those few pieces of 
strong, simple furniture, I had started a new movement. Others saw 
it and prophesied a far-reaching development. To me it was only 
furniture; to them it was religion. And eventually it became religion 
with me as well. 

Thus, unconsciously, a Craftsman style was evolved and develop- 
ed, a style that gradually found its way into the homes of the people, 
pushing out a branch here, a branch there, first in one direction and 
then in another, wherever it met with sympathy and encouragement. 

The next thing that naturally suggested itself was the need of a 
broader medium of expression for these ideas of craftsmanship and 
home-making; the need of some definite, organized plan for reaching 
people who, I felt sure, would be interested in what I was trying to 
accomplish; some means of getting into direct communication with 
them, of entering, so to speak, into their very homes. And so, in 
October, nineteen hundred and one, the Craftsman Movement sent 
forth another branch, full of hope and promise—the first number of 
Tue CrartsmMan Magazine. 

At the start it was only a small illustrated pamphlet, devoted 
largely to an exposition of Craftsman ideals. Gradually, however, 
as the little monthly found its way to sympathetic readers, its circu- 
lation, size and interest increased. From Syracuse, where for the 
first six years it had been published, I brought it to New York; for the 
metropolis, with its wider interests and activities, seemed the natural 
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THE CRAFTSMAN MOVEMENT 

place to secure the material I needed, and to get in touch with progres- 
sive men and women who were accomplishing significant things in the 
various fields of work and art. 

In the magazine I have striven from the beginning to present the 
work and opinions of others in sympathy with my ideas, as well as my 
own suggestions regarding home-making, and point of view about the 
problems of the day. In as direct, authentic and beautiful fashion as 
I could, I have set forth what seemed the best and most representative 
work of artists, craftsmen, architects and other workers in significant 
fields, both in this country and abroad; reviewing and illustrating 
whatever I believed would prove helpful to those men and women of 
America who needed stimulus to spur them on to finer achievement. 

But a healthy movement, like a healthy tree, does not grow merely 
in one or two directions. And while the magazine was sending out its 
branches and spreading its influence over American homes wherever 
it could reach throughout the country, the main trunk of the move- 
ment was sending forth still other branches. 

OR all this time the original source of the movement, the furni- 
ture, had been developing and finding its way to home-loving 
people who wanted simple, serviceable things. And as the de- 

mand grew, I became more and more interested in every detail of the 
home environment, for I saw that the way a man’s house was planned 
and built had as much influence upon his family’s health and happi- 
ness as had the furniture they lived with. Besides, such unassuming 
furnishings as mine were out of place in elaborate over-ornamented 
interiors. They needed the sort of rooms and woodwork and exterior 
that would be in keeping with their own more homelike qualities. They 
suggested, by their sturdy build and friendly finish, an equally sturdy 
and friendly type of architecture. This being the case, why not build 
the kind of homes that would be in sympathy with the Craftsman 
ideal? Thus was evolved what has since come to be known as Crafts- 
man. architecture. 

I planned these houses with a big living room because I believed in 
having a comfortable place for general family life, large enough to 
eliminate that sense of friction which is so apt to invade a cramped 
and narrow home. In this room I planned a generous fireplace, be- 
cause I knew that people were longing to return to the oldtime com- 
fort and hospitality that centered so pleasantly around the open 
hearth. And this fireplace became one of the most characteristic 
features of my plans—even developing later, after much scientific 
study and experiment, into a means of heating and ventilating the 
whole house. 
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THE CRAFTSMAN MOVEMENT 

The rest of the space in a Craftsman house I arranged compactly, 
with as few partitions as possible for the sake of economy and the 
simplifying of work. More often than not the rooms were all on one 
floor, to eliminate the trouble of stair-climbing, and special attention 
was paid to the kitchen and other parts where the maid or housewife 
would have to spend much time, and which consequently should be 
light, cheerful and convenient. . . . 

Then the question naturally suggested itself{—why build homes in 
the city? Why live in tall buildings, in rows and solid blocks, with a 
minimum of air and light and garden space, when there is so much 
beautiful country within reach? Why not live where there is plenty 
of fresh air and sunshine, plenty of room to grow flowers and vege- 
tables, to rest and exercise out of doors? Why not get “back to the 
land?” 

Thinking and working along these lines, the houses I planned natu- 
rally began to take on certain aspects of country and suburban living— 
big porches for outdoor work and rest and play, dining porches, 
sleeping balconies, pergolas and other garden features that would link 
the interior closely with the outdoor life. 

The next thing that suggested itself was that people, instead of 
living in houses built merely for speculation, should plan and build 
and own their own homes—even the people who could afford only a 
little four or five-room cottage or bungalow. And it seemed to me that 
if these homes were to be theirs in the fullest sense of the word, they 
must give their own time, thought and energy to the planning of each 
detail, and then make sure that the architect and builder carried out 
their ideas in an economical, practical and beautiful way. 

These opinions I naturally expressed in Taz CRAFTSMAN Maga- 
zine, where each month I published one or more of my house designs, 
thus making them available to readers in every part of the world. 
I published floor plans and perspective views of both interior and ex- 
terior, with practical advice as to construction, finish, furnishing and 
decorating schemes. People began to look more and more to this maga- 
zine as a source of encouragement and aid. Men and women who were expecting to build and furnish their own homes would write to me for 
plans, ask my advice about different methods of construction or differ- ent kinds of wood finishes, or want me to make suggestions for interior 
decorations and color schemes. And out of these Inquiries and their 
answers, Craftsman Service developed—another branch of the con- stantly growing Craftsman Movement. 

As I was continually advising people to build their own homes in a simple, practical fashion, the next thing that inevitably suggested 
itself was that I should actually help them to do it; show them the 
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various building materials, point out the qualities and uses of each, ex- 
plain the different methods of construction, teach them how to choose 
the most serviceable and appropriate things, how to plan wisely and 
build well. 

So I began to bring together for their inspection samples of build- 
ing materials, paints and finishes, miniature models of cottages and 
bungalows, and household devices of various kinds. But I soon found 
that three floors occupied by my architectural, editorial and circula- 
tion forces were quite inadequate to allow a suitable display or to ac- 
commodate with comfort all my visitors. It became necessary to 
move into more spacious and convenient quarters; hence the Crafts- 
man Movement has branched out into the new Craftsman Building. 

This building is now the Craftsman home. Here are the show- 
rooms for furniture, metal work and fabrics made in my cabinet and 
metal workshops at Eastwood, New York. Here is Taz CrarrsMAN 
Magazine with its several departments. Here are the drafting rooms 
of the Craftsman architects; the bureaus of Craftsman Service— 
architectural, gardening, agricultural and real estate; the home-build- 
ers’ library, the lecture hall, the club rooms for Craftsman subscribers, 
and the homelike Craftsman Restaurant. 

More important than all, perhaps, here is the big Craftsman Per- 
manent Home-builders’ Exposition, occupying five floors and includ- 
ing in its scope everything that the homemaker might need to see and 
know, from brick and mortar to wall coverings and stencil designs, 
from ice-boxes and vacuum cleaners to garden tools and rustic furni- 
ture. And all so conveniently and systematically arranged that the 
visitor may pass from one exhibit to another in logical order, or in- 
spect some particular feature on which information is desired—with 
always an expert within call ready to give the necessary advice or ex- 
planation. Such an exposition as this must surely prove invaluable 
to the American homemaker; and surely it is a fitting culmination 
for all the Craftsman activities. 

Thus, like the tree, out of what seemed a small and insignificant 
beginning, has the Craftsman Movement grown. Not because I con- 
sciously willed or planned it; not because of great capital or prestige; 
but simply because it had its roots in the ground. It grew out of actual 
spiritual needs and physical conditions. It drew life from the warm, 
fertile soil of the people’s interest and enthusiasm. And it depends 
upon their continued love and help, as well as upon my own endeavor, 
to keep its branches green, to make it grow into still farther-reaching 
strength and still wider efficiency. 
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CHARACTER AND THE. CAMERA: BY JOHN 

COURNOS 
amma \ODAY, when a distinguished Englishman feels regret- 

(_—— fully that he must have his photograph taken— 
ns whether for business or social purposes—he goes to 

_— the London studio of E. O. Hoppe. For he knows 
A. #4 that there he can obtain a simple, unaffected portrait, 

wean @ one that is characteristic, truthful and at the same 
7 time sympathetic, satisfying from both a personal and 

pictorial standpoint, and free from all those artificialities of pose and 
attempts at “artistic” backgrounds which are so annoying to the sen- 
sitive sitter and so fatal to the really artistic result. After a study of 
this portrait-photographer’s work and personality, one can readily 
understand how, in the comparatively short space of three years, he 
has gained such a reputation. 

A clue to Mr. Hoppe’s methods and one of the reasons underlying 
his success may be found in his studio. It is a large, three-windowed 
room, without skylight, the walls of white Japanese fiber reflecting 
the maximum of light rays and absorbing practically none. The fur- 
niture and ornaments consist of a few simple but genuine pieces, in- 
cluding such choice things as an old carved Italian chest, a Gothic 
reading desk, a Nurnberg madonna. And above all the room is not- 
able for the absence of artificial backgrounds, screens and head-rests 
and all the objects that go to make up the old-fashioned photographic 
studio. 

“An important problem in photographic portraiture,” declares 
Mr. Hoppe, “‘is the relationship between photographer and sitter— 
mostly a problem of personality.”’ It is to the absence of this personal 
element—for there can be no relationship between the sitter, a living 
man or woman, and the camera, a mere mechanism—that Mr. Hoppe 
attributes the non-success of most photographs. They are soulless 
likenesses and not character studies, a distinction which makes of a 
photograph a work of art. 

In the first place, Mr. Hoppe makes a departure from the popular 
convention that some physiognomies are not susceptible to the camera. 
He looks upon the time-worn expression “I don’t take a good picture” 
as absurd. Again he is most emphatic in his avowal that ‘‘there is no 
person actually commonplace,”’ no person in whom there is not a suf- 
ficient variation in character from another person, to lend itself to 
distinction by the lens. To render this shade of difference, this deli- 
cate distinction, is the duty and function of the photographer of faces. 

How to catch this difference is a problem which requires, not alone 
a certain character perception, but also a great deal of alertness and 
sufficient acuteness to grasp the moment, “and one moment only” 
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when the sitter looks as he is—‘the psychological moment when he 
appears absolutely, when he opens himéelf.” To recognize that 
moment is the photographer’s task. Hence Mr. Hoppe seldom takes 
a picture of a man at first meeting. 

Mr. Hoppe’s methods require further explanation. He lays stress 
upon a man’s possibilities. He studies him as he changes his position. 
He draws him into conversation, learns about his hobbies, his station 

in life, his outlook on life, and watches his eye light up at this or that. 

He believes in a certain magnetic, or if you will, telepathic communi- 
cation between himself and his sitter. He shows him prints and a 

casual remark may give him a clue to the sitter’s likes and ideas. 
Even the thought that traverses like a flash across a man’s mind may 
arrest its owner in a self-revealing pose which gives Mr. Hoppe a 
certain mental picture of the man and indicates the time to choose the 
most natural, the most characteristic attitude. If the man is reti- 
cent, the very reticence can be suggested. Mr. Hoppe admits going 
wrong occasionally, but he remains steadfast to his principle that the 
natural pose of the sitter is the first thing to be sought by the artistic 
photographer. 

He wants to get away as far as he can from conventionality and 
at the same time avoid artificiality. 

Let us note a concrete instance of this photographer’s method. 
Look at the illustration of Granville Barker, one of the most successful 

of the Hoppe portraits. Mr. Hoppe started out with a different idea 
in mind. “But” he explains, “a cat happened to stray into the room 
at the moment. Mr. Barker’s eyes suddenly lighted upon the graceful 
animal and he was all happiness as it climbed up his knee and onto his 
shoulder. I snapped him then and there. I was perfectly justified. 
He had no idea I was going to do it. I recognized the moment.” 

It is this unpremeditated quality, this ability to snap a sitter un- 

aware, unconscious for the moment of the fact of being in a studio, 

that is Hoppe’s confessed secret of success. He employs a type of re- 
flex camera that is always ready. The slide is always in the register. 
It is a noiseless instrument, resting on a low stand, and there is about 
it no suggestive black cloth. It is looked into from the top instead of 
the back. The rays passing through the lens are caught up by the 
mirror and reflected on the focusing screen at the top of the camera. 

The mistake most photographers make in the opinion of Mr. 
Hoppe is in spending more time on finishing a picture than on prelim- 
inaries; whereas they ought to spend most of the time on preliminaries 
and very little on finishing. There is the problem of retouching for 
instance. 

“T do very little retouching,” says Mr. Hoppe. “Retouching has 
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CHARACTER AND THE CAMERA ‘ 

been the greatest enemy to photographic portraiture. I confine my- 

self to remedying blemishes inherent in the processes, such as irregu- 
larities of skin registered. I rely entirely upon the right lighting of 

faces. That is the great retoucher—Light.” 
The fact that Hoppe studied portraiture under such masters of the 

brush as Von Lenbach and Kaulbach lends interest to his statement 

that he considers the camera and the rest of the photographic para- 
phernalia merely as tools, as another artistic medium to be classed 
with pencils, drawing board, brushes, colors and etching needle. He 
holds that it is the man behind the camera who can impart artistic 
value to a photograph. The photographer must not, however, at- 
tempt too much; he must know the limitations of his medium. 

Painters, Mr. Hoppe thinks, are right in condemning the photo- 
graphy of the present day. Instead of rising to a superior level, it 
has during the last twenty years come down to a low level among the 
crafts. 

In explaining this, he says: ‘““The first men to practice photography 
were painters, such a man, for instance, as David Octavius Hill,R.A. 
His portraits today are unequalled in artistic value, although tech- 
nique has been made more and more perfect. That’s the whole thing 
in a nutshell. Because these men were artists, the photographs or 
portraits produced by them were works of art. Therefore it follows 
that not camera or lens should be considered, but the man. If a man 
has the artistic instinct and feeling he is bound to produce something 
of artistic value. It is immaterial how it is produced, so long as it has 
all the qualities that entitle it to be called a work of art.” 

Mr. Hoppe is now experimenting with color and has achieved some 
fine results, which he will show at an exhibition of his work in London 
next May. He explains the process briefly as follows: 

“Any paper coated with gelatine and bichromatic salt becomes 
when exposed to light, insoluble and the paper thus prepared is printed 
through the ordinary photographic negative. It is then put into water 
where those portions that have been exposed will swell up in a very 
faint and hardly distinguishable relief. That pr nt is then put on sev- 
eral layers of wet blotting paper and dabbed with flat-bound brushes, 
having ordinary lithographic inos. It is then that the process shows 
its tremendous latitude. It gives the powers of the painter. The tone 
values can be altered and corrected. This process was discovered 
three or four years ago by a man named Rawlins, but merely in mono- 
chrome. Its color possibilities are just being realized. Lately a few 
enthusiastic workers have taken up the process, which of course has 
its dangers for those who do not understand blending or the harmony 
of color.” 
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SALEM: ITS HOUSES, ITS STREETS AND ITS 
GARDENS RICH WITH THE ATMOSPHERE 
OF ROMANCE AND TRADITION 

rw RCHITECTS, sooner or later, seek in Massachusetts 
r the streets of Salem. Indeed this renowned old town 

—_)\ is not imbued with the idea of change, and Chestnut 
4 Street is still acknowledged to be the finest example, 
D> architecturally, of early American conception. His- 

torians and romanticists as well delight in the place; 
the former regarding it as the seat of witchcraft and 

ae the latter as the environment of the ‘‘House of the Seven 
ables.”” 
Once the now out-of-the-way situation of this many gabled mansion 

is reached, romance in its quintessence enfolds the visitor, encircling 
him in the aroma of its past sentiment. Here, on this very spot, is 
accentuated the old saw: “the pen is mightier than the sword”; for 
had the ground on which stands the House of the Seven Gables been a 
battle-field, it would hardly be more generally visited or afford a 
more widespread interest than it does today. By the pen of Hawthorne 
this gray visaged old house has been made of abiding interest in Salem, 
as if it were a unique human being. Its personality is deeply marked, 
its atmosphere so individual that instead of succumbing to modern 
ere, it draws its visitors into the gulf of its own time and stand- 
ards. 

Hawthorne himself declared that the scene of his romance was in 
one of the old projecting storied houses familiar to his eye in Salem; 
also that it had been an object of curiosity with him from boyhood, 
both as aspecimen of the best and stateliest architecture of a long past 
epoch and as the scene of events more full of human interest, perhaps, 
than those of a gray feudal castle. 

Probably the House of the Seven Gables as embodied in his story 
was the composite of several of the old mansions identified with 
Salem; for at the time that Hawthorne knew it well it had, so it is re- 
ported, but three gables, the others being added later. Most earnestly 
also did Hawthorne insist that his story should be regarded as a ro- 
mance; that the characters he drew were of his ‘own mixing.” More- 
over he insisted that the aspect of the House of the Seven Gables 
affected him like a human countenance, and in so saying he voiced the 
sentiment of many who today pay it a visit. It is a building given over 
now to the memory of Hawthorne, its owner endeavoring to identify 
it with the author’s work and life as closely as possible, crying out for 
the realism of characters which he himself deemed but romantic. 
Each room remains as he saw it and as it became crystallized at the 
point of his pen. The front entrance of the house is still through a 
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TYPICAL MANSIONS OF CHESTNUT STREET IN SALEM, 

ALSO SHOWING WIDTH AND BEAUTY OF STREET, 

THE HOFFMAN HOUSE ON CHESTNUT STREET, GENIAL 

IN ITS EXPRESSION SINCE SOFTENED WITH VINES.



NEW ENGLAND CIVIC BEAUTY 

tiny shop, and while it has graduated from a cent shop as kept by Miss 

Hepzibah Pyncheon, it still offers to its visitors, in unadulterated form, 

the delectable sweet called “Gibraltar Rock,” and little toys and en- 

ticements, such as she might have sought on finding it necessary to 

open her ancestral mansion to trade, to listen with nervous tension for 

the tinkle of the bell indicating a probable purchaser of her wares. 
The young woman who now guides the visitor through the house 

amplifies her descriptions of each room with such remarks as “this was 

Miss Hepzibah’s bedroom: everything here is just as Hawthorne saw 
it last. All that we do is to keep it well dusted. We never move or 

disturb anything.” 

UT THE thrilling part of the visit is when the guide, with an air 

of mystery all her own, entices one into a narrow, dark and un- 
prepossessing passage, closing the door as, like some bad man in 

a fairy tale, she murmurs “I'll meet you at the top of the house.” His 

brain then bestirs itself wondering if it is in accord with the wisdom of 

the nineteenth century to have followed her so unhesitatingly. Turn 

back he cannot. The only thing to do is to climb on as best he can the 

perpendicular stairs, roughly hewn, uncarpeted, holding no sympathy. 

But as he is in complete darkness, his limbs shake beneath him, a fact 

he is chary of confessing. Behind him the guide has bolted the en- 

trance door. But when with courage somewhat reinstated, he reaches 

the top of the mysterious climb, a narrow door is thrown open and he 
steps out into one of the sweetest, most time-flavored bedrooms that 

his imagination has ever depicted. His mental atmosphere clears; he 

realizes that he has trodden the hidden flight of stairs, which from gen- 
eration to generation has permitted various occupants of this house to 

appear mysteriously, to vanish with equal rapidity and to overhear 

conversations thought to be secret. 

To see later the chair in which, as the story relates, Judge Pyn- 

cheon was found dead, gives the visitor another thrill of silent romance 

and happenings out of the ordinary. The smooth-paved way of mod- 

ern life, its lack of romantic intrigue and its simplicity seems, after 

all, a trifle dull. 
The last counsel of the guide is to step into the garden and see the 

gables. They are all there—seven marked off on the tips of the fingers; 

and snugly beside the house lies a little garden, than which none has 
been more sweetly, more touchingly described. Hollyhocks cling 

closely to the gray boards of the house, clothing their grimness with the 

iridescent luster of bloom, drawing it near to the changeful season. 

In no way is this garden remarkable, barring its extreme simplicity 

and lack of all straining after the unusual. Nevertheless it stands in 
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its original position and the heart goes out to it. It wafts a tender im- 
pression to carry away when at length the visitor turns from the House 
of the Seven Gables, preferring to believe in the absolute reality of 
Hawthorne’s characters rather than that they were, as he claims, 
products of his own imagination. 

HESTNUT STREET is reached before long,—the finest example 
extant of Colonial house-building. Looking westward down this 
street its appeal is at once one of dignity and peace, its broad 

brick pavement shows that it has been well trodden, but in no way 
overcome. In such a pavement alone there is an element of repose. 

On either sideitis flanked by trees, old and stately, having developed 
with the years marked individuality. They have the scars, the pecu- 
liarities, perchance, of age; as well they have the assurance of their 
years and a reverent bearing which youth does not possess. From 
them the eye travels naturally to the houses set along the street in 
detached fashion. They represent an early and admirable conception 
of house-building, of houses that were homes of comfort and personal- 
ity. The most notable examples were built in the late eighteenth or 
early nineteenth century, a time when the crackling of warfare was 
in the air, when Indians had barely become citizens of docility, when 
religious disputes charged the atmosphere, and after young women 
had not only been accused of witchcraft, but tried for the crime and 
burned at the stake. Indeed it is from a scarred and turbulent past 
that Salem has won its present tranquillity. 

These houses are severe and classic in outline: and while varied in 
treatment there is still enough of similarity about them to give to 
Chestnut Street the appearance of a harmonious whole. It does not 
suggest in any way the haphazard or the freakish. It appears well 
ordered, plainly and strongly executed. The building line has been re- 
spected, although occasionally the front steps of a house make an in- 
road into the sidewalk standing out to the uttermost limit of their 
privilege. Fences, fence posts and railings have been found useful in 
holding this line of the street, and are as well objects of distinction. 
Many examples of fine old ironwork, grilles and railings are also seen 
along Chestnut Street, in Salem. For the houses the favored building: 
material was brick, although clapboards as well were used. The trim 
in either case was of wood, in most instances painted white, the blinds 
being of a darker or different color to give variety to the surface. 
Somewhat of the severity and the quiescent charm of one of Salem’s 
old houses is well illustrated herein by a photograph. It holds its 
own along this street of architectural beauty, yet it can be seen by 
scanning it closely that it has made a subtle compromise with the 
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spirit of expansion. It has pushed its rights on the building line as 
far as possible, its steps and iron railings encroaching perceptibly on 
the pavement. It has sacrificed the protection of a fence across its 
front boundary. The main part of this house is of brick, severely laid 
and trimmed, but its rear extension is of clapboards and denotes a 
later thought than that of the original builder. The bay window over 
the front portico, exquisite in line and device, must have been added 
some time after the building was constructed. That it mars the ex- 
terior to a certain extent there is no doubt, even though it can be real- 
ized that it gives to the interior expansion, air and sunlight. 

The bay window, and the front veranda, were conceptions that 
early began to temper the purity of classic architecture in America. 
They may have helped the Puritan to unclasp the bands from his soul 
and to drink in more completely the openness of life as a universal 
privilege rather than a system of inflexible rules. 

N ANOTHER one of the illustrations the growth of the city street 
idea is seen, since herein two typical mansions are joined together 
instead of being planned with an intervening space of earth. They 

were built, it would seem, with the ideas of chastity and solidity 
uppermost, also with some thought of ground economy. In houses 
such as these barely an inch of space was wasted. The hall traversing 
the middle opens to rooms on either side, rooms of ample and digni- 
fied proportions, rooms very regular, without alcoves, niches, nooks or 
other complications. Even to the top of the house each room has its 
full allotment of window space, each can be located without the ac- 
companiment of mystery. 

There are those who regard the exterior of these Salem houses as 
forbidding, precise and unalluring, as houses which do not cast forth 
the radiant note of hospitality. Others, on the contrary, see in them 
the pledge of reliability and steadfastness, the inability to be moved 
by every passing whim. In the Hoffman house on Salem Street one 
reads again the progress of the times in the sunroom built over the 
portico and in the verandalike covering of the side steps. The spaci- 
ousness of this house gives it an imposing air, and its roof, which is 
noteworthy, must make its upper story very pleasing to live in. To- 
day even when innumerable larger and more costly houses have been 
built in America, it retains its own importance, proclaiming itself not 
unlike many stately old English mansions which have passed from gen- 
eration to generation without appreciable alteration. The vines with 
which it is well clad soften its austerity, humanizing it and giving it 
almost the geniality of an old friend. , 

The doorways of the houses of Salem are an inspiration to archi- 
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tects of the present. They have a simplicity of outline, a grace of 
curve and design that is altogether fascinating to both sight and mind. 
And in Salem admirable examples of them abound, one after another, 
appealing to the visitor as he passes down the streets. Long flights of _ 
steps with simple yet elegant balustrades and newel posts often fan- 
tastically curved, are characteristic of the interior of these houses. 
China closets filled with examples of Lowestoft and curved and decor- 
ated at the top somewhat as the doorways; and walls covered with 
all-over designs of paper, are as essential to their period as is the old 
town in which they are placed,—Salem with its unflinching past. 

UT IT is not the House of the Seven Gables or the architectural 
perfection of Chestnut Street that completely fills the visitor 
here with satisfaction. The gardens of the old town claim his 

enthusiasm and cause him to wonder at the constancy with which they 
have thriven over so many years. The majority of these much visited 
gardens are at the back of the houses, only occasionally at their sides. 
They are gardens of box hedgings and of old-time flowers, often a bit 
tangled and confused. They are not especially connected with the 
houses, as is fashionable in modern landscape gardening, by pergolas, 
peristyles or covered arches. They simply form an outlet for the home 
life by keeping the world of nature but a stone’s throw away from the 
back doors. Sometimes they are entered by a demure little white 
gate, again an arbor leads the way to their center. In almost every 
case they are enclosed at their outer boundaries by a fence, a necessary 
adjunct, since these gardens are those of a busy crowded place, not those 
of the open country. The towers of factories, workshops and other 
buildings hug them in closely, forbidding them to cross their bounda- 
ries without self damage. In Essex Street, a prominent thoroughfare, 
there is a garden in which everything is said to be over seventy-five 
years old. Greenness, tangled and sweet, prevails here with now and 
then a blossom giving accent. It is a quiet garden seemingly remote 
from the haste and insincerity of modern life. It causes wonder that 
it has so well and strongly retained its personality. The answer is 
found in the fact that it, as well as other gardens in Salem, have lodg- 
ments in the hearts of their owners. From year to year many of them 
are untouched by an alien hand; the skill of the professional gardener is 
here, as the saying goes, conspicuous by its absence. In its place is 
found the love of Nature, not dependent on her possible effects, but 
rather on her ability to give solace to the human heart. 

Scattered in among the old gardens are newer ones showing the 
dominant tendencies of the day. They are well contrived, suiting 
admirably their situations. Yet from them the visitor escapes with 
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gladness to seek those not far away where the air laden with the scent 
of box is inhaled and where Nature’s own tangles and laws are con- 
doned. In Salem the black cat walks ad libitum. The guide suggests, 
it seems appropriately, a visit to the witch house, turned now into a 
shop wherein are sold relics, antique furniture and various evidences 
of long ago. For Salem is still Salem, the offspring of a violent strug- 
gle which she neither disguises nor finds discreditable. From its ashes 
she has sprung and today, in softened mood, seems to have tempered 
the cruel facts of her history with much that is romantic and legendary. 

THE HEAVENLY ROAD 

"THERE was no milky way of stars, 
But just a field of green 

With daisies by the pasture bars 
All radiant and serene! 

There were no angels in the air, 
Nor raptured seraphs wise, 

But up the noontide’s sunlit stair 
Trooped gorgeous butterflies! 

There was no river of pure gold, 
But dancing in the breeze 

A laughing brook forever rolled 
Beneath the arching trees! 

There were no shining jasper walls, 
Nor azure baldricked dome, 

But just a house with friendly halls, 
And quiet peace of home! 

Epwarp Witsur Mason. 
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THE ANSWER: BY ANNE CLEVELAND 
CHENEY 

RS Sagemn}0 many poems to be read, 
yl i A world fames fair and true? 

Pai §=Good Sir, I know, but overhead, 
® ma CA sky is arching blue; 
k Wg, And branches wave across the bright, 

UU) BSE «All glorified, and seem to write 
A lyric for my very soul, ; 

Upon a vast, eternal scroll; 
If now, good Sir, I try to read, 
I sure must stop my ears to heed, 
And hush the beating of my heart, 
That both great songs be kept apart! 

SO many poems to be read, 
And time so short?—For me, 

I never, never shall be dead, 
Now is eternity; 

And listen! Do you hear it sing? 
Why, all the world, Sir,—everything— 
The great, deep, cosmic hum and beat, 
The epic of the passing feet, 
The ebb and flow of city ways, 
Greek chorus of the nights and days— 
How can I hold to printed word, 
When life—all life—is to be heard? 

THE Drama? O, good Sir, I pray 
You come to my poor street, 

By any time of night or day, 
And see the players meet !— 

A woman crouches at her door, 
With face that hopes not any more; 
A small, white hearse moves slowly by— 
Mark how she dries her unlit eye, 
The piteous trembling of her hand! 
No word is breathed, we understand; 
Within her sodden face one sees 
The mystery of mysteries. 
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A YOUNG, young girl goes laughing in 
At the little cheap cafe;— 

Haste after! One more scene to win, 
Of my drama called Today! 

Through blur of smoke and stench of wine, 
And following looks of lustful swine, 
She flutters down the blighting air— 
Just blossoming yet half aware; 
Now, in Christ’s name, let us take part— 
This play is life and needs no art! 

SO many sermons do they preach 
From pulpit, day by day, 

With message you believe may teach 
Me better how to pray? 

Oh, in the faces that I greet, 
All up and down the city street, 
A text is writ! I scarce can kneel, 
For reaching out my hands to feel 
The clasp of brother palm on palm— 
A very sacrament or psalm; 
While every by-way grows to be 
Sacred as paths of Galilee. 
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THE EVOLUTION OF A HILLSIDE HOME: 

RAYMOND RIORDON’S INDIANA BUNGALOW 

ye UCCESSFUL home-building implies something more 

ZI ae! than the selection of a desirable site, the drawing of 
PN suitable working plans and the erection of a practical 

wy 1 construction. It implies a sympathetic use of building 

b materials, an understanding of that harmony which 

S should exist between the house and its environment, 

between the exterior construction and the interior 

finish and furnishing, between the character of the house and the 
characters of those who are to live init. And perhaps more important 

than all, it implies a genuine home-seeking, home-loving spirit. For 

the factor that determines the architectural, and one might almost 

say spiritual, success of such an undertaking is the vision that guides 

the architect’s pencil and the builder’s tool, the ideal that inspires 

the home-maker in the working out of his plans, from the general 
scheme down to the smallest detail. The house he is building is 
the house of his hopes and dreams, probably the fruit of long years 
of work and study and contemplation; its erection means the fulfil- 
ment of a long-cherished plan; it is to be a home for his soul as well 

as for his body, a little corner of the world that is essentially his 
own. This vision, this ideal is the “north star” which guides the 
successful home-builder safely into his desired haven. 

It is just such hopes and dreams, you feel, that must have inspired 

the planning and building of the house shown here—the home of Mr. 
Raymond Riordon, Superintendent of the Interlaken School at Roll- 
ing Prairie, Indiana. Whether you view it from the lake, the garden 
or the clover-covered hillside, or whether you step inside its sheltered 

porch and hospitable rooms, you feel instinctively that it is a real home, 
planned by those who knew by heart the country, the materials and 
the needs of the people who were to live therein, and who had studied 

out, thoughtfully and lovingly, how to make the building fulfil those 
needs in the wisest and most beautiful way. 

Seldom have we encountered a more interesting example of utility 

and beauty combined, and seldom have we seen a house that was more 

at home among its surroundings. Nestling there snugly against the 

gently sloping shore, with the log schoolhouse, dormitory and other 

school and farm buildings clustered around it, the hill of white clover 
and the young apple orchard nearby, this brick and clapboard bung- 
alow raises its many-windowed walls, shingled roof and sturdy chim- 
ney, an embodiment of architectural peace. 

Behind the house an excavation has been made and a red brick 

court built with a retaining wall eight feet high, edged with cement 

flower-boxes and broken by an entrance of brick steps leading down 
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INCLUDED THE LONG SPACIOUS “ATTIC LIVING ROOM, TWO VIEWS OF WHICH ARE SHOWN ABOVE,



AN INDIANA HOME ON CRAFTSMAN LINES 

to the kitchen door. Above the kitchen steps is a pergola, and the 
projection overhead, seen in the photographs, is a rainwater box with 
a pipe leading to the kitchen basin. This rainwater box contains a 
steam coil which keeps it warm in winter and free from frost—one of 
the many instances of practical forethought in which this home 
abounds. In addition to this, the kitchen is piped, of course, for hot 
and cold water. 

In front of the house is a flower-bed which was planted with a 
thousand tulips—and one can easily imagine what color glory their 
bloom must have lent this woodland spot. When their reign was 
over, the bulbs were taken out and heliotrope planted in their stead 
to form another link in the garden’s circling chain of color and frag- 
rance. 

On one side, facing the faculty house, the hill was planted with 
crabapple and cherry trees, while on the slight slope from the wall to 
the brick court, vivid peonies bob out in all colors, ready for the pick- 
ing. In the shadow of the slope and sheltered by these lordly neigh- 
bors, modest lilies-of-the-valley raise their white blossoms among the 
green; toward the ice-house stand the friendly hydrangeas, ready to 
follow the tulips, peonies and geraniums with their lavish bloom. 

On the lake side, the steeper slope is closely planted with flowering 
currant, spirea, buckthorn, syringa, and here and there a cluster of 
bright tiger lilies flashes on the eye. A winding path leads to the boat 
house, where canoe, rowboat and sailboat nestle on runners ready to 
slide out for pleasure or for rescue. 

The rear of the house is massed with shrubs and cherry trees, and 
here one finds the rose garden, where hundreds of varicolored blossoms 
scent the air and add to the beauty of the hill. 

And all this gardening was done, all this expanse of plant life prop- 
agated, protected and cared for, by boys —mostly by one little boy of 
twelve! 

‘HAT brings us to the most delightful feature of this lakeside 
bungalow—the fact that it is not only the home of the super- 
intendent, but also a club house for the boys and teachers of 

the school community of a hundred and seventy people. And surely, 
this bungalow is an ideal gathering place for the inmates of such a 
school — a school that aims to develop body and mind in wholesome 
harmony. 

Turning to the plans and illustrations, we find that the design was 
adapted from a certain five-room, stone and shingle Craftsman bung- 
alow, published about three years ago in Tur CrarrsMan Magazine. 
And it is interesting to note how carefully and at the same time with 
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ml x what pleasing or- 
boa aro — iginality the owner 

i = SS and his assistant 
| Ml | Hy — architect, George 

I FPR Kier) |  W. Mater of Chi- 
My te we oe we cago, el adapt- 

Jurlt N] [het " ed the Craftsman 
m Cg . plan to meet the 

guna 2 special needs of in- 
Ep RNR aes a a dividual and site. 
| aq The cee bor 

eee 3 plan of “Num- 
as SI = -—1] ber Ninety-three” 

was carried out 
moncn practically as we 

Hy -—1! had drawn it, and 
ee et to it were added a 

MR. RIORDON’S BUNGALOW: FIRST FLOOR PLAN. basement and sec- 

ond story. The changes in the elevation and the detail on the sec- 
ond floor were drawn by Mr. Maher from specifications which Mr. 
Riordon furnished, and between them they have certainly managed to 
achieve an unusual and satisfying result. 

The front entrance is through the long porch which extends across 
the entire front of the building and is divided into a “sitting porch” and 
a sleeping porch, the former opening into the big living room, the 
latter into one of the bedrooms. Some idea of the substantial comfort 
and cheerfulness of the arrangment can be gathered from the photo- 
graphs which Mr. Riordon has sent; for as he remarks in his letter to 
us, “Photographer Koch has made his lenses do effective work.” 

Stepping from the porch into the living room, one is greeted by the 
welcome sight of a big, comfortable fireplace nook, where built-in seats 
and bookshelves with curtained windows above add to the interest of 
the rough brick chimneypiece and tiled hearth. 

The dining room with its wide opening is nearby, so that it seems 
almost a part of the large main room, and its wide windows frame a 
generous view of the lovely countryside. 

The rest of the floor comprises a small hallway which serves to 
shut off the kitchen from the dining room and also separates the two 
bedrooms and bath from the rest of the house. 

The woodwork of the interior is especially interesting, for its simple 
construction and mellow finish evince the real craftsman spirit, filling 
the rooms with an atmosphere of peace and dignity that reminds one 
of the quiet forests from which the timber came. Oak flooring is used 
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throughout, and oak is also the finish of the living room. Downstairs 
all the rest is birch, upstairs yellow pine. 

ND now we come to the “attic.” We put it in “quotes” because 
A the word loses, or rather outgrows, its usual meaning when 

applied to such a room as the one pictured here. No dingy, 
cobwebbed place is this, tucked away beneath the rafters and breath- 
ing that strange, musty odor which shrouded in mystery the attic 
that our childhood knew. No—the term has acquired a new meaning, 
now that we have seen the photographs of Mr. Riordon’s bungalow 
home. For this is an attic of distinction, comfort and charm. 

You climb the staircase that leads up beside the fireplace nook, 
and find yourself in the center of a long, well lighted room with simple 
and inviting furnishings—long cushioned seats beneath the curtained 
windows, willow armchairs and roomy settles, handy tables and 
shelves where books and magazines lie temptingly about, and best of 
all an open fireplace, with andirons upon the hearth and faggots that 
need only a match to start a crackling blaze. The rugs upon the polish- 
ed oak floor, the shelved closets built against the walls beneath the 
sloping roof, the lamps for table, wall and ceiling which at nightfall 
shed their soft mellow glow about the room — all these things con- 
tribute to the general air of comfort and loveliness. 

The room is large enough for sixty-five boys to enjoy its hospitable 
spaces, lounge around among the seats and cushions, bury them- 
selves in books, indulge ,,, ae xe 
in rest or study, serious suncatow: Lt LW PLAN. 
debate or idle chat as the i LS 
spirit moves them. And |__| te 
one cannot help thinking at ss Swe co [ewe cs 
how jolly and companion- 
able it all must be, what a i | 
spirit of comradeship such | ff tt : | 
hours must bring to teach- | [fs mn | 
ers and students alike. | r Finisnxo Artie mn | 
Unconsciously one remem- | | 
bers the inscription above | | \ 
the chimneypiece down- | Fei. [cics [cies F—Shr Jf cree [eros [ctor 
stairs, ‘To Teach Boys to = Set 
Live’ —and after all, to | | | 
what finer purpose could | | | 
any man dedicate his | 
home? 
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IN CAMP WITH AN AUDUBON BIRD WARDEN: 
BY T. GILBERT PEARSON 

(—~ Gn ID you ever broil bacon on a pointed stick stuck slant- 
fe Yes) wise before a camp fire? Each strip turns white and 

-f\ \f | curls on itself, while great, hot, greasy tears fall sput- 
PY | teringly into the ashes below. You burn your fingers 

D ff and smoke is in your eyes; but you eat that bacon with 
al a marvelous relish while you fight off mosquitoes with 

one hand and listen to the big bull alligator’s sunrise 
bellow coming up on the wind from the swamp. Perhaps, however, 
you prefer your breakfast where the plates are ever garnished and spot- 
less linen abounds and the only booming that salutes your ears is the 
never-ceasing roar of the city streets. 

It is really a good thing to get away now and then from some of the 
conventionalities of life; and if you wander far enough afield you are 
sure to find some unusual thrills awaiting you. 

Not long ago I was awakened by a prolonged rattling shriek which 
echoed through the starlight stillness of a subtropical night. “With 
weird undulations it passed over our camp, crossed the saw-grass glade 
and bounded, with many reverberations, along the interminable wall 
of the Big Cypress Swamp. This most unusual sound might have 
caused the uninitiated to start up and reach for his gun. But to the 
bird warden, Rhett Green, who lay beneath his tent it meant only that 
another day was about to break; and that from the fire-blackened pine- 
lands a sand-hill crane was voicing somewhat of the agony that seems 
to smite these birds at the first breath of the dawn wind. Again and 
again the call was repeated, and ever it was answered by another a 
short distance away. 

As if in response to the strident reveille of the cranes the bird world 
awoke and, as the first faint flush of morning crept across the sky, a 
wren alighted on the ridge pole of the tent and sang. The whistle of 
a cardinal bird came out of an oak tree; from the palmetto thicket a 
chewink spoke, and somewhere a cuckoo clucked. In a pine top 
above a brown-headed nuthatch called; one answered from a neighbor- 
ing tree. Then another a little farther on, and another and another, 
and so on and on through the open pine woods, away and away to the 
last outskirts of civilization at Fort Meyers resting on the banks of the 
Caloosahatchee River, thirty miles distant. 

It was good to lie there on a blanket in the heart of one of the few 
really wild spots left in Eastern United States, and to think that the 
cries and calls of the dawn must be very similar to those often heard 
by that splendid old mystic Don Ponce de Leon ere he sprang from his 
couch in the morning to renew his search for the fountain of youth. 
Occasionally a hunting party penetrates the country, or a cow man 
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in search of his few half-wild cattle: but for the most part the 
ae a S coitive: The ax, the stream dredge and the plow have 

passed it by. Wild animal life abounds. The evening before we had 
seen the tracks of many deerand coons and had come upon two gangs 
of turkeys. The spoor of a wild cat was also examined. Then we 
killed a rattlesnake and made camp with a feeling of security. 

When the sky grew brighter we began to see large white birds fly- 
ing leisurely over the trees as they came and went from their rookery 
down in the cypress swamp. We were near the northern border of 
the great Corkscrew bird colony which, with a few interruptions, ex- 
tends for five miles or more deep into the all but impenetrable wilder- 
ness. If you take a land map of Florida and look on it at a point 
southeast of Lake Okechobee, you will find this region marked “Big 
Cypress Swamp, Unsurveyed.”” 

T WAS here that Rhett Green, an Audubon Society bird warden, 
| was stationed for four months last spring and summer, but if he 

found his lonely watch dull or uninteresting nothing in his be- 
havior betrayed the fact. Cheery indeed was the halloo with which 
he answered the shouts of the cranes and, as he went for water, he 
swung the bucket about his head like a boy at play. 

“What do you really do here all these long, hot days?” I asked him. 
“You cannot eat and smoke all the time.” 

“There is plenty to do,” he smiled grimly. ‘For one thing, I must 
go into the rookery constantly to see that everything is all right.” 

“Are you going today?” 
“Certainly,” he answered. 
“May I go with you?” 
“T guess you don’t quite understand,” he explained, “the birds are 

down in that swamp—and it is a cypress swamp,” he added signif- 
icantly. 

“T should like to go, nevertheless,” I told him. 
For a moment he looked doubtful, then he handed me a. pair of 

old gloves. “Put them on,” he said, “or you won’t have any hands left 
when we come out.” 

According to Green’s way of reckoning time, the sun was about “two 
hands” high when we started to visit the rookery. Half way across the 
saw-grass glade we looked back. The horse and dog had already taken 
possession of the camp fire and were reveling in the protection which 
it afforded them from the attacks of insects. The horse was constantly 
stamping, and his tail was in perpetual motion. The suit of bagging, 
with which his neck and body were adorned, was not without its value, 
but the smoke from the dry pitch pine logs rendered still greater ser- 
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vice in keeping at bay the swarms of flies which gathered to the feast 
like a million diminutive vampires. We had done for the poor beast 
all we could so, wiping the stinging flies from our own necks, we turned 
again toward the swamp. Progress was slow, for the footing was un- 
certain and the tall saw-grass cut our wrists and faces upon the slight- 
est provocation. 

There are many things unspeakably stimulating about a journey 
in a tropical swamp. You work your way through thick, tangled 
growths of water plants and hanging vines. You clamber over huge 
fallen logs damp with rank vegetation, and wade through a maze of 
cypress knees. Unwittingly, you are sure to gather on your clothing 
a colony of ravenous ticks from some swinging branch. Red bugs bent 
on mischief scramble on you by the score and bury themselves in the 
skin, while a cloud of mosquitoes wave behind you like a veil. In the 
somber shadows, through which you move, you have a feeling that 
there are many unseen things which crawl and glide and fly, and a 
creepy feeling about the edges of your scalp becomes a familiar sensa- 
tion. Once we came upon the trail of a bear and found the going 
easier to advance on hands and knees through the opening its body 
had made. 

In the more open places the water was completely covered with 
floating water plants, which Green called ‘‘wild lettuce.” These ap- 
peared to be of uniform size and presented an absolutely level surface 
except in a few places where slight elevations indicated the presence 
of inquisitive alligators, whose gray eyes we knew were watching our 
movements through the lettuce leaves. 

Although the swamp abounded in unpleasant conditions under 
foot, we had but to raise our eyes to behold a world of beauty. The 
purple blossoms of air plants, and the delicate petals of priceless or- 
chids greeted us on every hand. From the boughs overhead, long 
banners of Spanish moss waved and beckoned in the breeze. Still 
higher, on the gaunt branches of the giant cypresses a hundred feet 
above, were the great wood ibises standing on their nests, or taking 
flight for their feeding grounds a dozen miles to the southward. 

E WERE now fairly in the midst of an immense bird city, and 
some of the inhabitants were veritable giants in the bird world. 
The body of a wood ibis is about the size of a turkey hen. Its 

long neck terminates with a most remarkable appendage, for the head 
is not only innocent of feathers on the top but it is also destitute of 
skin,—‘‘Flintheads,”’ the people call them. The bill is nearly ten 
inches long. It is slightly curved and very massive. Woe to the un- 
fortunate fish and alas for the luckless rat when once the blow falls 
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from the Flinthead’s heavy beak! There were probably one hundred 

thousand of these birds inhabiting this one section of the swamp. 

Then, too, there were large colonies of the smaller white ibis and sev- 

eral varieties of herons. Once eight of the almost extinct roseate 

spoonbills wheeled into view above the swamp, but quickly passed 
from sight. 

The most interesting part of the big Corkscrew rookery, however, 

and that portion concerning which the Audubon Society is most soli- 

citous, is the colony of white egrets. These snowy birds of exquisite 

beauty and queenly grace have been persecuted for their plumes in 
this country almost to the point of extermination, and here is situ- 
ated the largest assemblage of them left in Florida. 

“Those ‘long whites’ are never off my mind a second,” said the 

warden, as we paused for a few minutes to watch some of them 

float by. 
We were standing in slime and water waist deep, and he made the 

mud fly as, in a moment of forgetfulness, he attempted to slap his leg 
by way of emphasis. ‘“T'wo men came to my camp last week and they 
thought I didn’t know them, but I did. They were old-time plume- 
hunters. They said they were hunting cattle, but I knew better— 
they were after egrets and came to see if I was on watch. I told them 
if they saw anybody after plumes to pass the word that I would 
shoot any man on sight who attempted to enter Corkscrew. And I 
would do it too,” he declared as he tapped the barrel of his Winchester. 
“Tt is a terrible thing to hear the young birds calling for food after 
the old ones have been killed to get the feathers for rich women to 
wear, and I am not going to have my birds sacrificed that way.” 

As I stood there looking into the earnest face of the man before me, 
I felt that he meant what he said and mentally congratulated the 
Audubon Society on the agent they had chosen for this region, the 
oe a of a warden certainly demanding both courage and hardi- 

All the teeming thousands of birds in this rookery feed their young 
to a more or less extent on fish, and from the nests many fragments 
fall into the mud and water beneath. In the wise economy of nature 
few are the objects of real value which are suffered to go to waste. 
Resting on the water plants, coiled on logs, or festooned in the low 
bushes, numerous cotton-mouthed water-moccasins lie in wait. Silent- 
ly and motionlessly they watch and listen, now and then raising their 
heads when a light splash tells them of the approach of some heedless 
frog, or the falling of some dead fish like manna from the nests above. 
May is the dry season in that section, and the low water in the 
Swamp accounted in a measure for the unusual number of snakes in 
evidence. 
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HERE are four species of snakes in the United States which 
possess fangs and poison glands, and one of these is the water- 
moccasin. We, therefore, deemed it advisable to advance 

with prudence. The back of a moccasin is black and so well does it 
match the color of the dead limbs and mud that in some instances we 
were absolutely unaware of the presence of a snake until, like a flash 
the white open mouth lunged at the stick with which we always parted 
the water plants in front of us. Ordinarily these reptiles showed little 
disposition to flee, and apparently would permit one to step on them 
rather than move away, as we had abundant opportunity to prove. 
They are very sluggish in their movements, and at first I felt small 
hesitation in going among them, even though shod only in thin tennis 
shoes. Exercising a fair amount of caution, I slew that morning thir- 
teen of them with a stick a little more than four feet in length. Some 
of the snakes were of largesize and must have weighed many pounds. 
Contrary to the advice of the warden, I attacked and slew one good 
fighter over five feet in length, whose greatest girt I was unable to 
encompass with both hands. After securing some photographs to 
substantiate our snake story, I suggested that we beat a retreat—the 
nervous strain was getting a little too great, so we left after penetrat- 
ing the swamp less than three hundred yards. Frankly this is the 
reason why I did not see more of the wonderful Corkscrew rookery. 

So far as could be learned, its fastnesses have never been thor- 
oughly explored except by the plume hunter and the Audubon warden, 
and not happening to belong to either class I was content to give up 
the attempt. 

This is the region where the bird warden must constantly keep his 
lonely watch, for should he leave even for a short time there would be 
danger of the colony being raided and all the protective work of an en- 
tire season undone ina day. The egrets out there in the swamp carry 
plumes on their backs which can readily be sold for seven dollars a 
bird. A successful shooting trip of plume hunters to the Corkscrew 
might net the gunners as much as five thousand dollars, and this in 
a region where money is scarce would mean a magnificent fortune. 
The warden is fully alive to the fact and is ever on the alert. Many of 
the plume hunters are desperate men, and he never knows what mo- 
ment he may need to grasp his rifle and defend his life, away down there 
in the shadows of the Big Cypress, where the alligators and vultures 
would make short shift of his remains. 

He remembers, as he goes his rounds among the birds by day or 
lies in his tent at night, that a little way to the south on a lonely sand 
key, lies buried Guy Bradley, who was done to death by plume hunters 
while guarding for the Audubon Society the Cuthbert egret rookery. 
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three days before my visit, Green’s nearest brother warden on 
ao at the Alieaion Bay Colony had a desperate rifle battle with four 
poachers who, in defiance of law and common decency, attempted to 
shoot the egrets which he was paid to guard. 

“The white men who shoot plume birds are the only source of real 
danger to a warden,” Green said that evening as we sat by the camp 
fire. “I have sometimes heard panthers about the camp at night, and 
now and then a moccasin or rattlesnake tries to crawl into your blank- 
et with you; but panthers never hurt any one except in story books, 
and if you tuck the bottom of your mosquito bar under your blanket 
all round, the snakes can’t get in.” 

HEN he told me of the Seminole Indians who often came from 
j their hummocks in the everglades in quest of alligator skins 

and bird feathers, and how he must guard against their depre- 
dations. He spoke of the natural enemies with which the birds had 
to contend, of the snakes which swallow the eggs when a heron or 
ibis builds its nest near the ground, and how the alligators are ever 
on the watch to capture the unfortunate young which fall from the 
limbs. Wild cats and minks also take their toll of the rookery, but 
of all the wild creatures the pilfering fish-crow creates the greatest 
havoc in this vast bird assembly by stealing eggs. There was hardly 
a moment of the day but what one or more of these black thieves 
was in sight. ‘They were continually flying into the swamps and 
returning with their booty. The warden said he thought the Audubon 
Society would not approve of his shooting the crows, as he under- 
stood they were really very valuable when it came to eating bugs, 
but for his part he had no use for them. Every time he saw one 
coming from the rookery with an egg on its bill he went after it 
with his shotgun. 

Presently my companion rose to his feet, and taking the bucket 
went down to the hole he had dug at the edge of the saw-grass glade 
to get some water. ‘“‘Get out of there,” I heard him shout, and upon 
returning I learned that he had dipped up a snake in the coffee-colored 
fluid which by courtesy passes for water in that country. 

I like to think of Green as I saw him that night, his brown, lean 
face aglow with interest as he told of the birds he guarded. The next 
day I would leave him, and night after night he would sit there in sol- 
itude, a lone representative of the Audubon Society away down there 
on the edge of the Big Cypress, standing as best he could between the 
lives of the birds he loved and the insatiable greed of Fashion. 
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THE HUMBLE ANNALS OF A BACKYARD: 
CLEANING UP: NUMBER TWO: BY WALTER 
A. DYER 

(KY fa OU can tell a good gardener from a poor one by the 
yy ge number of weeds visible in his garden, but I know a 

LN ~ subtler way of judging. I apply my test in November. 
SHR In the spring an army of gardeners marked out their 
t * s rows and sowed their seed with proper enthusiasm. 

y ) ‘9 Then came the first crop of weeds, and a few weak 
brothers and sisters fell from the ranks after gathering 

a handful of spindly radishes. 
Then came more weeds, and a further defection. 
In July came an early drought. The peas dried up, the lettuce 

wilted, and even the corn looked sickly. The salvation of the garden 
was water for the lettuce and faithful cultivation for the corn, and only 
the Old Guard stood by through the heat and burden of the day. 

By fall only a remnant made any pretense at gardening. Beans 
and corn had been gathered; the tomatoes took care of themselves. 
Only the faithful kept up the fight for the love of it; only a tried and 
true Gideon’s band remained. 

But it is after the first killing frosts that the true test comes. The 
corn stalks stand brown and withered; the last ungathered tomato 
hangs shriveled upon its stem. The garden is a scene of desolation— 
a battle-field whence all have fled save the fallen. The dainty beauty 
of spring and the fulness of summer have departed. It is no place for 
the dilettante gardener; most of the backyards on our street are de- 
serted. 

But over in Neighbor Burt’s yard I see a lonely figure poking 
around among the debris. (It was Neighbor Burt’s Golden Bantam 
corn that beat us all.) Now he is standing amid the desolation like a 
widow in a graveyard. His loved ones are dead. 

But Neighbor Burt is no faint heart. He is not mourning; listen, 
he is whistling. He is pulling up his dead plants and vines and piling 
them neatly for the burning. Soon an aromatic odor will be borne to 
me; Neighbor Burt will be burning sweet incense to Ceres. And I 
know that he will find something to do until the snow covers his gar- 
den—and then he will begin looking for next spring’s seed catalogues 
to arrive and will begin planning what varieties of dahlia bulbs he 
will buy. 

By these tokens I know that Neighbor Burt and I are two members 
of the Brotherhood of Year-Round Gardeners. 

To me there is a vast deal of satisfaction in cleaning up. I crave 
orderliness as some folks crave excitement. And there is the satisfac- 
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CLEANING UP 

tion, too, that comes only from a work that is well done, completed, 
finished. 

I believe that half our restlessness and discontent is due to our in- 
ability to finish things. Life is a ceaseless round; duties overlap and 
crowd each other. It is hard to get the breakfast dishes out of the way 
and the beds made before it is time to start dinner, and the average 
housewife is eternally oppressed with the haunting realization of a 
hundred unfinished tasks. We men folks come home from the office 
or the shop with our minds full of things we have dropped in the 
middle, and some of us never finish them untilsomeone folds our hands 
across our breasts and says, “It is all over.” 

But the man or woman who works out of doors with things that 
grow and bear fruit may taste a little of the heavenly joy of things 
accomplished. For God, who is wiser than our other employers, has 
appointed the seasons, and has ordained that each year shall come to 
an end, whether we will or no. 

The fruit ripens and is gathered; the leaves fall and the sap runs 
back into the roots. No overweening ambition, no feverish desire for 
more time, more time, can stop it. Soon comes winter to seal the 
earth in compulsory rest. But before it comes Neighbor Burt and I 
go forth into our gardens and clean up, and we alone of all the people 
on our block know the joy the craftsman feels when he puts the last 
fond touches on his work and sees that it is good. 
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NUT TREES AS A SOURCE OF FOOD SUP- 
PLY AND PROFITABLE FINANCIAL INVEST- 
MENT 

HE taste of the public has been somewhat persistently 
[ whetted during the last few years by vaguely couched 

>. propositions concerning the rapid fortunes to be made 
a ae through the medium of nut orchards. And like many 

( #% other rumors that run wildly on the wind there is 
2 found in this one a legitimate as well as a sensational 

value. Men of wisdom have begun to realize the 
need of turning back to Mother Earth as a natural source of food- 
stuffs with which to. feed an ever-increasing population and as an 
outlet for the efforts of individuals now hopelessly lost in over- 
crowded industries. 

In European countries nut orchards have been highly profitable as 
also in the southern and western parts of the United States; while the 
demand at present for their products in the markets as articles of food 
far exceeds the supply. As soon as the eating of nuts has ceased to be 
a fad with a few people and they are seriously regarded as food of nutri- 
tious quality, it is likely that this country will reap the benefits of 
the unselfish labor that a few serious men have put forth while experi- 
menting with nut trees, that their range may be extended. 

Up to this time such efforts have been mainly directed toward 
finding species suitable for the northeastern part of this country and 
for those locations which until comparatively recently were regarded 
as too severe in climate for the successful propagation of special nut 
trees. In fact, to plant our vacant lots of the northeast with nut or- 
chards is the ambition, not of the dreamer, but of the clever man hav- 
ing studied well his subject, knowing its limitations and its possi- 
bilities. 

_ Today in the American market nuts are scheduled at such high 
prices as to place them out of the reach of the masses; were they more 
abundantly grown in this country they would follow the law of such 
lands as Italy, where chestnuts are as recognized a food of the people, 
as Chianti is their natural drink. Even at present the home-grown 
walnuts can be had in the market about two weeks before the arrival 
of those produced abroad, a fact making them of increased value. 

It is with this nut, the walnut, that some very successful experi- 
ments have been made, fostering the belief that it can be grown in 
commercial quantities in the northeastern States. Interchangeably 
it is known by the common names of Persian, English, Madeira, Cal- 
ifornia and Oregon walnut, unmistakably as Juglans regia. The de- 
sire, however, among influential nut growers is to gain for it the simple 
title “the walnut,” one covering many varieties. 
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NUT TREES FOR FOOD AND PROFIT 

: S CLOSELY as its history can be traced, the walnut was intro- 

A duced into Europe by way of Greece and began to be culti- 

vated in Italy about the time of the Christian era. The Arabs 

knew it early, and their belief in its benefits as an article of food has 

never weakened. Instead of a sweet or trifle served after a meal, the 

Arabs place before their guests a small dish holding a long wisplike 

stem, laden with luscious, fresh dates, a few walnuts and perhaps a 
mandarin. 

In the Imperial days of Rome this nut was called Jupiter’s acorn, 
and was then first distinguished by the generic name of Juglandes. 
Its more intimate history has been varied, since certain kings and 
emperors have insisted on its prominence, while others would have 
trodden it under their feet, its range, nevertheless, all the while ex- 
tending. 

The walnut industry in the United States is still principally con- 
fined to four counties in southern California. It is thirty years old and 
yields annually in the neighborhood of two and a half millions of 
dollars. With these figures in mind, it is small wonder that individuals 
either from philanthropic motives or else because of land which they 
own in the Northeast have thought of the possibility of growing these 
nuts for individual profit and for the benefit of future generations. 
Until within a comparatively few years it was taken for granted that 
walnut trees would winter-killin the northeastern States, but sufficient 
data has been accumulated to warrant the statement that there are 
several varieties of walnuts able to grow in this section of the country 
provided they are well cared for and favorably located. 

Dr. Morris, President of the Nut Growers’ Association, who has 
done with nut trees the same work that Luther Burbank has done 
with various other plants, believes out of the abundance of his experi- 
ence that in the peach-growing belt of the Northeast, an acre of 
ground planted intelligently with nut trees can be made to return a 
thousand dollars a year. These figures are based on the conditions 
that seventeen of a variety known as Northern trees are planted to 
the acre and that as much specialized knowledge and attention is 
applied to them as a young professional man would find necessary to 
exercise before he could expect to achieve a success netting him two 
thousand dollars a year. Waste acreage can be planted with nut 
trees, and when tended with the average, somewhat mediocre de- 
gree of knowledge, the return may be expected to be about one hun- 
dred dollars an acre. With nut culture as with everything else the 
best returns only come with application of intelligence and expert 
care. Unlessa nut orchard is well started, hope need not build strong- 
ly on future results. 
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N BUCKS County, Pennsylvania, there is an orchard of walnut 
trees some twenty years old. Its success is assured. In Niagara 
County, N. Y., an orchard of “Hardy Pomeroy English Walnuts” 

yielded last year an average of a half bushel a tree: the orchard is 
twelve years old and its output better than that identified with trees 
of the same age in California. New England, Pennsylvania, New 
York and New Jersey have besides fostered many of these trees that 
have produced fine nuts; and in fact it is now generally conceded that 
the walnut can be cultivated throughout the peach belt in spite of its 
somewhat fickle habits regarding fruiting. Much effort has been ex- 
pended to increase its hardiness by grafting it on the wild black wal- 
nut Juglands nigra or other species indigenous to the Northeast. 
Reports have come from some growers that the success of such ex- 
periments is due largely to a selection of the right varieties, while others 
have found it a difficult thing to do and hope rather to gain permanent 
success in growing this tree in the Northeast through seedlings of in- 
dividual trees brought over perchance by the early Colonists and 
scattered over this region. These chance seedlings may indeed prove 
the foundation of a lasting race of Northern walnuts, more satisfac- 
tory than any that have yet been grown. Feeling this point strongly, 
it cannot be too seriously urged that individuals owning or having 
knowledge of a tree that consistently bears nuts possessing desirable 
characteristics will hasten to raise from them seedlings, that the strain 
may be continued for the good of all interested in nut cultivation. 

The black walnut native to the northeastern States has failed up 
to this time to produce a variety of thin shelled, high quality nuts 
such as would make it of much value commercially. It may be that 
its greatest use in the future will be as a stock for the propagation of 
the more profitable varieties. The time is young in experimental 
work of this nature, although so widespread is the interest it evokes 
in nut-growers that the near future is likely to show some startling 
results. Solomon as evidence of his wisdom planted “gardens of nuts,” 
and it is likely that it was the walnut he planted, a tree not only val- 
uable for its marketable produce, but for its grand, yet simple beauty. 

The note of sensation proclaiming that there was a quick-rich enter- 
prise in growing walnuts, was originally given point not only by the 
importance of these nuts as articles of food, but also because they can 
be used in so many different ways,—waste in their connection being 
practically eliminated. 

The cracked and whole meats are first selected and sold at a good 
price; those that have broken in the process of cracking commanding 
somewhat less; dry, dark and blighted meats are disposed of as food 
for stock. In France oil is made from them and preferred by many to 
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that produced from olives. Artists use it as a drying material. Pickles 

and catsup are besides made in Europe out of the young walnuts, 

although in America this industry has as yet increased very little. 

And when all is done with the nuts that can be, there are still the 

shells, sold for purposes of fuel and bringing as much as twenty cents a 

sack. The walnut, it would seem, is particularly well endowed with 

marketable assets. 

IDE by side with the walnut, much present interest centers on the 

S pecan, Hicoria pecan, as a future dweller of at least the peach- 

growing belt of the Northeast. Men wise in nut-lore have had 
no hesitancy in saying that the near future would show the pecan 

forming orchards in New England and in the favorable portions of 
New York State. Many of the difficulties of its propagation have al- 
ready been overcome, although as with the walnut, it is true that it is 

still in the state of live experimentation. The tree belongs to the 
Juglandaceae, and isa relative of the butternuts, walnuts and hickories. 

The pecan is generally known as a Southern tree, its natural range, 

however, carrying it to southern Indiana. In the last twenty-five 
years its development in the Gulf States has been extraordinary. No 

land-developing scheme has been more widely heralded or its advan- 
tages more blatantly set forth than have these pecan orchards. By 

many this nut is proclaimed to be the one of all others, not only on 

account of its thin shells, but because of its highly flavored meats 
having a taste somewhat suggestive of well blended spices. 

With nuts as with most fruits, the farther north they grow the 
richer their flavor. The importance of developing the area in which 
the pecan grows has been appreciated because the public seldom per- 

mits itself to become dependent on a crop that is produced spasmod- 
ically. For this reason alone the pecan is not yet the important food 
for the people that is written in its destiny. The Northeastern man 
however, desirous of planting a pecan orchard must beware of the wild 
stories depicting the undertaking as a bonanza, a veritable mine of 
gold. It cannot be too strongly reiterated that pecan orchards in the 
North are still in an experimental stage, and that unless the latest and 
best knowledge in their connection is used, knowledge such as is dis- 
persed by men who have given time and thought to the subject, sure 
failure will be the portion of the enthusiast. To plant seedlings or 
seeds of southern trees in the north is a futile undertaking. The trees 
should be bought from a person of known reliability who has propa- 
gated them especially for northern districts, using the Indiana pecan 
as his stock. 

As yet there are only a few men in the country able to furnish 
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NUT TREES. FOR: FOOD AND PROFIT 

such trees in sufficient quantities to start large orchards. From this 
fact as well as from others it need not be reiterated that the industry 
is still young, even though those who have studied the situation believe 
that eventually through combining the pecan with the hardier strains 
of hickories a race of hybrids will be evolved able to satisfy the require- 
ments of northern orchardists. The difficulties in connection with the 

climatic partialities of these nuts are being definitely overcome: For 
the future hope sings loudly. Still, evolution in a lasting form is sel- 
dom accomplished quickly, and those who would believe otherwise are 
apt to meet with strange nut whimsies almost human in their nature. 

AITH that the pecan can be grown in the north in commercial 
F quantities is based largely upon results already achieved by pro- 

pagation of the Indiana pecan, from which a number of desirable 
varieties have sprung. Eventually the hybrid types will be the best, 
not only because they will be especially adapted to meet certain recog- 
nized conditions, but also because their bearing period begins over fifty 
percent. earlierthan that of otherstock. Theelimination of long periods 
of waiting in connection with trees planted for profit is an achievement 
of no small value. 

With chestnuts the case is different from that of either walnut or 
pecan trees, since chestnuts have passed the experimental stage and 
reached a recognized commercial scale in orchard-making. In Penn- 
sylvania there are some fine plantations of these trees. The blight 
that struck them in the New England States with such overwhelming 
force has tempered for the time being, however, enthusiasm in their 
connection except that which directs its energy toward overcoming 
this plague. Such influences, however, endure fora time. Undoubtedly 
the trouble will be overcome in the future, and chestnut orchards 
throughout the Northeast will be given a similar amount of consider- 
ation tothat now bestowed on apples. Chestnuts, moreover, are being 
hybridized with several varieties besides those of China and Japan, the 
latter showing marked ability to resist the menacing blight. Natur- 
ally chestnuts can be grown in severer climates than either walnuts or 
pecans. The Asiatic varieties show small trees which have been used 
advantageously as fillers between those of larger growth. 

For those who have the leisure and the means to experiment with 
nut trees, there is no more fascinating occupation or one likely to be 
more beneficial to future generations. It is a field, however, that should 
not be entered recklessly. Whoever wishes to plant a nut orchard 
should first join the Northern Nut Growers’ Association that he may 
come into contact with men well versed on the subject, profiting by 
their knowledge and experience. He should also, if he desires to 
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THE BLIND WINDOWS 

plant cultivated trees, permit himself to be influenced only by the men 
who have already produced marketable species of unquestionable 
value. Otherwise his experience may give point to the old saw in 

which there is mention made of a fool and his money, while the blight- 
ing of his enthusiasms will tend to retard this growing industry likely 
to be of immense value to the rank and file of mankind. 

THE BLIND WINDOWS 
(Blackwell’s Island, from Queensborough Bridge.) 

"THEY close the eyes of the House of Dread 
That none may watch the sea; 

The poor, lost remnants of the town 
Are hid from you and me. 

Spring comes, with Summer in her train, 
But darkness bides in the House of Pain. 

The gulls fly over the House of Dread, 
The grass grows green at the door; 

White sails blow out to the open sea, 
And the blue tides kiss the shore. 

But blind are the windows, and none may guess 
How the seasons come with old loveliness. 

O barren walls, like an ancient face, : 
O sightless eyes that hide the light, 

I think of the souls behind you there, 
As here I stand on this happy height, 

And I long to throw the sunset’s beams 
Into your darkness, to light it with dreams! 

Cares Hanson Towne. 
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CRAFTSMAN SUBURBAN wonder, considering the = in which = 
many of us live? Who could develop muc! 

HOUSES FOR FAMILIES WITH enthusiasm for our metropolitan make- 
ONE MAID shifts, a room on “the third floor back,” 

HERE is an old saying that “every however comfortable; an hotel suite, how- 
man’s home is his castle.” In other ever luxurious; a “modern elevator apart- 
words, be it great or lowly, in its ment,” however well appointed, or even the 

owner’s eyes it has the dignity of a coveted end house of the average suburban 
personal and family stronghold; it is the row? Each is immensely convenient in its 
treasure-house of both his worldly goods way as a temporary abiding place and solves 
and his affections, the particular spot of for a while many perplexing problems. But 
earth which has the distinction of being his none of these modes of existence can ever 
very own. satisfy the true home instinct, nor can they 

In the haste and worry of modern city form the soil out of which patriotism grows. 
life, however, we are apt to forget this old- As somebody once remarked, what man 
fashioned definition, and to lose sight of the would go to war to defend his boarding 
ideal for which it stands. And is it much house? But assuredly there is another side 

5 me to the picture, for of course one 
CRAFTSMAN HOUSE NO, 171: can find beautiful homes, great 
HIRST ELOOR ELAN: | and small, all over the country. 

= “DINING: And even the folks who are 

LS e pan -PoRcHw: forced to accept, for the time be- 
ORCHE Ve" * 12:0" ing, some convenient or incon- 

yerto Dit tories J ee lee | venient substitute, look forward 

a 4 to the eventual possession of a 
— , real home. They may not be 

f able yet to build the house of 
Derosue: f F in creams, Lend HP least they 

| li realize its desirability, and are 
Kijcrrn- f -DINING-Room-f y making some effort in its direc- 

weossieo lO tion. And surely they will ap- 
TH Tere : i  Preciate that home all the more 

= ; when they do finally achieve it. 
re Cow The increasing enthusiasm of 
Ti a eS the people for individual, com- 

Bly: an Bool fortable, democratic homes, is 
LEA evident on every hand, and per- 

f—|o=7 J # «= sonally we find a very genuine 
17 ee - se i} 3 as ee Fas 2 
! | Lean: - LIVING - Room = | , indication of it in the interest 
4 um 1@-0" « 24-0" sf which our readers take in the 

| two Craftsman houses published 
every month in this magazine. 

“Porch: ‘ And it is through this interest 
Gone Lat al hols and enthusiasm and the helpful 

, suggestions and criticisms which 
1 {_-—————] a our friends are continually send- 

crc etiied ing us, that we hope to make 
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these plans of still greater and wider use- of a decorative use of woodwork 
fulness. and other structural features, as well 

This month we are presenting designs for as arrangement of furnishings. First 
two-story houses, suitable for suburban lots comes the front entrance hall, small, 
and large enough for families of four or but not at all cramped, for there is 
five members and a maid. And while these a fairly wide opening into the living room 
designs possess the main characteristics of on the right, while on the left a couple of 
a Craftsman home—big living room and _ steps go up to a landing lighted by double 
fireplace, plenty of porches and opportuni- windows. From this landing four more 
ties for interesting interior treatment—in steps ascend to a second landing before one 
each case the plans have been worked out turns up to the second floor. In the angle 
in an essentially individual way. Needless formed by the stairs is a built-in seat, which 
to say, much thought has gone into the plan- adds both to the inviting effect of the en- 

ning of the general scheme and each detail trance and to the decorative value of the 
of the construction, so that each house may woodwork. In fact, if the woodwork is sim- 
be as practical and homelike as possible. ply and tastefully used and well constructed, 

this little corner of the house will prove very 
HE first design, No. 171, lends itself attractive, adding to the interest of the liv- 

a B best, in size and general outline, to ing room, from which it is seen. 
some form of stucco or concrete con- The kitchen stairs descend below the 

struction, although it might be built of main flight, and beneath the latter one 
brick if preferred—in which case heavy passes through to the kitchen. This arrange- 
square brick pillars might be used at the ment, while effectively shutting off the cook- 
corners of the porches. The roof we have ing odors from the front of the house, still 
shown covered with asbestos shingles, and permits ready communication between 
the outside chimney of the living room is kitchen and front door. Moreover, the stairs 
carried up in concrete through a gable ex- being accessible from the kitchen without 
tension, ventilated by louvres, as shown in passing through the main living portion of 
the drawing—a_ construction 171: : 
which results in a more substan- SECOND IDOE! Orin NO, MES 
tial and pleasing appearance than , | 
if the chimney were carried u sy 
above the begin roof without sy “SLEEPING 
support. “i Cot. eer 

While the house is very sim- ff" AIDS -Room- ONE WE 
ple in construction, the exterior |f IPO" 45-O" a 
does not look too solid or plain. a 
The walls are pleasantly broken 
by the recesses and projections 
. the porches, and the roof lines Co] 
ave sufficient variety to be in- “B = ] 

teresting from whatever angle (O)" © “DED-Room- | 
the building is seen. NO) Ito's NG OF 

The main entrance to the fj CD 
house is protected by a recessed <DATIH- 
porch and is emphasized by the (°) re 
further shelter or a hood, a | Uatln 
gled like the roof and extending | il Ppp ALL: 
over the steps. In the latter we J-— TT eA ACL osfCLosy 
have shown header courses of Jumma “Ato tope) 
brick for the treads, to give a i 
eek of warmth and color to | | 
the concrete. f “i s 

The floor plans of this house | DED-Room- “BED -Room- 
show what seems to us an un- Vero"'s sete 12-0" x1G.0" 
usually practical arrangement, 
and one that admits of very in- 
teresting possibilities in the way oy] = 
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the house, no back stairs have been deemed window on the half-way landing lights the 
necessary, for the maid can pass up to her hall, and as each of the bedrooms has win- 
own room without disturbing the people in dows on two sides, there is plenty of cross- 
the living room. ventilation. 

The living room has been planned for Naturally the exposure of this house will 
space, light and pleasant vistas. The fire- be an important factor in the health and 
place occupies the middle of the front wall happiness of its inmates, and we would sug- 
between the windows and is naturally the gest that it be built facing west. This will 
center of interest of the room, and from give the kitchen, dining porch and dining 
this point one has a view through the dining- room the early morning sunshine; the side 
room opening, out through the glass doors windows of the dining room and living _ 
to the dining porch at the rear—and no room will have the noonday sun, and the 
doubt a glimpse of vines or trees beyond. front windows of the living room and en- 
On the right of the living room beneath the _ trance hall will get the last western rays. 
window group is a built-in seat, with book- 
shelves on each side, and from this seat one N the case of the second house, No. 172, 
has a glimpse of the entrance hall and stair- I a southern exposure would be best, as 

case. will be readily seen from a glance at the 
In one corner of the living room is a coat first floor plan. This house is shown with 

closet, and on either side of the opening stone foundation and shingled walls and 
into the dining room we have indicated roof, and while the exterior is comparative- 
post-and-panel construction. The exact de- ly simple, the construction of the porch and 
tails of this construction may be varied ac- sleeping balcony, the grouping of the win- 
cording to individual preference. Book- dows and angles of the roof lines give it a 
shelves might be built in on the living-room certain architectural interest. 
side, and china closets on the opposite side; One enters through a small recessed porch 
or if the latter were not needed, the wood- into a vestibule in which a coat closet is 
work might be left plain, with a wide shelf provided, and through the wide opening 
across the top of the half-height partition one has a glimpse of the living room—a 
to hold plants. cheerful place with a big chimneypiece be- 

The dining room, though not so large as tween the windows at one end facing the 
the first room, is also well lighted by the dining-room opening, the staircase and its 
windows at the side and the glass doors roomy landing nearby, and opposite this, 
that open onto the dining porch, and the windows and glass doors leading out onto 
long wall space on the left affords plenty the living porch, which is enclosed by a 
of room for a sideboard and china cabinet. parapet so that it can be readily screened 
The dining porch should prove particularly in summer and glassed in during the winter 
pleasant and practical, for while open to the for a sunroom if desired. 
summer breezes it is sheltered by the walls It will be noticed that we have arranged 
of the house and the floor of the sleeping no entrance to this porch from the garden. 
porch overhead. . The owner can, of course, provide one at 

The arrangement of the pantry is also the front or side if it seems desirable; but 
worth observing, for it not only shuts off our idea in omitting it was to secure greater 
kitchen odors from the dining room and privacy for the family, who might otherwise 
porch, but is also equally accessible to both. be disturbed by callers whom they would 
This pantry is lighted by a window in the rather receive indoors, or by strangers who 
rear and is fitted with shelves, closet and might mistake the porch steps for the main 
an ice-box that can be filled from the kitchen entrance. 
porch. Opening off the right of the vestibule we 

The kitchen has the usual equipment, with have planned a room which might be used 
the sink and wash tubs beneath the windows, as a den, library or office according to in- 
and the range likewise where the cook will dividual needs. Or if there were several 
have plenty of light for her work. small children, it might be used as a play 

Out of the L-shaped hall upstairs open room or nursery. While there are windows 
three good-sized bedrooms and bath, while on two sides, there is also sufficient wall 
the maid’s room and bath are at the rear, space for bookshelves and desk; or if the 
the two bathrooms being arranged next to room was turned over to the children, long 
each other for economy of plumbing. The seats might be built beneath the windows 
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Gustav Stickley, Architect. 

CRAFTSMAN CEMENT HOUSE (NO. 171) ESPECIALLY 
PLANNED FOR BUILDING IN THE SUBURBS: THE INTERIOR IS 
ARRANGED FOR A FAMILY WITH ONE MAID: PORCHES AT 
THE BACK OF THE HOUSE ARE AN IMPORTANT FEATURE.
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CRAFTSMAN SUBURBAN HOUSES 

SS ——— SS —_4 will have ample light and venti- 
|) =e] Ly lation. There are plenty of 

, es closets, two being provided in 
| *“MAIDS-ROOM: 0) “KITCHEN 0 ‘ the space beneath the roof 

Worx 12"0" © Al] ({-G"x 1Z+0* i & § where it slopes down over the 
rere Hl YT porch, 

“HALE ner, pss In this house, as in the pre- 
Pa ceding one, the interior offers 

| 4 et many interesting opportunities 
GEC: +t a na TANTRY | for decorative effects in the 

2 ne Be be construction and finish of the 

i woodwork and other structural 
a features, as a close study of the : a asa v ue ; A 
ee ienoMe \ i plans ' val aes a A 

DIniNe- Re} ¢ u ence a : osen for a 
Se cao: woxreo Walls, with simple, serviceable 

| furniture and harmoniously col- 
# =o ored rugs, curtains and other 

| y draperies, the result should be 
4 full of homelike charm. 
— = The garden, likewise, can be 

NEST: DEN > | made attractive without much 
“POR CH- v el expense, as we have suggested 

B-o"n 150" OSA NES | in the exterior view of design 
Ge No. 172. If the house is built 

————— or oo where field stone is available, 

— a SSS} oo ce - need aes the a 
den wall, along the edge o e 

CRAFTSMAN SHINGLED HOUSE No. 172: First FLOOR path and for the risers of the steps should 
PLAN. the ground happen to be uneven; while at 
and made with lids hinged in sections so the entrance may be built a simple wooden 
that the toys could be kept inside. pergola arch such as we have pictured. 

The dining room is separated 4 4 
from the kitchen by a small 
but conveniently equipped pass- 9 aw) 
pantry, in a recess of which is ; s : “DATH- i F 

the ice-box, which can be filled | > m aig @r? x00" See e 
from outside. The kitchen is | fo ox ery 
well lighted and ventilated, and . 
in addition to its long built-in ' = 
dresser there is a closet for TTT 
pots and pans beside the cellar JCLOS9iCLos HH Hear = 

stairs. TTT 
A small hallway leads to the | 

maid’s room and bathroom—an i DED -Room- 
arrangement which gives the lO-anIZo / 
maid a little private suite, as it 5 . cues 
were, making it homelike for J Bro TOON” Cio. ! 
her and convenient for the ome tere 
family. 

By arranging the maid’s | 
Ae downstairs we have been } 
able to provide four bedrooms 3 “PED - 
for the family on the second na CLGs D-Room- ‘ 
floor, as well as a good-sized : l4-o°x 18° | 
sleeping porch, which opens HOUSE No. 172: i 

from the hall near the bath- ee ee) CLos, i 
rcom door. If a glass door is . 
used for this porch, the hall SI SS 
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CALIFORNIA BUNGALOW 
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A BUNGALOW HOME, COMFOR- Putanow, (08 WiteuesNe CONSTRUCTION AND 
v s JPING : 

TABLE, PICTURESQUE AND IN- the housewife’s convenience, and the two 
EXPENSIVE: BY H. L. GAUT bedrooms and bathroom open out of the 

T is not often that one finds such a__ little hall on the right. 
combination of the practical and pic- a 
atest as this California bungalow i mil 
embodies—although our Western 4 : iy 

architects have wehiesed much that is sub- rotted wonee 
stantial and lovely in the way of one-story g CUrnenne: 
homes. There is something about this one | “KV TOHEN “DED -Room- i 

that wins your sympathy and affection as oot Weamimor ff 
few houses can, for it possesses that quali- l ICLo 
ty of “human interest” with which certain Trees 
inanimate objects seem to be endowed. 5 Pate 
The shadowy recess of the entrance porch [3s Seat 2 | 
and the curved slope of the brick parapet HAL Gexto 
on each side seem to hold out a mute wel- | || -DINING*ROOM: ( fa 
come, while the quiet beauty of the arch- PP een gre =n 
way breathes something of the sacredness 
of home. I" a | 

Nature, too, has evidently responded fm -DrD-Room- 
with sympathetic eagerness to the garden- | — “Beenete termes: | 
er’s coaxing, hanging her gracious drapery 4 
of vines about these recently erected walls Livine-R’m- 
in a way that softens every trace of new- Croll cost 
ness and makes one feel as though they isotnsae Loot 
had stood there for many decades. And 
then, the windows with their long leaded | 
panes—how pleasantly they must let in the Se r 
air and sunlight to that quiet interior! *DIEN- i 

The floor plan shows a very interesting *YERANDA- Io x IS | 
arrangement. The living room and dining Bio" x 15*0" SeeT 
room are so open as to be almost one, fh, eleiiiceniisemniiiemiiimeiiien 

while the den is tucked away for seclusion |} es rreme 
in the corner. The kitchen and screen CFS 
porch are in the rear, carefully planned for FLOOR PLAN OF CALIFORNIA BUNGALOW. 
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“HEARTSEASE”: AN OLD HOUSE REJUVENATED 
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stad . F 2 ee mee ils use 

(yak ara ar ! i 
‘ wo? “SHEARTSEASE,” ONE HUNDRED YEARS OLD, AND ‘HEARTSEASE:” AN OLD {#eanrsease” om 
HOUSE REJUVENATED: BY and mass, and to be able to see at a glance 
KATHARINE LORD what is essential and what is merely acci- 

O “pick up” an old house and make dental. . : of it a charming home, fitted to the The house of these pictures is only forty 
needs of our modern life, ig no un- Minutes from New York. It is in a coun- 
common idea. The old houses try that cannot be surpassed for beauty and 

happily are not infrequent, but the people healthfulness. It is. surrounded by lovely 
are not so many who know how to make houses, gay country clubs, magnificent 
dreams come true. It is necessary to see estates; yet for many years it has stood, 
under the peeling paint; to have an imag- falling ever deeper into the degradation of 
ination that can restore sagging doors and _ neglect. 
broken blinds. To have an eye for line Over a hundred years the house has 
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LOOKING UP THE HILLSIDE TO THE FRONT PORCH. 
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DETAIL OF HOUSE, SHOWING HOW ADMIRABLY THE the highway. Within is light and cheer 
EFFECT OF ANTIQUITY HAS BEEN PRESERVED. and quiet “comfort, and it is perhaps 

lived, the homestead of one family. A plain not too fanciful to feel that there is 
but comfortable farmhouse, it sheltered in besides a more homey feeling than can 
its early days three generations of the be found in many houses that are entirely 
same name and saw most of the joys and new. 
sorrows incident to the life of men. When And all this, including the furnishings, 
the family became prosperous its various was accomplished for a few hundreds of 
members built larger houses and the old dollars. Everything is simple, depending 
one became a laborer’s cottage. At length for value upon good line, harmonious 
it went unrepaired, harboring a succession color, pleasing texture rather than upon 
of chance tenants waiting for the time rarity of material or long continued labor. 
when it would be torn down probably to The base of the house stands high above 
make way for some last word in modern the road, the bank being shored up with 
construction. But now a long reprieve has a wall of stone topped by a great hedge 
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THE PORCH AT “HEARTSEASE” IN SUMMERTIME, FRIENDLY YET WITH AN AIR OF OLD-TIME DISTINCTION. 
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of lilacs, decades old. Rude stone steps THE WELCOMING ENTRANCE AT “HEARTSEASE.” 

lead up through a narrow gap in the lilac Upstairs the house was found to have 
bushes to where the house stands nestling four fair-sized bedrooms, a hall, besides a 
close under a tall pine tree. large unfinished space which provided 

It is plainly rectangular in shape with ample storage rooms. 
the narrow end toward the road, so that Studying the house as it stood, there 
it looks deceptively small. From this ex- seemed to be few structural changes that 
tends an ell, almost as wide, but a little were necessary. The dining room, though 
lower; and back of this still another wing, it had windows on both sides, proved to 
suggesting later additions to the original be dark, therefore the one small window 
building. A small hall enters transversely of the west side was made to give place to 
from the side, . 
leaving a large qi _ a poe oo 
room and a a me RE 34 ey, We gS). 

smaller room | @ ———— 
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the “milk house.” A CORNER OF THE LIVING ROOM APPROPRIATELY FITTED WITH ANTIQUE FURNISHINGS. 
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BE ie lected) ig s It must be re- A SECOND VIEW OF THE LIVING ROOM. membered that this house had never 
three larger windows placed side by side. been anything but the humblest sort of 
Under them a roomy settle was built, with dwelling, plain and small even among 
well shaped high ends that accorded with the simple farmhouses of its time; but 
the woodwork and the simple but pleasing well built because builders in those days 
lines of the mantel. The fireplaces through- knew no other way. There were about 
out the house had been sealed up; but it it moreover none of the objectionable 
was a simple matter to open them, and the attempts at cheap ornamentation that a 
well built chimneys were found in perfect similar house of more recent date might 
condition. have had. Its perfectly simple lines, there- 

The front door was very obviously a fore, were an excellent setting for the 
makeshift, which probably had replaced pleasing color schemes worked out for dif- 
the original one. A search through the ferent rooms. 
housewreckers’ stores found a charming The prevailing colors in the house were 
Colonial door with two tiny glass panels at a clear, cheerful yellow, and the pure blue 
the top which was ———— = a an exact fit; and (asa ; ie oe eS 
while it was not ~ = en ze er ae 4 
too fine for the eee 3 ee ee _—— 
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the most delight- A QUAINTLY FURNISHED BEDROOM AT “HEARTSEASE.” 
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to be found in old china and in the printed flowers in clear blue. The bedrooms were 
cottons of Japan. papered with the same cloth-surfaced paper 

Downstairs all the rooms were papered in a dull soft shade of blue, with a very 
alike, a plan which makes for seeming light tone above the rail and on the ceiling. 
spaciousness. The paper was a dull but In the largest bedroom the furniture was 
full-toned yellow, its unfigured surface of mahogany; white enamel in the smaller 
slightly broken with a cloth effect. A pic- ones. Genuine old blue counterpanes and 
ture rail was placed about eighteen inches delightful brass candlesticks gave a touch 
from the ceiling and above this and over of the past, while electric lights covered 
the ceiling itself extended a paper of a with wicker shades painted white and 
lighter tone, which device helped apprecia- lined with blue gave the actual comfort we 
bly to give lightness to the somewhat low have come to require. 
ceilings. The floors were painted a good No account of the house would be com- 
strong dark yellow,—the color sacred to plete without a peep into the kitchen, and 
kitchen floors in old-time farmhouses,— no visitor ever went away without a burst 
and all woodwork of course was white. of enthusiasm about that blue and white 

In the living room the prevailing yellow paradise. The woodwork, shelves and 
led naturally into the brown of wicker kitchen table were painted very sober blue. 
chairs and table, and of the Craftsman A white tile paper was used of the kind 
bookcases and magazine stand. The large that has an occasional ship or windmill in 
rough woven rug was dark brown and the blue, and the floor was covered with blue 
chintz chair covers were of a rich brown and white linoleum. On shelves above the 
and green pattern. cooking table were blue and white jars to 

The house had been wired for electricity hold every conceivable condiment and 
throughout and the plain drops were spice, sugar, coffee, flour and all the re- 
shaded with Craftsman willow shades, quisites for making “good things.” 
lined with yellow or blue. A blue covered filing box for cooking 

In the dining room, the yellow note was recipes occupied a place of honor in the 
more pronounced, the wall rail was wider, center with a hook above to hold the card 
and made a resting-place for several fine in use, far out of the way of sticky fingers. 
examples of old English crockery. A few On wide corner shelves were set out blue 
good pieces of brass gleamed on sideboard bowls and brown casseroles, and a gener- 
and mantel. ous glassed cupboard held the tableware. 

It was a bit of great good fortune to The “milk house” opening out of the 
find in the lumber-room of the old house, kitchen not only made room for the re- 
six beautifully shaped chairs of curly frigerator and ample shelf space for stor- 
maple, the wood so characteristic of early age, but in a pleasant corner by the window 
American furniture, and a beautiful pair was placed in summer the servants’ dining 
of brass andirons, which the owner was, table, away from the kitchen heat. 
with some persuasion, induced to sell. The Every nook and corner, in fact, of this 
golden hue of the maple blended harmon- unpretentious homestead was made as com- 
iously with the general sunny scheme of fortable and attractive as thoughtful in- 
the dining room, and a sideboard and gate- genuity could devise, and when the trans- 
legged table of the same wood were se- formation was complete the interior was 
cured; the sideboard a genuine antique of pervaded by a genuine home atmosphere. 
fine design, the table one of the excellent Space fails in which to tell of the garden 
reproductions that are so well made now- where the master delighted to dig early 
adays. With table runners of dull yellow and late; of the “real woods” only a few 
Japanese print, settle cushions in yellows, rods away filled from dawn till dark with 
browns and greens, and a green Craftsman gay bird songs and beautiful wild flowers; 
tug, touches of blue and of old pink in of the satisfaction there was in mending 
china, the room was the embodiment of the broken steps and wall and of planting 
sunshine and good cheer. creepers over the heap of stones. In each 

Curtains throughout the living rooms step of the sowing, pruning and general 
were of coarse hemstitched scrim, and in cleaning up there was a separate joy, as 
the bedrooms of quaint dotted muslin with in the planting beside the path of a great 
side curtains and valances of Japanese bed of pansies to fittingly accentuate the 
towelling printed in patterns of birds or chosen name of the home,—“Heartsease.” 
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THE HOME OF MR. AND MRS. COLVIN, LYONS, N, Y.: 

A HILLTOP HOUSE ADAPTED ADAPTED FROM A CRAFTSMAN DESIGN, 

FROM A CRAFTSMAN DESIGN: across its front is a roomy double porch, 
BY LAURA RINKLE JOHNSON J the lower part being used as an outdoor liv- 

ing place, comfortably furnished with ham- 
O codperate with Nature and make mock, table and chairs. The balcony is used 
the most of whatever advantages as an outdoor sleeping room, and from this, 
she offers, whether it be in the shape one has cross-country vistas for many miles 
of local materials, immediate sur- to north, east and south. The openings are 

roundings or distant views—that surely is fitted with rolling porch shades, which form 
one of the requisites in the building of a an effective screen from the early morning 
successful home. And that evidently is sun, and at the same time are not heavy 
what has been done by the owner of the enough to prevent air circulation. The floor 
house pictured here. of the lower porch is cement, while that of 

In an old apple orchard, at the edge of the the upper one is covered with deck canvas. 
village of Lyons, in the State of New York, The interior is equally simple and home- 
commanding an extensive view of rolling like, as the pictures show. The living room, 
hills and fertile valleys, stands this two- which is 16 by 21 feet, is entered directly 
story dwelling, the home of Mr. and Mrs. from the porch, and at the right is the stair- 
M. E. Colvin, It was built from a design case. The flight is broken by a landing and 
published in Tue Crarrsman for April, turn, three steps from the floor, this landing 
1910. being made light and attractive by a win- 

The house, with its covering of Califor- dow with small panes. The stairs are easy 
nia redwood shingles and its trim of “bottle of ascent, the treads being unusually low 
green” is in keeping with the thickly fo- and broad, and an interesting feature of the 
liaged trees among which it stands, and the construction is the manner in which the 
boxes at the windows and on the porch rail- treads are treated. The ends which project 
ings are filled with flowering plants and into the room have fastened to them, by two 
vines that give a brilliant dash of color wooden pegs, a strip of oak the thickness 
against the reddish brown of the shingles. of the treads and an inch and a half in 

You feel even from a glance at the photo- width, the strips being longer than the 
graph of the exterior that a two-story house treads by three inches. The spindles are 
was chosen rather than a bungalow in order made of chestnut boards six inches wide, 
to take advantage of the view. Extending out of which is cut a conventional design, 
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painted white. A built-in 
cabinet and cupboards are 
useful adjuncts to this room, 

: and at the rear is a storeroom —- , , : : 
iN in which the laundry tubs are 

ep placed. 
‘4 PR Sting fs The stairs to the basement 

Ny | iF | melee) =lead down from the kitchen. 
pen Sab Ee i by A warm-air heating system 

e is used and has proved satis- 

| factory, notwithstanding the 
sa 4 f fact that the house is in an 

a bs. —— exposed and elevated loca- 
a : ae tion. In the cellar is a large 

— eal “sama #= cistern from which the water 
4 > a rh pee = is forced to the first and 

RS la aOR | om ; second floors by an automatic 
ee eee ws H fa pump, for which city water 
ieee a = fee is the motive power. Thus 

ar pa Sas the occupants of the house 
FIREPLACE IN THE LIVING ROOM. are assured at all times of an ample supply 

and these spindles reach from the treads of soft water, and as the roof is covered 
to the ceiling, thus forming a secluded stair- With a sanitary patent roofing, the water is 
case while not enclosing it entirely. devoid of any foreign taste or color, and 

The living room has two large windows, can therefore be used for drinking pur- 
the one at the front commanding a fine poses. . 
view. Opposite the door is a large fireplace The second story contains a hall, three 
of red pressed brick, with chimney extend- bedrooms and bath, the east room extending 
ing to the ceiling, the mantelshelf being across the front of the house and opening 
formed by a heavy slab of chestnut. At the onto the sleeping porch. A large clothes 
right of the fireplace is a door with amber closet with window adjoins this room, and 
glass panes, leading into a coat closet. each of the other rooms has a closet of con- 

At the other side of the fireplace is the venient size. The woodwork in the bed- 
opening into the dining room, which is rooms and bathroom is painted white, and 
lighted by two windows, one looking out on while the same design of paper is used in 
the garden and orchard on ela 
the west, the other facing ee are a 

the south. 2° er a os 
The floors in the living — mat 

room and dining room are of 
maple, shellacked and waxed, 
and the rest of the woodwork an i 
throughout the lower story pt , : 0 Pl ie 
is of chestnut, fumed, waxed a4 . mT a 
and rubbed. The result is a |. ‘ a 
velvety brown finish, of a : \ 
medium shade, that harmon- ie NS 
izes well with the brown 4 ei : bay 
paper on the walls. S G j . 

Next to the dining room a aa 14 Bs 
is the kitchen, an exceedingly - ei we | . | | be 
pleasant and comfortable [i “Eg j — =| 
room. On the walls, to a en N J “i ie ' a 
distance of five and one-half [je " r Td — 
feet from the floor, is hard ae eck 
wall plaster, marked off into es i PY 
squares to represent tile and THE EXTREMELY ATTRACTIVE STAIRWAY. 
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WOMEN AND STATE FAIRS 

these rooms, it differs in color, that in the social environments. In the majority of 
north room being yellow, while pink is used cases they feel the cry of their country for 
in the west room and blue in the south. general civic betterment. 

At the rear of the house is a garden in These farm wives and mothers lack, all 
which every inch of space is utilized, either too often, what their husbands have in 
for flowers, vegetables or the smaller fruits, abundance,—association with others, co- 
and on the south side is a rose bed where Operation in effort and organization. 
fine foliage and beautiful blooms repay the The State Fair undoubtedly assists in the 
unceasing labor given by the owner. work of college extension by developing 

An interesting feature of this simple many additional lines of interest. It is, in 
home garden is the way in which native fact, becoming more and more a centraliza- 
flowers and shrubs have been coaxed to take tion point for the common interests of rural 

root and blossom there. Under an apple women. 
tree is a wild flower bed containing flowers As an example of the impetus given to the 
in bloom, from the first hepaticas of spring lives of hundreds of women the individual 
to the asters and fireweeds of late autumn, work of one State Fair may be cited. The 
while about the house many native shrubs last State Fair of Minnesota dealt largely 
have been planted—dogwood, sumac, moun- and liberally with its women. It did more 
tain laurel and azaleas. Ferns and violets than ever before to enhance their pleasure, 

also grow around an ingeniously con- their comfort, and to amplify their educa- 
structed bird bath, which affords much tion. The Woman’s Building was one of 
pleasure to the feathered folk and amuse- the “show” places of the great show itself. 
ment to the occupants of the home. Not only did this State Fair give oppor- 

A pergola has been built which in time  tiinities to women, but, like wheels within 
will be covered with climbing roses, thus wheels, it permitted various organizations 
bringing the building into even closer har- of women to have their headquarters on the 
mony with its surroundings. grounds, while to these centers came wo- 

Altogether the garden, like the house, is men, not only of like interests and faith, 
one’ of unpretentious charm, and shows but others of all creeds, even those of no 
what an important factor in home-making creed whatsoever. 
is the interest and enthusiasm which the The Woman’s Building is at present one 
owner puts into the work. of the largest on the Fair grounds. Part 

of it is given over entirely to entries of 
STATE FAIRS: INTELLIGENT woman’s work from all over the State, 

while the rest of it is devoted to school ex- 
PROMOTERS OF THE VARIOUS hibits. Large show-cases in the aisles and 
INTERESTSOF RURALWOMEN: against the walls, and similar ones on the 

OUTLETS FOR THEIR ACTIVI- counters, are annually filed with patch- 
work quilts, knitted spreads, embroideries, 

TIES AND MEETING GROUNDS lace weak, darning, burnt wood, carving, 
FOR SOCIAL INTERCOURSE: painting, fine sewing and numberless evi- 

dences of home crafts. Products of the 
BY MARY A. WHEDON kitchen are to be found in every form— 

ANY things are now tending to pies, pickles, jellies, marmalades, preserves 
M promote the interest and individual and other things associated with the hands 

development of the farmer’s wife; of industrious farm women. 
among them State and County For the last ten years the Board of 

Fairs as well as the work of State Schools Managers has employed a woman superin- 
of Agriculture. Through the Extension tendent to go through the State of Minne- 
Division of the latter institutions advanced sota and meet the women at the various 
methods of farming and home economics county fairs. This Superintendent has 
are carried to the doors of rural schools made a point of coming into personal touch 
and homes. Women are thereby touched and acquaintance with the women, thereby 
to new thoughts or a common theme and to interesting them while assisting to increase 
the realization that their homes now demand this department to its present proportions. 
better sanitation and more wholesome cook- The result of this work is that every year 
ing; their children, practical clothing; their women are, in increasing numbers, visiting 
community, sound schools and pleasant the State Fair to see their own work and 
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to compare it with that of their neighbors, REST COTTAGE AND DAY NURSERY WITH HOSPITAL. 

perchance with that of those living in an of the large airy rooms, broad verandas 
opposite corner of the State. They come and pleasant lawns which had heretofore 
to meet each other and to talk over the been a mere show place. Here women 
latest kinks in jelly making, even education could rest, talk, read or sleep between “see- 
and suffrage, as men meet and discuss the ing the Fair,’ an undertaking that meant 
latest harvester in Machinery Hall, or poli- traversing three hundred and fifty acres of 
tics, peace and war. They come to get ground covered by buildings and exhibits. 
standards of living, and to gather ideas for A hostess was engaged for Rest Cottage 
home decoration and entertainment when to greet the women; to make them feel at 
the long evenings of winter close them in home; to see that the needed thread and 
from the outer world. At the Fair they see needle or envelope and paper were forth- 
new pictures of life and absorb inspiration coming. Here was a spot that was the farm 
to take back to their families. They meet woman's “very own.” In the yard there 
others having interests in common with were playgrounds with swings, bars and 
their own—a most helpful thing in life. sand boxes and all the paraphernalia of a 

For ten years the Superintendent of the well arranged playground in charge of a 
Woman’s Building has watched throngs go regular instructor; here the older children 
back and forth through this Exhibition with could be left while the mothers went sight- 
no place to rest their weary feet, their tired seeing. On the second floor was a screened- 

bodies and their dizzy heads. The unword- in crib porch for the babies and a play room 
ed cry of the air seemed to be, not “Here for those somewhat older. 
we rest,” but ‘““Where shall we rest?” till at Freedom! Association! Here were these 
length the very atmosphere seemed to crys- two happy elements, together with rest and 
tallize itself into thoughts and plans result- comfort for the rural women,—the women 
ing in a Rest Cottage and Day Nursery. for whom this Fair is supported and carried 

The State Fair Board, all men, were on quite as much as for the men. To the 

heartily in favor of this new idea and un- men, the Fair had for long been an oppor- 
ceremoniously invited the newspaper men to _ tunity for free social intercourse on subjects 
relinquish their quarters in what had been of common interest whereby they gained 
the Minnesota Building at the St. Louis inspiration lasting them throughout the 
Exposition, and which had been taken apart year. To women, it had formerly represent- 
and brought back to the State Fair Grounds ed a nerve-racking trip or else “stay at home 
for its permanent home. Their old quarters and see the gude man go.” The tide was 
on Newspaper Row were regarded as good turned by this Rest Cottage, and women 
enough for the men, while the rural women came from far and near with cheerful 
of the State were invited to take possession hearts. Indeed out of this meeting-place 
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INDUSTRIAL ART DISPLAY AT MINNESOTA STATE FAIR, (Clubs has kept open headquarters at the 

for rural women have come forth through- State Fair so that club women of the State 

out the State the first thoughts of local or- have felt the pleasure of a common meeting- 

ganizations made up of rural women, or- Place. A Ladies’ Orchestra has given con- 

ganizations which may be affiliated with the certs at stated intervals, some of the club 
State Federation of Clubs. And rural wo- women being present to act as hostesses and 

men have begun to join together to promote to take turns in serving light refreshments. 

the welfare of their own communities. Lectures were given frequently on current 

On the second floor of the Rest Cottage topics of the day; speakers and demonstra- 

last year was located the hospital. At first tions in domestic science formed a part of 

it was mothered by the Federation of Wo- the programme. Last year their building 

man’s Clubs, but when the building occupied was devoted to other purposes, causing 

by this association burned down some years many expressions of disappointment from 

ago the hospital also perished. A year or club women all over the State. At the State 

two after- _ 7 . a — 

wards it was Wy SE Kg OL E 
r e suscitated epee egret i Le Got tl {4 Ww. 

by the Wo. enemy i vde'v das oo SN 
man’s Medi- . volood » + tm erica ea 

cal Club, FO ee ee. A 
which has php? << i nO 
since been i bo ~ | ; ' iz 

for its exist- Jaa. eet a me she 
ence. This oa De aia , 

year, the hos- fr Pez sichoee —- A 
pital in the 4 Eee i EAL < 

Rest Cottage ee i gk fe 
had six ; a lh Pee ih ¢ eed a comme 

wards, hold- \ yells FF | +a : 

ing either one Beceie e  e ~ER a RRaEEc Ica Ha = L J be 
or two beds (eam Po SESS SSS ESE: avid 

each, a stock EB ’ 

room and an : da > — | 

operating ie Sp. ; Sr 

room. An he eer _ — Fer] 

e x perienced edb. 8 Cc Satie cps Ua Aen ammonite ani 

nurse was SWEDISH EMBROIDERY AT THE WOMAN’S EXHIBITION OF THE MINNESOTA STATE FAIR. 
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WOMEN AND STATE FAIRS 

Federation mee t- 36 ‘ yi - 
ing closely follow- 9 1 Are H re) re) ie as 
ing the date of the H ] C fe S aT 1G 
Fair, steps were ss oo By 
taken, How etet to & : s ‘ aie “ “(? ' 

affiliate more close- “HP y -S al a wt ay? 
ly with the State \~ FAee RY ine k ot me Ba af a - aye 
Fair Board and & | gp OM Rie Oe if 
with the work fe va. 4g, nt oe . Ay) ‘ Ti e 
done directly in the PASSED ae. Yr Pan tll aire 
Building for rural fo ¢C am gov ea ri » BA a ae on 1/ 
women. Ud CB gam ae ee re iG /he-\ A DP 

Many fraternal i pemeg t BT eae y a ian a Ki | 
societies had their £ se 2. LZ [ae rer j eal 
headquarters - the | & Pee a DS oan a ieee * 

Fair, among them § Py NO |e PA So ee =. 
the Maccabees, Pa ES id Pi nace Ae Sd 
Royal Neighbors, Nees Ged oe e od b : oa 

Rebekahs and & : a + a x = 
others. Those Shy : En et “ 
familiar with the | - tom s ef Me 
work of these or- Bp Sosa 4 | 
ganizations know == _ ! 
it to be fraught throughout with helpfulness, EXHIBITION MADE AT THE STATE FAIR BY ONE OF 

The Woman’s Christian Temperance MINNESOTA'S TEN AGRICULTURAL HIGH SCHOOLS. 

Union for more than a dozen years has furnishings cost about $1,200. The women 
maintained headquarters at the Fair. At furnished their own hostesses and never 
their own expense these women have built, asked any favors of the Board of Fair 
on one of the main thoroughfares of the Managers, except two daily tickets for as- 
grounds, a cozy, three-room cottage with a_ sistants. This independence was not as- 
large and airy porch. The building, to- sumed because of objections on the part of 
gether with insurance, painting, repairs and the Board to grant any courtesies, but as a 

Hs ; _ matter of pride in 
Fi \ | g SPONGE CAKE. aan "the strength the 

| } General appearance 10 \-————. _ women felt in their 
| * -. Lightness 30 ie ea i ||<s2ce2 own work. Last 
Hermes Texture 25 | = i }} = = year the State 
eo , Tenderness 15 ice ae ® & President was 

j == Baking 20 \| a }| t "i present each day. 
peat Total 100 = ga} | = = Other officers and 

| a) OPRUIT CAKE 1 eee iS i representatives 
| Lore ONE Meal appearance = 10 (OS ope fe 1’. from thirty unions 
i ee iness Ze = is —— of the Twin Cities 
i ees rl 3 
Beig ae re __ eel a ee took turns in as- 

ee Rure a ee me sisting. 
{ ie \ — | oo cottage of 

J a ra < this organization 
y heyy \ \ 5 My consists of a re- 
ence / Fa HOCOLA i ig . ception room, a 
ew : asa MSs kitchenette and a 
L ms oe eee ek » bedroom. pies 

- E ee Rs —— +many mothers 
a) J ae ! bring their little 

a = a = ones and rest. Re- 
ee eS ee freshments are 

here served and large 

DOMESTIC ECONOMY OUTFIT USED IN THE EXTENSION WORK OF THE MINNESOTA amounts of “litera- 
SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE. ture distributed, 
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WOMEN AND STATE FAIRS 

a special effort being made to circulate the unaccompanied or unguided young girl 
leaflets bearing on patent medicines and who had come alone to the Fair, The 
the fight for pure food. Farm women Traveler’s Aid Department had representa- 
evinced a growing interest in the work and tives at the stations to look after young 
the State has already several strictly rural girls, either finding them places to stay or 
W. C. T. Us, ranging in numbers from sending them to the Y. W. C. A. head- 
twelve to seventy-five members. quarters. Young girls were urged not to 

The Equal Suffrage Association has had ask questions of strangers, except those 
in the past many ups and downs, by far the wearing a well-known badge or uniform. 
larger number being downs. Some years At the Fair grounds every effort was made 
the members have maintained “Headquar- to advise parents not to allow their daugh- 
ters” by soliciting a “corner,” table or chair ters to come to the cities unless in the care 
in the front of a box on which was “litera- of representatives of the organizations who 
ture” and a signature book. Here people, could vouch for the reliability of the prom- 
by writing their names, could signify their ises of work which had been offered them. 
acknowledgment of the spirit of the times, Last year 1,700 young girls were lost sight 
admitting that women were at least worth of in traveling between New York and Chi- 
a chance to fight for their rights; other cago. Multiply this number by the many 
years they have not even sought or claimed other equally traveled routes in the country 
a “corner.” Last year being one of “ups” and the result is paralyzing. 
they selected one of the highest points of Since the greater percentage of teachers 
the grounds and here “pitched their tent,” in the country as well as in the cities is 
not only figuratively but literally. : made up of women and as a part of the 

On Machinery Hill, away to the last block | Woman’s Building was devoted to exhibits 
of the longest street on the grounds, among and actual demonstration work in sewing, 
the heavy farm machinery and manufactur- cooking, art and manual training, it may not 
ing exhibits, they established a lunch be amiss to mention the exhibits as coming 
counter. In this section men were strongly under woman’s work. In this building was 
in the majority and since the cause needed the demonstration work in cooking, art, 
the winning of men’s hearts, one which sewing and manual training. It came from 
tradition claims is through their appetites, the schools of the three largest cities of the 
the undertaking proved very successful. State and the crowds who hovered about 
There were “mother’s” apple pies, dough- the demonstration classes proved the in- 
nuts, corn meal pudding, suffrage cake and tense interest which the parents felt in the 
all sorts of appetizing trifles freshly made progress of their children. 
by the women every day and sold at the In the Horticultural Building were ex- 
tent. The society got more free advertising hibits from the State high schools, agricul- 
than any other section, and closed up with tural high schools and consolidated schools. 
added converts and an increased pocket- Garden vegetables vied in interest with 
book. sewing, weaving and manual training. In 

Church women from the Twin Cities es- the consolidated school exhibit there were 
_ tablished lunch tents to the number of a_ thirty-two varieties of grain. Altogether 

dozen or more. They executed their busi- they gave a strong proof of what women 
ness well, furnishing hungry people with are accomplishing along these lines of 
wholesome food and returned home with agriculture. Poultry entries were made by 
money to promote their work during the eight different woman fanciers who showed 
coming year. some beautiful birds. 

Perhaps no more interesting and unsel- The department of domestic economy 
fish work was accomplished at the Fair last with its workers from the Extension Divi- 
year than that of the Y. W. C. A. From sion of the School of Agriculture was 
a small booth in one of the main Exhibit housed in the Agricultural Building. The 
Buildings, which was hung with their cards director of domestic economy exhibited 
and banners, representatives of this organi- work and gave talks. Her cooking outfit, 
zation distributed thousands of leaflets and which she carries to farmers’ institutes, 
pamphlets. Secretaries and representatives agricultural high school short courses and 
from both cities took turns in attending, county fairs, proved a most attractive sub- 
giving advice to people seeking information ject for demonstration. 
or casting about for work and watching for Never before were there such extended 
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“LIGHT BURNING” INJURES TREES 

exhibits by manufacturers of household de- with their growing uncertainty of outlook. 
vices to simplify women’s work and con- In a corner of the Horticultural Building 
serve their strength. Men as well as wo- was an Audubon exhibit of mounted birds 
men thronged about these exhibits, and and pictures, and a student of the Agricul- 
their enthusiastic interest argues well for tural College was employed to explain the 
the woman on the farm. Now that automo- work and to distribute leaflets. 
biles have become an acknowledged article The State Society of the Deaf had a most 
of necessity on the farm it may be possible interesting exhibit in the Woman’s Build- 
for men to admit that a patent egg-beater ing, including several pieces of metal work 
should be installed to replace the fork used and dolls’ clothes made by a deaf and blind 
by their grandmothers. girl. 

Industrial art was looked upon as a new Not only were these industries and asso- 
departure two years ago, yet one so success-  ciations able to show progress at this last 
ful that it was granted space last year in State Fair in the great works which they 
the Woman’s Building. It is the child of had undertaken, but so fully did they arouse 
the Woman’s Club of Minneapolis called the enthusiasm of the rural women that it is 
the Industrial Art Department. not likely they will again accept as a neces- 

Fine exhibits of hand weaving in linen _ sity lives of uninspired routine. 
were shown. Real Cluny lace made on a 
pillow with bobbins was a center of attrac- EVIL EFFECTS OF LIGHT BURNING 
tion from the time the little Bohemian laces ON PINE FORESTS 
maker took her chair in the morning until (From the Forest Service, U. S. Department of 
she left it at night. To inexperienced eyes Agriculture.) 
the flying of the bobbin appeared like the The effect of light surface fires on pine 
glinting of stars. A case of beautiful hand- timber is to kill or damage more than half 
made Irish lace was also there. Rugs, of the mature trees, according to findings 
coverlets, hand-woven linens, rare designs in just announced by the U. S. forest service. 
lace and embroideries all proved the possi- The studies were made on the Wallowa 
bility of the execution in our own country and Whitman national forests in the Blue 
of many artistic, useful and lasting handi- Mountains of eastern Oregon. Several 
crafts which our women buy so largely typical stands of western yellow pine were 
when abroad. The Industrial Art Depart- selected, where surface fires had recently 
ment claims the possibility of the develop- burned. The region had been periodically 
ment of these Old World handicrafts and run over by such fires for a long time. The 
to that extent has been instrumental in pro- most recently burned areas were carefully 
curing an appropriation from the State surveyed and all the trees individually 
Legislature of $15,000 for the State Arts studied to find the effect of the fire. 
Society, $4,000 of which goes to this depart- As a result of this survey the following 
ment. With this monetary assistance it facts were verified: A surface fire fells 
hopes to put a superintendent or teacher in from one to three merchantable trees per 
the field who will gather together exhibits acre, by eating out basal fire scars; it makes 
from all over the State, thus fostering the fire scars at the base of 42 per cent., or 
growth of industrial work among the wo- nearly one-half, of all the merchantable 
men of the various rural towns. In order yellow pines; it actually burns to death 
to hold satisfactory exhibitions at the Fair more than 3 per cent. of the trees—that is, 
it is naturally essential to awaken a wide- they are killed by the heat of the light sur- 
spread interest among the women in the face fire at their bases. In short, of the 
farming districts, and it is also a goodidea, mature trees more than one-half of the total 
and one which will be carried out by these stand suffer more or less damage. 
teachers, to hold sales and give small ex- The stands were selected to insure re- 
hibitions in various towns. This recreating sults representative of the region, accord- 
of interest in the industrial arts will not only ing to the forest service investigators, who 
prove remunerative to farmers’ families, but draw the conclusion that deliberate light 
will add greatly to the interest of their lives. burning in such localities to remove brush 
It is possible, of course, that it will also in- and undergrowth is distinctly uneconomical, 
fluence the younger generation to remain on _ particularly since successive surface burn- 
the farm with a better prospect of making ings only heighten the injury to the trees 
money instead of drifting to the cities and make it cumulative. 
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BUNGALOW FOR A NARROW LOT 

a ell ! ee tas a 
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A COMFORTABLE BUNGALOW Has HAHABed * cael ia Saanet aioe 
nas Managed to ge ne maxim we 

HOME ON A NARROW LOT: BY fort and loveliness in this restricted scope. 

HELEN LUKENS GAUT | — ‘ 
OME-MAKERS who are planning | | | 

to build on a long, narrow lot yf DED -Room- ff -Drp- Room- 
and must limit themselves to an toon iowa Be o-4"x 12-0" 
expenditure of about $2,000, will leer =] | 

find this bungalow design well worth study- reso] ¥ | 
ing, for it embodies a great deal of com- | 1 

fort in a restricted space at a reasonable a Co PHaLy- [cross 
expenditure. i f 

The shingled walls are pleasantly broken i LD a 
by the wide windows, recessed porch, brick “LOREM: bl Ql 
pillar and steps, and shadowed by the wide ii | a © ff 
protecting roof; the lattice in the gable mM “ —~ 
serves the double purpose of airing the \ 
space between the roof and ceiling, and | 
giving an unusual and decorative touch to -DED-Room- 
the exterior; while the simple grace of the Eta ats a 
entrance. is enhanced by the potted plants DIMING-RMiicio 
and the flowers and vines. Dy Levee VA 

Within, judging from the floor plan, an mere’ ; 
air of .genuine comfort prevails. First | cea | 
comes the living room with its big chimney- x 
piece and bookshelves on either side. On ey 7 : 
the left one has a glimpse of the dining LU eos 
room with its built-in buffet and casement 
windows. Beyond is the kitchen and “VEKANDA- 
screen porch where the wash trays stand, We xizor fp Boonk | 
while the rest of the plan consists of three u 
bedrooms and bathroom opening out of a [| Tr .6S 
small hall. There are plenty of closets and ea) - poor paw ae 
a generous number of windows. In short, sd $2,000 BUNGA- 
there is every evidence that the architect Low. 
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A POTTERY FIVE HUNDRED YEARS OLD 

WAAAAAAAANY 

OO b= A £ oe er 
a veo common VENUS ice ‘ aoe Ms oN i es cs, : 

G10 6 Te OF pee SY 
idl os fat > < eg we Cale 

Sy —_ ae 

: Oe Fm * 
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ARS FROM THE OLD CANTAGALLI POTTERY IN FLOR-~ A POTTERY FIVE HUNDRED j*% : 
YEARS OLD courtyard, you will find an old building 

N the city of Florence stands the old covered with a beautiful wistaria vine. En- 
I gateway, the Porta Romana, with its tering the door under an archway you will 

massive. doors and high archway ‘S¢ the potters at their wheels, working 
across the road to Rome. Anda few Just as the ancient potters worked two 

yards farther along the road, at the en- thousand years ago. In an adjoining room 
fee Aa) a certain quaint old courtyard, 2"€ fifty men who apply the glaze and color, 

you may see another and smaller arch, or. "4 who paint the designs on the pottery 
namented with heavy majolica plaques and after the preliminary firings. Beside these 
designs. “Guiseppe Cantagalli” is the ™en you will see old pictures or old pieces 

name above the doorway. Five hundred . ; 
years ago it was placed there by the found- Ye : 5 a : 
er of this Old World pottery, and his de- ag A 
scendants have worked at the same craft in rah ey 
that same building, and work there today. eh 

It was not until eighty years ago, how- oe 
ever, that the firm rose into prominence rn 
and the family took a high place in the & Ee 
city. At that time the potter’s art was at awe — 
a low ebb, and there was also much dis- a — ee — 
tress in the city of Florence. Ulysses grrr 
Cantagalli came to the rescue and reopened “ood Fa 
his shop for the sake of giving work to ‘a. \Ce d Pye | 
some of the unemployed. , sy ean 

To reéstablish in Italy the prestige of the dere i 
potter’s craft—that was his aim, and as he of | © 7.8 | % 
was a true artist his productions soon won | Ga 
favor. His ideal was to give to every ob- * Ae 
ject he made, even the most commonplace. OZ? > 

a certain artistic value, and also to make TP AGN 
it possible for every one to acquire it at a >. @ ERY g 
moderate price. iain 

In working out this ideal he took in hand 
the homely flower-pot, developed it and 
made it a thing of beauty as well as useful- Present ; 
ness. And today you may still find the Me tric E SSS 
potters of Cantagalli carrying on the work. oy seas : ee 

In the center of that tone, stone-paved Teen FANS! DECORATED WITH 
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A POTTERY FIVE HUNDRED YEARS OLD 
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of pottery which they copy with minute CANTAGALLI CLAY JARS FOR ROSES. 

faithfulness and wonderful skill. the Italian considers carefully not only 

There is no trade secret about the ma- such essential factors as the material, size, 
terials used for the glaze and color; they shape, color and decoration of his flower- 
can be bought at any store where potters 
supplies are sold. For the colored pots 
modeling clay is used, but for the pots that 
are ornamented with Greek designs the 
common clay is preferred, as this burns red 
with a certain roughness of surface. es 

From the work of these Florentine crafts- jj 4 i} y 
men, the American potter, gardener and ¥ Res | Pig 
landscape architect may glean many hints. me sl , Wid } 

For instance, they will find that as a rule vo | i te ey f 
( 2 ln 

afl a See he De . 

b Peer et ey * ati: 4 fe dr ay BAS tt be | teat os 
gL EY iis te 

fi F Ag ” i ve ry Re 

é a ITT} 
: ba Se eo ead 4 

f Va ba PRINCE PLATOFF’S BALCONY, DECORATED WITH ITAL- 

+ . IAN POTTERY. 

wh \./ “tse pot, but also the kind of plant or flower it 
Be ii i 4 eh eg is to hold. When it is for a yellow flower 

| Maps| Aig he uses, say, yellow marguerites on a light 
ange Era) Sant blue ground. A pot with a dark blue 

G eed ya \ : 
: i hast o Paget ae ground and a colored band and leaves is 
| Rhy igs a ee” H + meant for cinerarias. A crimson and white 

ep ae Nai ats 4 i Fy Sd flower-pot is destined for geraniums, while 

os H a aie: yeh See Ne ; another, decorated with brown leaves on a 

. i ali fed NA . 7p ; ‘ dull green background, is meant for roses 

i AN ETRUSCAN VASF, SILIOWING THE ORNAMENTAL USE —preferably white. 

OF POTTERY IN ITALY. The flower-pots shown here are all made 
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COMFORT AND GRACE IN WILLOW FURNITURE 

b Ps COMFORT AND PICTURESQUE- 

) NESS OF WILLOW FURNITURE: 
PrN ' K / ILLUSTRATED BY SOME NEW 
rN fi oy pe CRAFTSMAN MODELS 
HS ey Nf = ILLOW furniture has an ancient 
| Peat t=“ { and historic pedigree. Back in 

a Gh ee the earliest days, before the 
es oY vant = ‘ growth of what we call civiliza- 
Gers po Ah *. tion, those long, smooth, slender “osier 

ag mh eS wands” or branchlets were used for all 
ANS ee ad sorts of basketry, and in the days of Pliny 

OE : they were twisted into ropes, as they still 
> a mg ; are in parts of Northern Europe. 

, K B= — " In literature, too, the willow has been im- 
Oper ae . mortalized, for so softly did its branches 

ae ay wa . sway with each passing breeze upon the 
Oe let pS i y growing tree, and so supplely and pliantly 

Pee AS did they yield under the basket-makers’ 
a ea! era aA nimble fingers, that people came to look 

ey wd ey pt Na upon the willow as a synonym for grace- 
. ne = fulness, and the poets used it in their 

a verses in various similes and metaphors. 

AN ITALIAN “GROTESQUE” FLOWER-POT IN RED CLAY. Something of this attnosphete oF pic. iz, : faces *  turesqueness, something of this feeling of 
of modeling clay painted with a colored outdoor life and growth and calm, we have 
glaze and baked in a kiln, and they stand aimed to embody in our own willow furni- 
from twelve to fifteen inches high. The ture. We have tried to retain, in its firm 
illustrations give some idea of the sturdy yet pliant construction and its simple yet 
shape, the richly decorative quality and decorative design, a hint of that gracious- 
varied designs of these Italian pieces, and ness which characterizes the willow itself. 
may hold for American clay-workers in- We hope to echo, in the soft greens and 
spiration for other flower-pots to grace the browns and natural tones of its coloring, the 
gardens of our own New World. varying shades that sap and air and sunlight 
_ For the average owner of a small garden have dyed the branches of the living tree. 
is apt to overlook the usefulness and deco- And at the same time, of course, we purpose 
rative value of pottery, forgetting how to so design and weave and cushion each 
much interest a few well selected pieces chair and settle that it will be a thing of 
can add to even the most unpretentious serviceable comfort, as well as add to the 
grounds. A simple jar of clay or concrete, beauty of the home. 
holding a fern or shrub, vine or flowering Home-makers are coming to realize more 
plant, and placed at some point in the gar- and more the value of willow furniture, 
den where emphasis is needed, may prove from both a practical and zsthetic point of 
a veritable outdoor beauty-spot. There view. They find that it is equally welcome 
are many places where such a serviceable in summer and winter, in the city residence 
ornament can be used with good effect— and the country bungalow, in living room, 
beside the porch steps, on an entrance post, bedroom and shady porch. In fact, there 
on the corner of a garden wall, in a shel- is almost no limit to its usefulness and to 
tered angle of the building. the artistic effects that it can help attain. 

Then, too, there is the architectural Not that, as a rule, we plan a whole room 
value of pottery in the garden. When it or furnish a house entirely with willow. 
echoes, by color, materials or design, some Rather it seems best to use it in combina- 
feature of the house itself, it will form a tion with other materials and stvles. In a 
definite link between the home and garden, living room, for instance, where most of the 
carrying the spirit of the architect beyond furniture is solid wood, a few willow arm- 
the boundaries of the building into the chairs or rockers or a willow settle of colors 
world of green growing things. that harmonize with the general scheme, 
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Z ee / form just the right sort of relief among the 
Ni wood pieces, and introduce a light, graceful Ny 4 : 
4 note that helps to keep, as it were, the artis- 
1) tic balance, preventing the room from tak- 

| i . ing on too serious an air. . 
by 3 ' With a material so pliant and sympathetic 
v : as willow, there seems practically no end to 

een, the variety of design and shape into which 
‘ | it can be coaxed. Naturally, therefore, as 

it. -% we found so much appreciation of our wil- 
} Ne A < 
Ae i ———— low pieces and as our friends seemed to de- 
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THIS DEEP WILLOW CHAIR QQ\y 1S 
IS PARTICULARLY COMFORT~ By r 

ABLE FOR READING BY AN a ww i 
OPEN WINDOW OR AT NIGHT ee Nt 

AT THE TABLE: ITS PROPORTIONS ENABLE ONE “4 seetttt ae ty 

TO GET ALL THE REST POSSIBLE; AT THE SAME TIME . A wy 
IT IS NOT OVER LUXURIOUS, SO THAT IT LENDS ITSELF NN ee \\\, 
TO READING AND WORKING, AND IS JUST SUITED TO ATE . AY 
THE LIFE OF MANY BUSY PEOPLE. : WW a oe AAW 
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: 4 2 eee) // THIS STURDY LOOKING WILLOW CHAIR SEEMS IN- 

ese 1) // TENDED FOR SOME COZY FIRESIDE, FOR ITS BACK IS 
n/ HIGH ENOUGH TO SHUT OUT POSSIBLE DRAUGHTS 

é em AND TO EMPHASIZE THE COMFORTABLE SECLUSION OF 
: aa ZEA, THE HEARTH. 

Ss ee eee sire fresh designs from time to time, we 
Ss ee now and then add new chairs and settles 
a : Z ag | that seem to us improvements over the old, 
= See se iS or that embody new features of convenience 
SSSSSa= =i ee Sa and beauty. Some of these recent models 

= ee Bee A we are illustrating here. 
SSS eS EZ ZZ As the photographs show, they are all 

== —<L—_—_—_—— as comparatively simple, built along the same 
La sturdy lines that characterize our oak furni- 

THIS WILLOW CHAIR IS SUITED TO ALMost ANy Room ture. At the same time, the willow has been 
AND ME ARON Ze WITH ec a Enns = woven as to include certain openwork 

F FURNITURE: IT IS LARGE ENOUGH FOI j 7 * ‘ - effects 1 
AND COMPACT ENOUGH FOR WORKING AND CAN BE t is 2 wh . oe with the interest of 

FINISHED WITH COLOR AND MATERIAL surtep toirs t€Xture, color and general outline, prove 
SURROUNDINGS. unusually decorative and graceful. In every 
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instance the proportions have been a 3 - : Sa 
carefully studied, and each chair Y ee 
has been designed and constructed VJ , j s 
with a view to the greatest possi- i b 
ble comfort of the —_— A 
occupant. SS gE he 

All of the chairs "\\e 8 yas are made with arms, \e ee Villas 
some broad, some  |ige Sceieeim oss. a Gf . id Cai ee x i. eg narrow, and in one |. a ae ee etiet ey, of the chairs these —=—————— ee wanes: | eee ee 
arms are so con- | -=——=————————— i eo wea 
structed as to pro- |e ie SS \eeee 
vide recesses or | SS SS eee ==i aS SS i ee pockets to hold |e gape =a, SSS SS 
books, “knitting or (SSS eee=RG0 (MDs Upp Sees 
needlework. The Ue SI ag _ SSS ee: 
backs of the chairs SS Se = == Al ie 
vary in height, some = eS Saal er 

> 7 a _——— — SSN 7 | being quite low, others high, and in ““SS=SS=SS— See Nea 
several cases they are made with a slight SSS SSS, 

YI A, THIS NEW SETTLE IS ONE OF THE MOST LUXURIOUS 
Ny § VN PIECES OF WILLOW MADE: ITS LOW BACK AND CUSH- 
rh Ay TIONED SEAT MAKE IT A DELIGHTFUL LOUNGING PLACE 
R} BEFORE AN OPEN FIRE OR UNDER A WINDOW: LIKE 

RC. ALL THE WILLOW PIECES IT MAY BE STAINED BEAU- 
> A TIFUL COLORS, BLUE, GREEN, GOLDEN BROWN OR GRAY: 

H ty se i THIS ENABLES IT TO ADD BEAUTY OF COLOR AS WELL 
& i ¥ ay i AS RARE COMFORT TO A LIVING ROOM, \ se sea : z i iN H q Hy ried. As a rule, it seems best to keep as 

H { = close as possible to colors that suggest the 
i \ ! i natural and more or less uneven tints of the 

i } growing tree—soft greens, deep or light 
| iat 4 
Ny eo 

\ H ZZ — pansies 5 
\\ ee a eee | ats a > \ eee eee | a eee a “s WEE ZG er Al: Baers || eat Le eee 5S | Y my any pose Seay 2 nC 3 Vee a : AAS iets || : iE NES: = ee | Pe ‘ ‘ AE eh AN gots f Nise : Witines SANE eee \\\ \ ie ya CuNeseneae N\A RUE EeeR (0 = \ i SW oe a 

Bas. Ree AW eee 
: THIS ARMCHAIR IS EXCEED- MMII AWA 4 Bw uy eS AW \\ y AY INGLY INTERESTING IN ITS = SWE ee 

«CONSTRUCTION: IT IS ONE Ae CEE”, As = ihbAy EE ee OF THE MOST FLEXIBLE Fee WAN Ze ome 
PIECES OF OUR WILLOW FURNITURE: THE BACK IS pps Vas EEE EEE 
RECESSED FOR COMFORT, THE ARMS ARE JUST HIGH Me Seen 2 yg 
ENOUGH TO GIVE ONE A SENSE OF SECURITY AND THE E eee == WMG SE SeaSe. CUSHIONS ARE THICK AND SOFT: IT IS A GOOD | Se ee LIBRARY CHAIR: FINISHED IN LIGHTER TONES Hie ae Ee 
WITH CHINTZ CUSHIONS IT WOULD BE ATTRACTIVE NS Ae ta <= 
FOR BEDROOM OR MORNING ROOM. Be 
inward curve or o : | ; Hee angle that emphasizes |) THIS WILLOW CHAIR IS PARTICU- the cozy effect and reminds one of the big “LARLY USEFUL FOR LIBRARY, DEN, old-fashioned armchair of our grand- SEWING ROOM OR VERANDA, FOR THE WIDE ARMS ARE fathers that used to occupy the post of MADE WITH Pockets WHICH CAN BE UTILIZED 70 honor beside the hearth HOLD BOOKS OR NEEDLEWORK OR MANUSCRIPT; ALSO : aa THE LOW BACK SUGGESTS ACTIVITY RATHER THAN The colorings of the willow are also va-  LouNGING. 
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COMFORT AND GRACE IN WILLOW FURNITURE 

golden browns, straw and natural color. Another material which has an interest- 
Occasionally, however, some one prefers a ing uneven texture is flamme, which is par- 
different shade—a soft dull blue, a delicate ticularly pleasing in soft shades of olive 
gray or mahogany to harmonize with the green and brown. Pompeian cloth is also 

color scheme of drawing room, club room, appropriate, and there are of course the 
bedroom or boudoir. Then the willow is hand-printed linens, cretonnes and chintzes, 

finished in the shade desired, and uphol- which comé in such varied patterns and 

stered in whatever appropriate material, colors. | ; 
colors and patterns may be selected. It is Effective cushions are of velour or cotton 
a charming fashion to have bedroom chairs velvet, which is serviceable and easy to keep 
of willow upholstered in chintz or cretonne clean, as well as soft and pleasant to the 

touch. Most of the chairs and settles photo- 
5 ; graphed for these pages are shown uphol- 

A stered with this velour in rich shades of 
{ A nf brown or green. It is somewhat more ex- 
i ‘ pensive than the other materials just enu- 
i} 4 merated, but its lasting quality and the com- 
y y fort it affords make it well worth the extra 

€ investment. 

; sor i / Of course, the material and color chosen 
“py ih for the cushions of willow furniture will 

" ol depend largely upon the room in which the 
- ¥ pieces are to be used. Generally, when it 
te f is a question of the living room, the home- 

See maker prefers to select some fairly heavy 
| AE material like canvas, Pompeian cloth or 

ek: Ne e | velour, in a deep rich shade that will be in 
i Hee ee | accord with the wall coverings, hangings 
a STF i 43 and other fittings of the room. For example, 

SE ee if the prevailing tone of the room is brown, 
SES and the rest of the furnishings are in brown 

Ego Craftsman oak, brightened by touches of 
SS contrasting colors (such as orange, red or 

dull blue) in the rugs, portiéres, pottery and 
A STURDE MODEL OF A WILLOW ARMCHAR, MEANT other fittings, it might be well to have the 
ine PaResaeene Gooey ae sate a coe pare Willow furniture finished in green and up- 
COLOR, GREEN ‘OR BLUE AND UPHOLSTERED IN A puRA- _holstered with olive green cushions. On the 
BLE VELOUR WHICH WOULD HARMONIZE witH THE Other hand, if the color scheme of the room 

STAIN. is green or buff, brown willow would afford 
to match the window draperies, or to carry 2% effective contrast, with cushions of either 
out the color scheme in rugs and wall. light or dark brown or possibly corn color. 

It is in the upholstery, in fact, that much For a ee mofning room, (or for a 
variety atid charm are possible, and as in kee ine He: ter tones would be TORE 
there are so many different kinds of cover- '". ee 4 ere the natural color willow 
ings to choose from, the home-maker, by might be fae g OF SOME light shade of blue 
careful personal selection, can get just the then ba would be in harmony sath. the 
sort of cushions that will be in keeping wth other furnishings and draperies. Cus hions 

: : of figured cretonne or gay flowered chintz 
the rest of the interior. id also bi iate: and would add 

One of the comparatively inexpensive and OW a0 De appropriate and would a : P y P : a bright note to the room. 
certainly the most durable of the materials In fact, the combinations of design, finish, 

for this purpose is Craftsman canvas, the material, pattern and coloring in this willow 
subdued shades of which are so restful to furniture and its cushions seem unlimited, 

the eye and so helpful in producing a quiet affording the home-maker a wide range of 
homelike effect. It can be had in rich warm selection and chance for much expression of 
red, brownish red or dull rose; in brownish individuality that counts so largely in 
green, deep and light blue, greenish blue and the weaving of that mysterious and subtle 
a warm brownish gray. quality we call “atmosphere.” 
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THE BUSY BEE AS A MONEY-MAKER 

WHEN THE AMATEUR KEEPS How to a Bees for sone By Rev. D. 
Everett Lyon, contain advice and instruc- 

BEES: BY E. I. FARRINGTON tion which may be followed implicitly. 

NE fine Saturday afternoon in Au- And both are easy reading. 

gust a commuting friend came into In most parts of the country, a strong 

the house carrying a tray loaded colony of Italian bees may be purchased 
down with pound sections of clear, for ten dollars, including a ten-frame hive. 

white honey and the thought came, “why There are eight-frame and ten-frame hives 

should not all people who live in suburban on the market. The larger hives have 

homes, or wherever a little land is avail- some advantages over the smaller ones, but 
able, keep a few colonies of bees, thereby if the operator be a woman or somewhat 
supplying the table with one of the most lacking in muscular force, it is well to use 
wholesome delicacies to be found in Na- the eight-frame style. 
ture’s storehouse?” . A hive is simply a strongly made box, 

“Walter,” I said, addressing my friend, into which are set frames of wood to which 
“If you reckon your profits by the dollar the bees attach their combs. Each frame 
sign, with your fun as a bonus, how much may be handled separately and removed 
do your bees earn for you?” from the hive if desired, even though it be 

“About five dollars a colony,” was the filled with honey or comb containing young 
reply, “sometimes more and sometimes less, bees. This fact makes the manipulation of 
depending upon the season.” a hive a very simple matter, but all the 

Then he went on to tell me about one col- hives should be uniform, so that frames 
ony which he purchased in the spring for may be shifted from one to another. Bee- 
ten dollars and which had paid for itself keeping was revolutionized when these 
the first season, yielding over 
sixty pounds of honey in Es 
pound sections. That is not ‘ | ea a 
an unusual occurrence, 5 be om ts Tad 

either. Often a strong colony nee 3 ty, ? jag 
will produce 100 pounds or Bm ae, Zz 
even more in the course of a 6 © i ) 
season. On the other hand, 
the yield may be practically 
no honey at all. Everything ely 
depends upon starting the , f : 
season with full, vigorous sean 
colonies and then ‘taking Led a fac 
pains to prevent overmuch ; a ae i cd 
swarming. Each time a “ a a 7 
swarm leaves, the colony is a ae 
divided and made weaker. La y | 

One colony is enough for , : 
the amateur to begin with, Gi a 
for some time is required to a A bay 
learn the habits of the in- aN : 
sects, so that they may be G 
properly handled. It is fas- - ; 
cinating work, the manage- = : A te 
ment of bees, but should not Ma sll : ’ 
be undertaken until a good : , ei ig 
book on the subject has been f ee | 4 
read. Maurice Maeterlink’s zs ya Ppa, ee 
famous volume, “The Life of of i eee 
the Bee,” will fire the reader yee 
with enthusiasm, but should ey 
not be depended upon as a 
guide. The A.B.C. of Bee- 
Keeping, by A. I. Root, and WORKING WITHOUT GLOVES OR VEIL IN A BEE YARD. 
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THE BUSY BEE AS A MONEY-MAKER 

CO RMS eR Tak perienced bee-keepers who pay scant atten- 

iti it ges SSS Se tion to stings and scorn gloves and veil, 

is Ft ee RST HY Ee Ra seldom are separated from their smokers. 

re Bi oO Ps amis. Bees have a deep seated fear of smoke, 

Ca rranS ae : SON perhaps handed down from the days when 

oy po ee a SN: «=a forest fire was the greatest calamity of 

if eae. em = which a bee could conceive. Be. that as it 

, nr ae Nae face «= may, a few puffs of smoke will demoralize 

Ok le oe eo 4 Pe the insects, so that even when aroused they 

AOI ENS eo a my Sea may be quickly subdued. A smoker is a 

SO ae 5 eee EN ee tin cylinder in which punk from a decayed 

j a NE nL i y op Re tree, old rags or anything else which 
y eg ae Vo creates a pungent smoke may be burned, a 

er Maar ~ Bites small bellows attached being used to keep 

a ee i bea te the fuel smoldering and to force out the 

J hn prs smoke. When opening a hive, it is custom- 

eK — q Ed i tn ary to puff a little smoke into the entrance, 
TE TIRES TN aia then to lift the cover slightly at one corner 

‘ ROR a ce and to send a little smoke under that. Next 

ae = ( the cover is entirely removed and more 

‘ a Par : smoke administered, if it seems to be 

y a pe needed. It is not well to use more smoke 
j on ao than is needed, for it interferes with the 

. A FRAME OF BEES SHOWING THE QUEENS BEING HELD es # ae — ate prone to 

IN RESERVE AND FED BY THE OTHER BEES. e < ° 

modern hives were invented, for now the The best bee gloves have long’ sleeves 
a . z 5 ‘ which come well up to the elbows, so that 

bee-keeper can pull a colony to pieces and the insects cannot find entrance at the 
put it together again without killing a bee tists. There are several types of veil, but 

OF causing: Mote. than_a temporary cessa- 44h the Globe and the Alexander are effi- 
tion of its activities. _ Even the removal of ient and Conmenicnt Tt ig the fear of 

honey in the old days-theant the killing of stings which deprives many people of die 

hees by the hundreds. pleasure of keeping bees. Properly pro- 

Usually it is best fo order frames filled tected, the amateur is absolutely safe. The 
with “foundation,” which is a sheet of wax Italians are the best bees to keep, most 

as thin as paper, for then the work of the trains being comparatively gentle. , Some 

bees is greatly lightened, the wax being Golonies are remarkedly good - natured. 
quickly drawn out into comb, in the cells A) se, becoming familiar With the  dnsects 

of which the honey is stored by the worker ~ SS oT 

bees and eggs laid by the queen. If the 
bees are compelled to manufacture the wax 
for their combs, honey storing is delayed 
for fourteen pounds of honey are required #3 
to produce a single pound of wax. The § 

exceedingly interesting process by which § P ; far : 

the honey is transformed into wax is de- law ec r. ath ear _fiaie 

lightfully described in Maeterlink’s book. ea ee ee Se 

There is no reason for buying an expen- eee e Ng ae ake 

sive equipment in order to begin bee-keep- hss an ee ee So Sigler 

ing in an amateurish way. A smoker will pear aaa | is 

be needed, together with a pair of long ca ee tae « Bapan ey 

sleeved gloves, a good veil, a hive tool, a =: eS Ft ta . 2 eg 

Porter bee-escape fitted into a honey board, ee ~: —~S 

a soft brush, a queen and drone trap and a ni | \- Ye 

an entrance feeder.. These supplies, which eee oda : 

cost but little, may be purchased of a local aS 

dealer, if there is one, or ordered by mail. ao Z 

The smoker is indispensable. Even ex- A SCHOOLGIRL AND HER BEES. 
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THE BUSY BEE AS A MONEY-MAKER 

n amateurs often dispense ‘ie 
with veil and gloves when | er es 
doing ordinary work around oe Be ae eee 
the hives. It is well for men | Pe MR 3 fae 
to slip a rubber band around é | 5 ie Alpe a 

the bottom of each ease na ee! yo 
leg, as the bees often fall into «age es Pen ene Be eee 
the grass and are inclined to pa peice oe ee ie 
crawl upward. Some women poet Jk eae aed ie E 
wear Dogs under their f ae con [ee 
skirts, if bloomers are not [ee omy 
referred. pete s ce | 

e Bees may be purchased at Peery Pe ieee ee PY 
any time of year, although aes | i Be or ee ee a | 
they are active only in warm 13 rere ae ae Sail 
weather. The best location : 4 SO a 
for the hive is the south or , ; iss 
east side of a wall or building, Fa ree ' ann 
where the sun’s rays will fall e ‘ ie - 
upon the entrance very early La Steer ie he 
in the morning, warming the Gee ee AG be 
hive and inducing the bees to bat eee Ns eri ees i 
take up the burden of the L ee Ree es og : 
day’s work before their own- ee es ot on ae 
os out of bed. A little t f Bar ae 

shade, natural or otherwise, ao wiacibcape 1 patie } oe 
is an advantage in midsum- ee BD ee ‘ 
mer. f P| sistas ae 

Often a shed open at one BO ——— 
side is used and to advantage, aed ee | 
if the location is one swept - ca = 
by strong winds or where the Fecal : 
snow piles deeply. There ae ae 
should always be a walk at “= 2 Lae 5 
the back, as it is not conven- — oo a 
ient to manipulate a hive of bees from the HONEY IN LARGE AND SMALL FRAMES. 

front. add another “super” and possibly a third 
Some people like to have their hives close and fourth. The “supers” partly or wholly 

by the garden or as a part of it. Ornamen- filled are not removed at once, because it is 
tal hives may be used in such situations. advisable to allow the bees to cap the combs 
Bee-keepers in Europe do this sort of thing completely and to allow the honey to ripen 
more often than those in this country. a little in the hive. 
Wherever the hive may be placed, the bees Taking away the honey was-formerly an will quickly fix the location and will return exciting and lively operation. Now it is to it, however far they may fly in search of very simple, owing to the invention of a nectar. They will fill the hive body with little device known as a Porter bee-escape, 
honey and brood, and will then be prepared which is attached to the center of a thin to work in the “supers,” where the only board commonly called a honey board. honey which the bee-keeper feels privi- This board is slipped between the hive and leged to remove is stored. The “super” is the “super,” after which a little smoke is a bottomless box which rests on the hive blown into the latter. The bees pass and in which are placed rows of pound sec- down through the bee-escape into the hive, tions, the latter being the little frames in but find themselves unable to get back, be- which comb honey is sold in the stores. cause of the peculiar construction of the The bees Swarm up from below and fill little device. In the course of a few hours these sections. This work may be done the “super” will be practically free of bees very quickly, if there is a generous yield of and may be carried to the house with its nectar, in which event the bee-keeper will burden of liquid sweetness. 
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THE BUSY BEE AS A MONEY-MAKER 

A colony of bees consists of many thou- scurry in at once, the queen with them. 
sand workers, which are undeveloped fe- The new hive is then given the place occu- 
males, a few hundred drones or males and __ pied by the old one and the latter moved to 
a queen, the latter a very important individ- one side. Many of the bees which were not 
ual, but not the martinet she formerly was with the swarm will return to the old loca- 
supposed to be. The queen is waited upon tion and go into the new home, aiding to 
in the most slavish manner by the other build_up a strong colony at the start. 
bees, given special food and jealously Meantime, the old colony is readjusting 
guarded, but only because she is the mother itself to the changed conditions. In several 
of the colony and has duties assigned her parts of the hive are large cells, resembling 
which no other member of the community peanuts, in which queens are being reared. 
can perform. She is not a ruler in the In a few days one of them will emerge 
common sense of the term and is not per- and become the mother of the hive. Some- 
mitted to have her way in all things. If times a new queen will lead a second 
she were, she would quickly turn to and swarm in a few weeks, but this is not to be 
slay the young queens which the bees have desired, as it weakens the parent colony to 
begun to rear in anticipation of emer- such an extent that no honey is stored for 
gencies. the owner. To prevent it, a queen and 

A queen bee when two years old will fre- drone trap is placed at the entrance a few 
quently lay 3,000 eggs in one day, each in days after the first swarm has issued and is 
a different cell and worker eggs in a dif- kept there for some weeks. Then there 
ferent sort of cell from that in which drone can be no swarming, for the queen cannot 
eggs are deposited. Her activity is almost get out and the bees will not leave without 
incredible, but it is most necessary, if the her. The trap should be cleared of dead 
population of the colony is to be main- bees every three or four days. 
tained. A worker bee lives only seven or Sometimes a swarm issues when there is 
eight weeks in summer and great numbers no one at hand who knows how to capture 
of recruits are needed to keep the ranks it, although the process is so simple that 
from thinning. It is a common thing for any member of the family can undertake 
bee-keepers to substitute new queens for it. In such a case, however, the best plan 
those which are not as prolific as they is to sprinkle water on the bees with a 
should be. Rearing queens to sell for this whisk broom occasionally. They cannot 
purpose is a line of work carried on by sev- fly with wet wings and will remain where 
eral expert professional bee-keepers, and they have clustered until arrangements for 
the queens are sold for from seventy-five hiving them have been made. 
cents to as high as ten dollars. Sometimes the queen trap is used on a 

When, in spring or summer, a hive be- hive from which a swarm is expected when 
comes crowded with bees, the queen and a_ the owner is to be away all day. The 
considerable proportion of the other bees queen will be caught if she tries to escape 
swarm out in search of a new home. It is from the hive and the bees will return in 
this proceeding which the amateur usually case they leave without her. At night she 

_ dreads, but without much reason. To be- may be removed from the trap and placed 
gin with, the bees are invariably good na-_ in the hive. Some bee-keepers find swarm- 
tured at swarming time, seemingly care ing made easy by using this trap. When 
free and at peace with the world. As a the swarm comes out, the trap containing 
fact, they fill themselves with honey be- the queen is taken away and a new hive 
fore leaving the hive, and are so full that placed on the stand of the one from which: 
stinging would be a difficult matter, were the swarm issued. Having missed the 
they disposed to sting. queen, the absconding bees will soon come 
When the swarm issues, it first settles circling back and will rush into the new 

upon a bush or other object near at hand. hive without noticing the change. As they 
This gives the bee-keeper his.opportunity go in, the queen may be removed from the 
to capture it. He sets an empty hive under trap and quietly dropped among them. She 
the swarm or else close by with a sheet or will hurry in, too. If the hive has been 
newspaper spread before the entrance. fitted out with frames containing founda- 
Then he simply shakes the bees into the tion, the insects will perceive that in some 
hive or in front of it. If the hive has been marvelous manner a vast amount of work 
kept in a cool place, the bees usually will has been cut out for them and go busily 
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WHAT IS COLONIAL FURNITURE? 

WHAT IS COLONIAL FURNI- pire.’ While based tipo ie plese, dif- 
fered from anything of Greek and Roman 

TURE? BY JAMES THOMSON character that had preceded it, being formal, 
HAT is the Colonial styie as ap- stiff, heavy and suggestive of stone or 
plied to furniture? Strictly marble rather than of wood. For decora- 
speaking, it is that which ob-_ tive appeal is dependent upon beautifully 
tained in America up to the time figured woods, and chaste, finely executed 

of the separation of the Colonies from the ormolu mounts. When the brass mounts 
mother country; but we need not be so ex- were omitted, much of the charm vanished, 
acting and may reasonably include as Colo- ™ 
nial all furniture in vogue prior to the begin- LL . 
ning of the nineteenth century. tm ee 

Whatever of doubt there may be in regard i" x Niliiay Ce 
to the precise point whereat to draw the WW i LS fig Reema 
line, there can be no difference of opinion We Sy ss SS 
as to what Colonial furniture is not; and it A NST ira Be 
cannot by any possibility be that clumsy Wnty Ny i ) a Y 
pseudo classic stuff which had inception IN nan \ So 
not earlier than the year 1810, and which Ny it | i Nu ey 

led us into a dark age of decorative effort it) i AAA ve ae 
from which there was no emergence until a i aN & 
the 70's. aes SS 

Not only has such furniture become (ize eset So <j 
known to the trade under the Colonial ap- a Sica peg, apne . : . * . FIG, TWO: THE AMERICAN “EMPIRE AT ITS WORST. pellation, but people are furnishing with it 
under the impression that they are getting since they lightened otherwise heavy out- 
the real article. How came this mongrel lines, 
pseudo classic style to get foothold in this Though the English were so bitter against 
country ? the Corsican, they were not deterred from 
When the time was propitious for Napo- copying a style inspired by his conquests. 

leon to throw off the republican mask, there In 1804 Napoleon was made Emperor and 
arose the need of imperial trappings to ac- immediately did the new style take hold in 
cord with an assumption of absolutism. In England. Unlike the French, however, the 
obedience to imperial desire, the artist and English designers with one notable excep- 
artisan talent of the time were drawn upon tion made a botch of it. Read what one 
to originate a style of furnishing and deco- authority has to say of Sheraton once he 
ration to which was given the name “Em- had abandoned (in response to public de- 

_— ee /] man) the ae style that had brought him 
/ ae eee ame if not fortune. 

Ji — ee een 2 “Sheraton had no part in introducing the 
re es an Empire style, and he had fortunately just 

Pe ae a, as little effect on the pieces actually made. 
ei OE I NSS ees ‘ Most of the plates in his Encyclopedia are 
Feat ‘ a= ee as beneath contempt, and I have just as great 
Pt  . =. | difficulty in treating them seriously as if 

h ie Baty a | ee they were the ravings of a madman, the 
Wy eg ZA i ligat in which I regard them. Sheraton’s 

i Ue ee OS _~—SCséiodld aims are lost sight of entirely. He is 
) | \, i ee ce ae shee italy iseetiscions = the vileness of his 

J AWW, SS Y designs ; for of one of the worst of them he 
f a v iy! ee Ss | we says that ‘in my opinion it excels in beauty 

Soe eC etal Se Lie because of its unity and simplicity, which is 
a ee CES = «my constant aim in designing, and consti- 

"4 Ny (= ee "tutes the perfection of art.” 
\ Mme a When England and America made the 

: | ie mad Empire venture in style, a decadence 
FIG. ONE: ONE OF THE INFERIOR MODELS prEsERven began from which there was no emergence 
AS “COLONIAL.” until the 70’s. 
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WHAT IS COLONIAL FURNITURE? 

on pie. direction, there was harmony in the process 
Aas of shrinking and swelling, which fact ac- 

—_— , 1 counts for the fine condition if which we 
Saas | | | find so many of the old pieces that have | pas Ries come along the century or more to us. 

| al {| Veneer thus applied, there was less likeli- 

fre Cpu uri a, a) 

i \ SS aa x. 
gate | Ke a ne a) ed ee eel) 

: — L———— =f] => Rey rs ola aaa Be SSS ee eS Ne TA i as Le WA 
FIG. THREE: EXAMPLES OF VENEERED FURNITURE. \ t te og ae he 

From such decadent conditions as are ‘ aie . 7 2 ——— in i 
here outlined came this pseudo classic, \ i ji iz, JZ fgg f be 
clumsy mahogany furniture style which had Wet f | ae | i i 
vogue in this country in the first quarter i Wi We LE 
of the nineteenth century; and to which at ' Nt tS ag y 
the present time, in some ill-informed quar- i eas 2 
ters, is given the name “Colonial,” though Eo So ie! ee es 
as a matter of fact it came much too late =~ ee . si a 
to entitle it to that honorable distinction. “ 5 | Oo er ill <8 

With the advent of this so-cailed Empire © 572) eg gut! Se Se 
style, a most vicious veneering practice took wea Oo 
root, the demoralizing effects of which it [pts 
required half a century to overcome. In the * smummwee » | 
chaste styles that had prevailed throughout FIG. FOUR: AMERICAN “EMPIRE” AT ITS BEST. 
the eighteenth century in England, and by hood of pulling and hauling and playing 
reflection in the American Colony, the cab- at cross purposes. 
inetmakers had regard for solid practice in It was quite otherwise when the debased, 
applying veneers. While solid wood was sham, classic style came along ; pandering to 
the rule, there were occasions when to use a vitiated and debauched taste, the cabinet- 
a thin veneer on an inferior and less costly makers threw common sense to the winds, 
wood was advisable; and this practice was and began gluing veneers any and every the more common once Hepplewhite and way. It became a common practice to plant compeers had arrived. Hepplewhite, how- = MRS: 
ever, in laying veneers did so with the grain ( i \ (eee i 
running the same way as that of the base Rar jl yi upon which it was planted. By this means of \) i \ on the grains of the two running in the same \ : yw ANG 

ee I WW D> 7 | ‘ i 0 ser cegeam Eas i / { 4 ‘A. 

oe Wf i / fo) = a 5 Y UY / KE SS 
4) ff A li FIG. SIX: BEST DESIGN OF CHAIRS AT THIS PERIOD. 

\ { ( Hy a veneer of mahogany with the grain run- 
6 a oe ning directly, opposite to that of the base 
i=, =| upon which it was glued, with oftentimes 

2 ~ | =. disastrous results. Ours is indeed a trying 
2 Ey _————— climate for cabinetwork, and no doubt we eS I ° suffered more from peeling veneer than did 

Europeans. Be that as it may, it was com- FIG. FIVE: GOOD CONSTRUCTION IN 1825, mon enough to find these Empire pieces of 
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WHAT IS COLONIAL FURNITURE? 

¢P Lia ee when rightly done; for we thus 
Aire aL | ap get the benefit of beautifully 

eX “aff LW a marked wood which otherwise 
@)| i , ye ‘utd would be out of our reach be- 

J | Pe oo de ei cause of the excessive cost of 
CWI i i HUG lai li sta AA\ Wy the solid wood. It is the 

Bees eee i abuse of the veneering practice 
Se ye) that we decry, the fine fruits 

: gg" of which are observable in this 
1G 8 oe ACO “=< “Empire” furniture at present 

ect masquerading under the name 

- as na — of Colonial, and which the 
FIG, SEVEN: A BEAUTIFUL EXAMPLE OF ENGLISH majority of people (including owners of it 
“EMPIRE,” AMERICANIZED, for half a century or more) mistakenly 

furniture of the cheaper brand with chipped imagine to be valuable solid mahogany. 

edges, sections of peeling veneer and the Not one in a thousand know that this 

like. supposed-to-be solid mahogany is a fraud. 

With the advent of “sham” Empire came That in many instances the entire body is 

the custom of employing veneers cut from of pine covered with a thin skin of mahog- 
the branch of the tree where it joined the any. IT should say, however, that in the 
trunk. Such veneers were’ /, 
often very curiously and A \ Seta and Chair an 
beautifully figured, but in B\W\, French Empire. & T 
small sizes. It was this cir- ph y \ Na) 
cumstance that dictated the (9) @Whecsaag thea. i \¥ 
employment of mahogany th Y Heme mir a Y 

veneers in the manner ex- les\ Al i es 8 a? Ty 
plained. The largest pieces LA\\ Mails : oie NS ZY 

were used for panels, while a\ * | aes ge ts weet 
the trimmings were utilized “wz SSi i, — Ls CCD) 

for small surfaces. In this Mel), ow ee Se} er 
way the smallest pieces could Jail KU: Ly 7 Pe 
be joined and used for band- Wanye — | 
ing and the like. A special ee 4G Ge 
veneering hammer was used Ra SS ou | 
to rub the veneer into contact 2 tremsan ial 
with the ground. Half — 
round and ogee moldings, Forcier and“Fowtaine! 1807. 
columns, convex and concave circles, and FIG. EIGHT: EMPIRE AT FIRST HAND. 
all manner of eccentric shapes, the cabinet- choicest specimens of the style, made in the 
maker of the period took a pride in veneer- sincere and honest fashion of the good 
ing. The effort was worthy of a better workman, the ends, say of a bureau or side- 
purpose. . board and the top, are usually solid mahog- 

There can be no objection to veneering any of real San Domingo quality, which im- 
<< np RLEN TT 4 parts to the articles a weight 
a = soli é that present-day pieces of like 

GOS By CREUSET, Ya “= character lack. The mahogany 
VW) yr ie ee, which we, at present, me at 

ues eS ee war ‘yp : a aa our command is, as a rule, 
eS nl th Mexican grown, and while the 
acuta erro mmnpin sail utes] grain is all that can be desired, 

yy ee i 2 pee in weight — ae o = 
Ci SS = Th eS ar short of the real “San 

=a its a * Domingo,” which was both hard 
fe <2) WRASSE to «work and extremely close 

ee =sS=—— grained, but which is not now 
FIG, NINE: MODIFICATIONS OF EMPIRE, BUT TRUE TO TYPE. to be had at any price. 
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WHAT IS COLONIAL FURNITURE? 

Turning to the illustrations, in figure 2 the desirable little drop-leaf table depicted in 
we have the American brand of Empire at figure 5. Ends and top of bureau are of 
its worst. As a horrible eeetible of ies a aanOEAtY, but tie Palani apeiding 

void it is supreme, notwithstanding the columns is veneered, the top being o 
a a are peoble of wealth and stand- heavy San Domingo mahogany. 

ing to whom the style appeals. This we must Figures 4, 5 and 6 may be said to repre- 
take for granted from the fact that they sent the style at flood tide, while 1, 2 and 3 
furnished their homes with it. show it at the ebb. The examples first enu- 

This particular model embodies in its merated are not unworthy of perpetuation, 
crude Pines all that is undesirable in de- the others are not, though it is with regret 
sign, and as regards cabinetwork it is a we see designs quite as unworthy being 
sham, the entire surface being veneered. We worked up by Western manufacturers and 
have here an example of the depths of deg- the market in consequence being flooded 
radation to which the arts of design and with the product. 
craftsmanship of the chairmaker. had an er z e have Z a fine eo 
reached in the 40’s of the last century, the of the English Empire fashion seen throug 
product of our es period of decorative the American temperament. Sofas of this 
endeavor, a period to which we cannot look kind were plentifully made about the year 
back without a shudder. This chair was 1820. An English designer named Whit- 
sketched from a half tone cut of an interior aker in 1825 was responsible for some ad- 
in a California home. Chairs, sofas, tables mirable designs of this character, 
and the like were all in conformity. Whether Figure 9 depicts other modifications of 
real old pieces or replicas I have no means the Empire idea. Sofas similar to that on 
of knowing. The owner may have simply the right were at one time very common. 
wished to furnish in the heavy style of the While the designs were fairly good, the 
first Empire. carving was often execrable. Now this bad- 

In figure 1 we have again the style at its ness of the carving may be ascribed to the 
lowest degree of degradation. How much fact that the executant was not a practical 
of art knowledge did it require to evolve hand. Many old-time cabinetmakers with 
such a specimen? The lady who owns the but few tools made out to do their own 
original, which she prizes because of family woodcarving, as they also did the polishing, 
associations, values it still more because of such as it was. If one will but scrutinize 
its being, as she supposes, solid mahogany, the French Empire designs of Percier and and no one of knowledge has the heart to Fontaine, whose book, published in 1809, tell her that every inch of the supposedly is a standard, one need no longer be in doubt solid wood is veneer. She might well see it as regards the source of the motives for for herself did she but examine the portions woodcarving of the pineapple-bedpost or- where in process of time the veneer has der. Our cabinet man simply carved in a chipped off” and left the bare pine. coarse, rude manner the motives he found In figure 3 we have common examples of on the ormolu mounts of the French furni- the style. In such a table as is here por- ture where they were treated with the ut- trayed all save the top is veneered. As re- most refinement. 
See the chair, there is to be met with a _ Despite the execrable quality of the carv- multitude of variants, some of them ex- ing on some of our Sheraton and Empire tremely uncomfortable, having been fash- work, it is not unattractive when scrutinized ioned with no thought of the comfort of the none too closely. Viewed in mass it has a occupant. Very often the slat is fashioned certain richness of effect. Many people ad- in such a way as to dig into the small of the mire it and think it carving of a high order, back. Plainer chairs, modeled after de- which is not at all surprising in view of the signs by George Smith, whose book of de- fact that so few are qualified to judge. signs was published in 1808, are sometimes French Empire furniture was designed to be met with, and whatever their short- by men of the rarest talent. It, moreover, earings otherwise, they are extremely com- had plain surfaces _ relieved by ormolu er a ; ; mounts, some of which are todav valued as Pennie ct a uu : a in figure 4 is an ex- works of art. _ American designers (no ee ak tia . gt ree and the best doubt the cabinetmakers themselves) in eae ant a 8 admiration. This clumsy fashion imitated the Frenchmen as 

out 1825, as was also to woodwork, but save in rare instances 
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DEVELOPING USE OF WATER POWER 

nonchalantly ignored the brass ornamenta- rentals and building expensive plants for 
tion. Nor did they substitute any other em- the delivery of current to such users. It 
bellishment save as they carved bedposts has been found, therefore, that to bring 
and bureau pillars in coarse fashion, taking about the immediate establishment of 
as their theme, as a rule, some design from power plants and thus to avoid the con- 
the French ormolu mounts. tinued waste of this water power in many 

The examples submitted are sufficient to sections, permits must be granted power 
indicate the more common pieces of furni- companies upon terms under which the 
ture to be met with in New England. We current can be developed cheaply enough 
have here depicted the style at its best, and to be used in developing new industries 
at its worst, and the sole purpose of thus which would be unprofitable without a sup- 
bringing it into prominence is to more cer- ply of cheap current. 
tainly emphasize the fact that it is not Colo- Under a plan which has been agreed 
nial, and that some of it was made within upon between the Secretary of the Interior 
the memory of individuals still living. Some and the Secretary of Agriculture, the peo- 
of it was made as late as the Civil War. In _ ple at large will be able to get cheap power, 
1866 an old-time cabinetmaker who had as the maximum rate which the power 
seen better days came my way. In shabby companies may charge is definitely fixed in 
broadcloth suit, and shapeless beaver hat, the permit. 
he came to a certain cabinet shop and hired The departments also have surrounded 
a bench-room, to the end that he might their permits with provisions which pre- 
make a table in the style of his early man- vent power companies from gaining con- 
hood for a customer with similar tastes as trol of these public water powers merely 
himself. Making the table, it, of course, for the purpose of promoting the sale of 
proved to be “Empire,” and the rope mold- stocks and bonds. The permits, therefore, 
ing around the edge he carved, stating that have been framed to make certain that 
it had been his custom to do the entire work, companies gaining water-power rights shall 
including the polishing, without the aid of supply a given minimum of current at 
others. specified rates on or before definitely fixed 

In view of the foregoine, and considering dates. 
the fact that our so-called Empire furniture In order to make certain that power 
style had inception about the year 1810, and companies cannot exercise a monopoly and 
was at the zenith of popularity in 1830, how use the entire current for their own pur- 
can anyone claim such to be Colonial? Out- poses, the departments require these power 
side of the question of the period of its companies to sell at least one-half of the 
vogue, in form it radically differs from pre- power they develop as rapidly as outside 
vailing fashions in furniture of the latter users request its delivery. 
half of the eighteenth century which em- A concrete illustration of the application 
brace Chippendale, Hepplewhite. Sheraton, of this policy is the agreement recently 
Adam and compeers, all styles of character entered into by the Department of the In- 
and distinction. terior and the Department of Agriculture 

with the International Power & Manufac- 
DEVELOPING THE USE OF turing Co. for the development of the 
WATER POWER IN THE FOR- | aatural water power on the Pend d’Oreille 
EST RESERVES River, Idaho. - In the district around this. 

water-power site there is at present no de- 
CCORDING to the estimates of the mand on the part of private consumers for 

A United States Department of Agri- large amounts of current. This company, 
culture, the unused water power in however, demonstrated that if it could ob- 
the various national-forest reserva- tain a satisfactory permit it could use at 

tions is capable of developing from 10,000,- least one-half the possible power success- 
000 to 15.000,000 horsepower in the form fully for the manufacture of nitrates in the 
of low-priced electrical current. In many district. After very careful investigation, 
of the districts adjacent to these natural the departments decided to issue a permit 
sources of power there is not yet a large to this company which would encourage it 
enough demand for current for use in to develop this power for its own use and 
existing local commercial activities to war- make available a surplus of power for 
rant power companies in paying high private users. electric roads, etc. 
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THE RIGHT EDUCATION FOR BOY FARMERS 

Under the terms of the permit the com- _ Some objections may be made to the 

pany must sell at least one-half of the de- high school course as at present conducted. 

veloped horsepower, or so much of this Comparatively few boys finish it and it 

one-half as is actually demanded, to private offers very eee De ace aon 
Gonsumers: average youn nw 

rm of rental is made indeter- with his hands. Most of the graduates look 

aout bub-defaite provision is made for for office positions if they have not pro- 
readjustment to meet the requirements of _ fessional inclinations. ; 

the then existing regulations at the expira- As one hard-headed farmer puts_ it, 
tion of every 20 years. This enables the they feel themselves above earning a living 
Government to meet future requirements with their hands, —— not or Soe 

from developments in the dis- to earn it in any other way. i e 
tect te aussie with eee. present trend of thought among educators 

From the United States Department of it looks as if much of the useless stuff 
Agriculture, Washington, D. C. "which has always been considered essential 

for young persons to learn in cnet pe 
graduated from school will finally be 

THE RIGHT EDUCATION FOR eliminated and in its place we shall have 
BOY FARMERS something better calculated to prepare them 

WISH to offer the following sugges- to earn a living. 
| tions as to the course to be a by LT always liked that definition of the word 

a farmer whose son is now greatly in- concen ee meats a Preparation oe 
terested in agriculture, the parent fear- contact,” in other words a preparation for 

ing the results of college education as likely doing something, a preparation for work. 
to lead the boy away from the calling with And who shall safely say that educated 
which he now is perfectly satisfied. In persons are only to be found among those 
other words, how to educate the boy and who have successfully passed the pro- 
still keep him on the farm. fessor’s “exams” and gone forth the pos- 

I would suggest the short course in an  sessors of diplomas? 
agricultural college, choosing the one for I am a firm believer in colleges and uni- 
which the boy has a natural liking, whether versities in so far as they fit young men 
dairying, live stock husbandry or fruit and women for the actual work they are to 
growing. do, But since so large a proportion of our 

I know of one case in particular where farm boys get side-tracked from what 
a bright young man with a liking for the would have been their natural. calling in 
home farm and a deep interest in its opera- pursuing the ordinary college course, par- 
tions went through high school without ents are beginning to question the wisdom 
being weaned away into other walks of life, of denying the legitimate claims of the rest 
but the parents hesitated to risk a regular of the family in order to put one boy 
course at college, their hearts being set on through college, something which frequent- 
his taking the homestead when they became ly proves to be another case of “Keeping 
ready to lay down its cares. - up with Lizzie,” and which may bring 

After graduating from high school he disaster to the entire family in the end. 
went back home and went to work, being A method which finds favor with many 
given a share in the income the same as a_ farmers who desire to give their sons a partner. The next winter he took a short better education than that afforded by the 
course at the agricultural college of his district school yet hesitate at the idea of a 
State and then proceeded to use his new college as the place to get it, is to follow up 
ideas to good advantage, by putting them the eighth grade work with the business 
to the test of practical application. He college and finish off with as much short 
went a second time to the college for in- course work at the agricultural college as struction in a special course and is today seems advisable. This, while it is not happy and prosperous, married and settled claimed to be complete, is certainly practical down on an adjoining farm which his and fits a young fellow for his farm work father helped him to buy. To my mind this far better than a purely classical education. 
is one of the best ways to educate a boy By E. E. Rocxwoop. 
who wishes to become a farmer. From Hoard’s Dairyman. 
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THE OPENING OF THE CRAFTSMAN BUILDING 

ALS IK KAN home,—the home beautiful, simple, com- 

AN INVITATION TO THE OPENING fale adjusted io the les of in igen, 
OF THE NEW CRAFTSMAN BUILD*  \ritten about this home and talked about it 

ING: BY GUSTAV STICKLEY and built it; but the utmost that I have been 
HE CRAFTSMAN is in the happy able to do in the past seemed but a drop 
position of having so many friends in the bucket. I felt that I could not reach 
that it is compelled to send out a_ the great mass of people until I conceived 
general invitation instead of sep- this project of the great home center where 

arate cards for the opening of the new people from all over the world would be 
Craftsman Building. This will take place made welcome, where every phase of home- 
in October, Monday the twentieth of the building could be seen and studied, where 
month. And all who have cared about THE the practicability of different kinds of 
CraFrsMaN Magazine or rather the Crafts- building material could be demonstrated 
man Movement as a whole, all who have and where people could within the four 
been with us from the start, and all who walls of the Craftsman Building plan, de- 
have even commenced to feel a real friend- sign and complete the arrangement for a 
ship for us are cordially invited to come and house suited to their individual needs and 
visit the building, give us a word of con- their ambitions in the home line. 
gratulation, not sparing advice, and wish us Every day of my life I am more and 
Godspeed in the work we are planning and more assured that America is developing 
hoping to accomplish in this new develop- into a nation of homes. People in every 
ment. walk in life are determined to live a real 
When I first decided some months ago to. life for themselves and their families. 

establish a Homebuilding Exposition in This can only be accomplished with the 
New York City and make its headquarters home background. You cannot develop 
in the new building which we are going to a fine home spirit—the old traditional. de- 
open, I felt very proud of the undertaking. votion to parents and the fireside—in a 
Tt seemed to me a pretty significant flower- hotel or a bowling-alley apartment any 
ing out of the Craftsman Movement which more than you can develop the fine flower 
has been so close to my heart for years. I of patriotism in a disorganized, uncon- 
have always cared more for the develop- trolled country. “Figs do not grow upon 
ment of right homes for the people than  thistles,” today any more than they did in 
for any of the other activities of my life. the Bible times. If we want the best that 
Indeed the Craftsman Movement has from this nation holds for us we have got to 
the start been bent to the furthering of this develop the home sentiment. It is in- 
one great object. And when it occurred to evitable that the patriot should be asso- 
me to have a home center where every ciated with the home, and the home should 
branch of home-making cou!d be displayed, develop traditions of patriotism in the 
where we should have lectures on home- nation. 
making, home-building materials, a library Just so long as I had this ideal only in 
on home-making, a corps of architects fitted my mind, as I said before, I felt a bit 
to give advice on this most significant sub- elated and pretty cheerful over it; but now 
ject, it somehow seemed as though it were that I am facing to a certain extent the 
a great thing for the country and I felt so realization of my hopes I find myself won- 
glad that the idea had occurred to me and dering if I am going to be able to develop 
that it was going to be possible to put it the home spirit for which I have labored 
into action. these many years and if the people who 

But the longer I work over this new have stood by me in the past, the friends 
building as the background for the exhibi- of Tur Crarrsman, will rally round this 
tion, the larger the proposition seems to me, new movement, for I feel now as I have 
the more people who become interested, felt before that I can accomplish nothing 
somehow the more humble I feel. I wonder without my friends. If they come to me 
if it is not so with every activity born in the twentieth day of October and shake 
the heart of man. Our dreams make us me by the hand and tell me that I am on 
proud, our accomplishments develop humil- the right path, I shall have the courage to 
ity. For years the dream of my life has hold to the ideal and to work for this pro- 
been the development of the democratic ject through all of the rest of the years 
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THE HOLIDAY AND THE MILLIONAIRE 

of my life whether they be many or few. economy was established. If they had a 

I believe that I have always needed my holiday he seemed to be worried for fear 

friends in every development of my life. their money would not be well spent. In 

L have wanted them when I have failed, other words, Mr. Rockefeller seems to 

as we all do, and even more when I have hold a mortgage on the money that people 

pee ; And I Heel Noday we Ho al mo from him. It apparently is not enough 
apnea success is possible for the Crafts- that the workmen on his place give him 
an } a ace ithe the codperation of a good day of hard labor in return for their 

t . people who coe re & pase wages, but the ‘money itself has to be re- 

" e ee sympathy with the Craftsman ceived with advice as to its expenditure or 
ideal. nd so in sending out this invita- withheld when there is danger of its not 
ae aa epenng pee ee ne oes as Mr. Rockefeller would 

, 1 want to extend i ink best. 
to every one who feels that home life is There are two drawbacks to this system 
essential to the growth of the nation and of near-slavery which Mr. Rockefeller 

eS tal lies tiut we co sstates and one de that it 1 had dor the u : i es ; and one is that it is bad for the 

speser in Lp country want French homes master and the other is that it is bad for 
ee ee me Rassian ot Jape the slave. | Mr. Poca iele has as much 

. ny other nation’s power as is good for him in the financial 
est, ae homes in which young world. To extend this desire to supervise 

“2 nea aeage a ee and will Ee the universe to the people whom he em- 
‘2 ro : e bene of the nation, for ploys is to place himself in a position that 

a anes of democracy. I may sooner or later the world will resent. As 
= eying . is es pele who have never for the people who work for him, the sort 
per ° e oe re Movement, who of dominance he seems to seek to exert 
=: oo su oe = Tue Crarts- must bring about a weakness in their char- 
at as w i oa ue of acter. People have got to face their own 
oe Seay with oe - Hey paenibiliiss to grow. Growth is only 

create the American ane Sment | taeten: ‘recom mental ae ala 
shall want to talk to them and I shall want freedom’ b re ot te ce : acing ssary ex- 
very much indeed to have them seek me paviences of ne zr bone cui 2 

out, give me a word of good cheer and all system M : R ee eee 
the advice they can possibly offer to one establish is ab: Rocke den rive th caus 
sincerely at the service of every home- age 0 ee . Sear 
lover in the country. me oe a ees mening force as Mr. 

ckefeller in the background it is an eas 
THE HOLIDAY AND THE MIL- matter for a man to succumb, put his fon 
LIONAIRE pennies i the bank, labor through his 

oliday; but he has learned thi OHN D. ROCKEFELLER has “ethi- gai ate oe 
J ae about giving the people bie tis ota Tan ‘his mone tor him, 

on his estate a holiday. According self or for som ca eee tebe New Wotk newenn Bes some one else, to decide just 

tember 2nd, the people ee a ee! ie 2 “aa are eeaires 
by this many-time millionaire were “f 4 © ty wlio eode hie tee gun Gad? pecnuited © conten th or courage. The man who spends his money 

h z 1 eir on such a holiday wisely, devel i 
work for him uninterruptedly duri i i oy develops his char- y during Labor acter by i h i Dae Ww ig y increasing his wisdom. The man 
ee a eo coe ne oo who spends it foolishly has gained through 

Mr. cketeller experience,—the only teacher in th 
spent the day on the golf links. His reason I i 2 eh Wak ate fer co dleciiuene - so} whose lesson is lasting. And even though 

se g between what is Mr. Rockefell Id lik i good for himself and for hi er would like to teach his 

Sed to ete fad that he now aman ch, fe tig i be save miofiéy and that they micht t , cannot do it when he uses a holi- 

If they had no holiday ie een wee ao rt pee i evonee of ahs money,— St. e wages of the 
Y,—so at least a system of compulsory people when they labored through a holi- 
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day he might instil in their minds a sound We want to earn our living, and that is 

economic principle; in other words their good; we want to make as much money as 

sacrifice of the day’s pleasure would be for we can, and that is bad. And.we do not 

the benefit of those who needed their realize that while we are making our homes 

earnings. And a sacrifice that produces and feeding our children and laying up 

joy for others also develops character; but treasures in the savings bank that the de- 

a sacrifice that hoards a few pennies to be velopment of the soul, of the thing which 

poured into the great treasury of a million- freshens our life, gives us grace and joy 

aire is equally demoralizing for the man and makes old age beautiful is a phase of 

who demands the pennies and for the man our existence that we are quite neglecting. 

who succumbs to the demand. Mr. Rockefeller must be neglecting it in 

The holiday question is one that has his own life or he would not ask other 

produced a great deal of discussion in people to neglect it in theirs. He does not 

‘America. Here and there over the world seem to realize that in the saving of the 

we find a man who proudly announces that people’s money for them, in the keeping 

he never takes a holiday, and as we look them in the treadmill, he is not only wrest- 

at him and listen to him we are not inclined ing from them the experience which will 

to favor his system. On the other hand if develop their character, but he is robbing 

we watch the use to which the average them of their opportunity for freedom 

holiday is put it does not seem to recom- which can alone freshen the soul of man- 

mend itself as anything so very much kind and save for him a little of the joys of 

better than a day of work with its Arcadia of which modern life is taking but 

own profit. But so complex is the work- little heed and for which generations to 

ing of the human soul and the human come will suffer. 
mind that the freedom of the holiday 
is in the long run, unquestionably bene- ART NOTES 

ficial even though the detail of the use aR p AND SCULPTURE AS SEEN IN 

of that freedom may not quite prove a study 
in ethical Cepelaprient, Gar present sys- THE PARIS SALONS OF 1918 

tem of labor for an opportunity to live is, N a review of the more than 3000 

even when on the best possible basis, some- canvases exposed at the Salon of the 

thing of a system of slavery, not quite the Société nationale des Beaux-Arts and 

ideal of what man may develop up to, and the Salon de la Société des Artistes 

so it would seem that the release from Francais, it is permitted to those interest- 

work for a day or a week, as the case may ed in art to choose a certain number of 

be, may often result in a reaction from a notable works and to search diligently for 

false condition, and reactions are nearly their significance in connection with the 

always an exaggeration of what the human so-called modern movement. For not only 

being wants rather than the ideal condition the art lover but the merest dilettante of 

that he would really seek. And so, on our the day is eager to grasp the meaning of 

holidays we may play too hard, dance too the art tendencies in both sentiment and 

much, revel too late, all things which Mr. _ technique. 
Rockefeller would disapprove, and all The struggle of modern art is between 

proving in reality not that we are express- the expression of style and an interpreta- 

ing in this day of feasting our higher tion of life in its crudity and reality. The 

ideals, but that we are making a mad effort effort to throw off the yoke of the Julian 

to strike a balance between our hours of school is evident. In various canvases, 

“Jabor and the life that should leave us even those most dominated by style, there 

_ leisure for wise joys. And the chances are is now found, here and there, a powerful, 

that no matter how curiously misspent our vibrant individuality. 

vacation days may seem, the release that More and more rare are becoming the 

comes to the spirit in turning away from examples of great decorative paintings, 

work will, in the long run, far more than since this phase of art has succumbed, 

counterbalance any ill that may ensue from like lyrical drama, to the diverse in- 

the waste of hours or heedless expenditure. fluences of contemporaneous life. Yet in 

We have become very commercial in the Paris Salon of 1913 decorative art 

America; we have almost ceased to think was seen not perhaps in as original a 

of spiritual things in any way whatever. form as heretofore; but in one infinitely 
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i jects of these works Canova school, an endeavor to express, and 
qnore ae ie a ees of their passionately, life in its various forms. 
eee The same is true of other ex- Often the expression is agitated, theatrical. 
See ons of art,—painting, statuary and When one sees a the ell Ss peat 
lyrical drama. The decorative motive is Palais horses madly in t e gallop ; aoe 

: one asks w y 
aS ae justly said, form alone is these works of art. Are they tableaux 

nothing; but art is nothing without form. vivants in sculpture? A young Bacchante 
The movement in modern art is to see be- is presented as an active quivering study 
yond the surface, to cast aside often local of life and as such has its value and 
color and the photographic exactitude of its attraction. But for monumental stat- 
which we have been too fond, and_to  uary a certain element of calm is necessary 
grasp at an expression of reality. The in order to live throughout the ages. : 
Salons of this year have shown some can- _In many pieces of sculpture in the Paris 
vases astounding in their beauty of com- Salons of 1913 originality Was evident, 
position, their form and their meaning. decorative quality and naiveté. Their 
Originality has been perhaps less con- movement was rhythmical, obeying the 
spicuous than is generally thought. laws of equilibrity. Again and again the 

M. H. Bouchard, the sculptor, = . a piety of et was Foon 
manded in his work the most humble displayed. In them was the ure of per- 
reality. It is his exposition of this year, sonality making them in many instances 
“Pécheurs,” which is eae this month gs es ‘ pas pote CSE PSNOD 
as the frontispiece of THE CRAFTsMAN. et great diversity has been shown this 
Monsieur a vcigrd has professed the year in sculpture. Much has been given 

old Gothic as a veritable cult. Neverthe- prominence that was purely banal or 
less in his plastic interpretations of modern mediocre. But to the pieces, rare among 
realism he illustrates the problem present- the great number of exhibits, in which was 
ed to the modern sculptor. It is that in found simple virtuosity and purity of style, 
searching for reality he arrives inevitably the reverence was paid that is universally 
at the translation of scenes and types of accorded to all noble works of art. 
contemporaneous life. The progress of 
this artist toward an execution rude and BOOK REVIEWS 
grandiose has been steadily progressive THE NEW FREEDOM: BY WOOD- 
until in the present work it appears monu- RO ILSO . 
mental. The two fishermen walking to- ww N 
gether are slightly bent under the heavy 66 CALL for the emancipation of 
weights of their nets and show in their A the generous energies of a 
faces a just lassitude, the result of toil. people” is the supplementary 
Their energy is tempered by a certain fine- title of Mr. Woodrow Wilson’s 
ness of the eye, accustomed to penetrate. book entitled “The New Freedom,” and 
the far distant fog and to scrutinize the such in truth is the theme from beginning 
waves that reach to the line of the horizon. to end of its defined purpose. 
In the style of the composition, the taste Very clearly Mr. Wilson points the new- of the details, the care of the whole and ness of the present relation between capital the general balance of the composition, and labor, a newness so untried and tender is emphasized the preoccupation of these that the laws of the country are inadequate men. to their sympathetic interpretation. It Modern sculpture is active, living sculp- could scarcely be otherwise since when the ture, expressive of the realities of life. existing laws were made the relationships And while it has been born out of a form between employer and employee were vast- of revolution, it is undeniable that such has ly different from those now existing. Busi- not taken place without the loss and neg- ness was early carried on between in- lect, little by little, of the dignity and dividuals: the day of great combinations strong appealing simplicity that accom- was then not in men’s minds, scarcely in panied naturally the works of earlier their dreams. That these time-honored 
times. The present movement is perhaps dictates need adjustment is accentuated in a revolt against the formalism of the Mr. Wilson’s book, economic changes hay- 
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ing taken place so swiftly as to be almost Mitchell Kennerley, New York. 303 pages. 
unbelievable. Price $1.25 net.) 

Mr. Wilson thinks nevertheless that the 
intelligent traditions of a people are its bal: THE WAY OF AMBITION: BY ROB- 
a ie fue the fine old cry that Amer- ERT HICHENS 
ica stands for opportunity. . : 

Those with aspiration oad with hope for C HAE TER eer fa hie bet 
the future must agree with him in these a oe e essential of a Tl made 
campaign utterances from which “The novel. On this theory it would seem 

New Freedom” is compiled; for they are that Mr. Hichens deserves all praise for his 
not the expressions of a man seeing only baa entitled “The Way of Ambition, 
his own political arena, his own self-cen- Which 1s a story of thrilling events, one 
tered interests. They are the altruistic Bre ita 7 of the genet Most cetarle, 
thoughts of a man sincerely aspiring to ble it “ lOWwever, nonae. .ee ait 
minister to every class and grade of people timate nowledge which it offers its read- 
whom he at present serves. He pleads for fS concerning a number of complicated 
a better understanding of all mankind. characters. ‘i The analytical quality of Mr. 

The finest thing about “The New Free- Hichens’ mind combined with his remark- 
doi? dethat it is written $0 a8 not to ex: able imagination, burning constantly like 

cite class feeling. Mr. Wilson writes calm- 4 Baie ave a hi been fee el NI 
ly, besides cleverly. He does not challenge “H © knows i. men a he women 
the monopolist, he challenges his point of @$ Duman beings, also as souls, the intrica- 
view. Naturally he believes in publicity as SI€S of whose longings and aspirations he is 
the most wholesome of all air and in open- abe to dissect most re k tak 
ing the processes of politics and business ie e the ae of t I te takes 
to purifying currents. Concerning the Pace the minds of the people. The story 
tariff the book is illuminating, the proposi- 15 idealistically conceived and far removed 
tion stated so calmly that a child might un- from the flesh. In vee MOM at is dis: 
derstand it and be interested. (Published "ct advance over other of Mr. Hichens 
by Doubleday, Page & Co., New York. WOR: . 1 wi Lo 
204 pages. Price $1.00 net.) _ The setting, as is usual with this writer, 

is particularly brilliant—London, Algeria 
and New York providing the background. 

UNPATH’D WATERS: BY FRANK The culmination of the story is reached in 
HARRIS an opera house of New York amid scenes 

ae ‘ \f, and complications of which Mr. Hichens 
T Me oe ee tie of “Un path has a knowledge far greater than that of 

Waters” are notable not only as a the average American. “ f 
collection, but for the individual worth of As the story advances, The Way o 
each one. These stories are cleverly, even Ambition is proven to be a road futile to 
classically written, and ring with truth travel when requiring the sacrifice of indi- 
that indicates deep probing of life, its facts, ere . ook eee 
‘ 4 : ae ublis y Fr i as S 9 aan qualities and its eccentrici New York. Tlustrated in color and black . 

The first three stories use the life of 2d white. 473 pages. Price $1.35 net). 
Christ, and the impression it produced on BNJQOYMENT OF POETRY: BY MAX 
His day, for their setting. They are very . 
beautiful, full of imagination and power. EASTMAN 
“An English Saint” is a character study R. EASTMAN, through the writing 
extremely well done. In other stories, M of his book, “Enjoyment of Poetry,” 
traits from which the Hebrew cannot dis- has placed within the grasp of the 
associate himself are convincingly set forth. reading public some knowledge of the 
The last story in the book, “The Magic everyday happenings that hold the poetic 
Glasses,” recalls the work of Honoré de impulse as strongly and in as enjoyable a 
Balzac at his best. It is well handled in degree as if they were written down in lit- 
every way, its style and poise indicating erature. In perception, in conversation 
that of the craftsman dominated by fine and in literature, Mr. Eastman holds that 
and impressive ideals. (Published by the poetic impulse is one and the same 
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thing, a keener realization of which would ume moreover appeals as the result of hard 

increase the enjoyment of hundreds of in- and unremitting field labor, of colossal en- 

dividuals. This impulse he separates wide- ergy and enthusiasm, of abundant patience. 

ly from the practical impulse, displaying It should enhance the love for American 

naturally its ability to achieve. In children trees as well as instigate a proper pride in 

there is often a poetic instinct. their use. (Published by Romeyn B. 

“The celebrated Abderrahman, son of Hough Co., Lowville, New York. Photo- 

Hissin, having, when a child, been stung descriptive. 470 pages. Price, Buckram 

by a wasp, the insect being one he did not cover, $6.00; half Morocco, $8.00. Expres- 
recognize, ran to his father, crying out ae sage prepaid.) 

‘he had been wounded by a creature spotte : . 

with yellow and while, Tike the border of PRESCOTT OF SASKATCHEWAN: 
his vest.’ On hearing these words uttered BY HAROLD BINDLOSS 
in a measure of Arabian verse, as elegant STORY enthusiastically written 
as natural, Hissin became aware of his A showing originality of spirit and *’ 

son’s genius for poetry.” & keen perception of life in the wheat 
In the present day of commercialism, farming district of the Canadian prairies 

however, the poetic instinct is too often tins smoothly under the title of “Prescott 
crowded out of the child before he realizes of Be clewtche wan” In parts the book is 

ae othe rastan cocker peek thrilling, in others it moves under the ec- 
Ss : : S i centric humor of an Englishman freeing 

eae Bue hapilyy Ley himself from ancestral conventions in a 

ripple of a movement toward giving back ie upheld ty his ai wa Beslishaeesane 

to the masses the realization of the joy of seeking with her father on the frontier her 
poetry as perceived in the little things of ae t broth ven though believi 
life. (Published by Charles Scribner’s TISCTSARe iprouler, even tous enev ing: 
Sons, New York. 224 pages. Price $1.35 him to be dead. The development of this 
ee y . ‘eww 3 woman has been cramped by many, re- 

z straints and when touched and baffled‘ by 
passion she gives way to the petty wicked- 

; cpanel OF TREES OF THE nesses of a limited nature. Prescott, the 
EASTERN STATES AND hero, weathers all things, winning the girl 

CANADA: BY ROMEYN' BECK te loves, stands in the end triumphant. 
HOUGH (Published by Frederick A. Stokes Co., 

HE CRAFTSMAN in its need for a New York. Colored frontispiece. 346 

aL pak of reference on trees has again pages. Price $1.30 net.) 
een impressed by the worth of 7 

“Handbook of Treas of ‘the Northeastern THE MAKING OF 4 TOWN: BY 
States and Canada.” The book is one that FRANK L. McVEY 
gives its readers information in concise 66 HE Making of a Town” is a vol- 
form, teaching quickly by means of the eye, T ume in which many of the difficul- 
since its many illustrations, especially those ties and unexpected obstacles of 
of the trunks of the trees, are particularly community building are set forth in a man- 
attractive and helpful. The veriest layman ner simple and much to the point. This 
fy derstand the a It instructs him a of work indeed is not child’s play, al- 

‘© many varieties of trees and appeals though in the past it has been given much 
to his interest, besides providing the op- less Songidecatien than city planning: Very 
Portunity to learn somewhat of tree lore. little has been written on this problem vi- 

The book opens to foresters, l1umbermen, tally important to the smaller towns, libra- 
landscape gardeners, botanists and ama- ries even offering small assistance to them 
Peat ie an of inpaviedge that they in their efforts to expand. Usually more- 

emselves seek in the woodlands, over the smaller towns are hampered by a 
Pe mountain ravines, in swamps and lack of efficient and disinterested ex 
parce places where Nature remains un- ship. 
rammeled by convention, if time and op- The present volume is one to be wel- 
Ey, Permitted. To those who have comed as able to give to the townsmen 
studied trees scientifically the present vol- practical directions concerning government, 
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business, health, schools, morals, recreation is attractive, designed for an intelligent 
and the respective values of organization gift at the holiday season. (Published by 
and_advertising. (Published by A. G. Thomas Y. Crowell Co., New York. Illus- 
McClurg & Co., Chicago. 221 pages. trated. 72 pages. Price 75 cents net.) 

Paes THE EFFICIENT AGE: BY HERBERT 
AROUND-THE-WORLD COOK BOOK: KAUFMAN 

BY MARY LOUISE BARROLL 66 TT Efficient Age” is a book written 
“rTHE Culinary Gleanings of a Naval with the desire to induce men and 

Officer’s Wife?’ have resulted in women to find out their respective 
the six hundred recipes ‘that are Purposes in life and then to push them so 

included in the attractive and useful vol- steadily forward that they gain thereby 
ume, “Around-the-World Cook Book.” The Seli-mastery and success. The text is re- 
recipes, which are in great variety from plete with statements of a kind that are 
many lands, are clearly stated and could known to be right and sound; but which 
be followed without difficulty by the veriest 100 often, for the good of humanity, have 
amateur in the art of cooking. no stronghold in the brain. (Published by 

To Europeans it has been more or less George H. Doran Co., New York. 142 
of a mystery that America with her infinite Pages. Price 75 cents net.) 
resources should be so devoid of any real THE PUEBLO COUNTRY 
gastronomical sense. The present book, if « 
taken seriously by the housewife, should Bes 54 of the Bureau of 
play its part in increasing her interest in American Ethnology, Smithsonian 
the dishes served on her table and in rais- . Institution contains three manu- 
ing the standard of their excellence. (Pub- Scripts and illustrations under the general 
lished by The Century Co., New York. 360 title of: “The Physiography of the Rio 
pages. Price $1.50 net.) Grande Valley, New Mexico, in Relation 

to Pueblo Culture,” by Edgar L. Hewett, 
THE THIRTEENTH, GREATEST OF Junius Henderson and W. W. Robbins. 
CENTURIES: BY JAMES J. WALSH To es in the geology, topog- 

, ; raphy and general conditions of this region. 
Cr [THE Thirteenth, Greatest of Cen- the present bulletin should appeal as ay turies” is issued in a large popular sétviceable 

edition with the object of placing it " . 
as generally as possible before the public. BOOKS REPRINTED 
It provides a mass of information concern- T is not unusual for publishers to bring 
ing the century of the Middle Ages when I out, especially as gift books at the holi- 
Europe first saw the birth of a spirit akin day season, new editions of works that 
to democracy. have an abiding interest rather than to test 

Eminent persons of the age, the works the public temper concerning those that are 
of art they produced and the general pew and untried. 
tendencies then dominant are brought forth The Thomas Y. Crowell Company, New 
so as to add greatly to the information of York, has presented among its holiday 
those who have been deprived of the leisure books a new edition of Wagner’s “Parsifal,” 
necessary for classical education. (Pub- with 16 colored illustrations by Willy Po- 
lished by the Catholic Summer School  gany, the price of which, in cloth, is $6.00. 
Press, New York. 490 pages. Illustrated. “Excursions,” by Henry D. Thoreau, isa 
Price $1.00 prepaid.) large volume amply illustrated by Clifton 

WAGNER'S TRISTAN AND ISOLDE: sa Te oy R. D. Blackmore, with 
AS RETOLD BY OLIVER HUCKEL illustrations in color by Christopher Clarke, 
ie volume of the retold tale of “Tris- occurs as another new edition. Its price is 

tan and Isolde” is the ninth to ap- $2.50 net. 
pear in a series devoted to the music “The Rubaiyat,” by Omar Khayyam, illus- 

dramas of Wagner. It is translated into trated and decorated by Willy Pogany, is 
English blank verse both spirited and digni- seen as a moderately priced edition ($1.50) 
fied, losing none of the dramatic power of and is similar to the more costly one issued 
the Cornish legend. In make-up the book by the same publishers two years ago. 
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